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Abstract

Ongoing digitization efforts lead to vast amounts of music data, e.g., audio and video recordings,
symbolically encoded scores, or graphical sheet music. Accessing this data in a convenient way requires
flexible retrieval strategies. One access paradigm is known as “query by example,” where a short music
excerpt in a specific representation is given as a query. The task is to automatically retrieve documents
from a music database that are similar to the query in certain parts or aspects. This thesis addresses
two different cross-version retrieval scenarios of Western classical music, where the aim is to find the
database’s audio recordings that are based on the same musical work as the query. Depending on the
respective scenario, one requires task-specific audio representations to compare the query and the database
documents. Various approaches for learning such audio representations with deep neural networks are
proposed, leading to improvements in the efficiency of the search and the quality of the retrieval results.

In the first scenario, the query is a short audio snippet. The retrieval is based on audio shingles, which
are short sequences of chroma features capturing properties of the harmonic and melodic content of the
audio recordings. The comparison between the query and the recordings from the database is realized
by a nearest-neighbor search of the audio shingles. The thesis contains various contributions to increase
the efficiency of the retrieval procedure in this scenario. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the
shingles, deep-learning-based embedding techniques are used. Furthermore, a graph-based index structure
for efficient nearest-neighbor search is applied. These adaptations lead to substantial improvements in
terms of runtime and memory requirements.

In the second scenario, a symbolically encoded monophonic musical theme is used as a query. The retrieval
is based on a sequence-alignment algorithm relying on chroma-based audio features. This scenario is
more challenging than the first one because the query (monophonic symbolic theme) and the database
documents (audio recordings of polyphonic music) are fundamentally different from each other. The thesis
contains various contributions to improve the retrieval results in this scenario. On the one hand, a novel
dataset for musical themes is introduced that is helpful for evaluation purposes and supervised training
procedures. On the other hand, various enhanced chroma representations are proposed for the retrieval
task. In particular, a novel chroma-feature variant is introduced, where theme-like structures in the musical
content of the audio recordings are enhanced by a deep neural network trained with a loss function (CTC)
that allows for aligning the themes to the audio recordings during the training procedure. The experiments
described in this thesis show that the results of the theme-based retrieval task are substantially improved
by using this representation.
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Zusammenfassung

Fortwährende Digitalisierungsbemühungen führen zu großen Mengen an Musikdaten, z. B. Audio- oder
Videoaufnahmen sowie symbolisch oder grafisch kodierte Notentexte. Um bequem auf diese Daten
zuzugreifen, werden flexible Suchverfahren benötigt. Ein Zugriffsparadigma ist die „Anfrage anhand
von Beispielen“, bei dem ein kurzer Musikausschnitt in einer spezifischen Darstellung als Anfrage
verwendet wird. Die Aufgabe besteht darin, automatisch Dokumente in einer Musikdatenbank zu finden,
die der Anfrage ähneln. Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit zwei versionsübergreifenden Suchszenarien
für westliche klassische Musik, bei denen es darum geht, Audioaufnahmen in einer Datenbank zu
finden, die auf demselben Musikwerk wie die Anfrage basieren. Abhängig vom jeweiligen Szenario
sind aufgabenspezifische Audiodarstellungen erforderlich, um die Anfrage und die Datenbankdokumente
zu vergleichen. Es werden verschiedene Ansätze zum Lernen solcher Darstellungen mit neuronalen
Netzwerken vorgestellt, welche die Effizienz der Suche und die Qualität der Ergebnisse verbessern.

Im ersten Szenario ist die Anfrage ein kurzer Audioausschnitt. Die Suche basiert auf Audio-Schindeln
– kurze Sequenzen von Chroma-Merkmalen, welche harmonische und melodische Eigenschaften des
Audioinhalts erfassen. Um die Anfrage mit den Aufnahmen aus der Datenbank zu vergleichen, wird eine
Nachbarschaftssuche der Audio-Schindeln durchgeführt. In der Dissertation werden verschiedene Beiträge
zur Steigerung der Effizienz des Suchverfahrens in diesem Szenario vorgestellt. Um die Dimensionalität der
Schindeln zu verringern, werden auf neuronalen Netzwerken basierende Einbettungstechniken angewendet.
Außerdem wird eine graphenbasierte Indexstruktur für die effiziente Nachbarschaftssuche eingesetzt.
Diese Anpassungen führen zu erheblichen Verbesserungen hinsichtlich Laufzeit und Speicherbedarf.

Im zweiten Szenario wird ein symbolisch codiertes monophones Thema als Anfrage verwendet, wobei die
Suche auf der Sequenzalignierung von Chroma-Merkmalen basiert. Das Szenario ist anspruchsvoller als das
erste, da sich die Anfrage (monophones symbolisches Thema) und die Datenbankdokumente (Audioaufnah-
men polyphoner Musik) grundlegend unterscheiden. In der Dissertation werden verschiedene Beiträge zur
Verbesserung der Suchergebnisse in diesem Szenario vorgestellt. Zum einen wird ein neuer Datensatz für
Themen vorgestellt, der Auswertungszwecken und überwachten Trainingsprozeduren dient. Zum anderen
werden verschiedene verbesserte Chroma-Merkmale für die Aufgabe vorgeschlagen. Insbesondere wird eine
neue Chroma-Variante eingeführt, bei der themenähnliche Strukturen in den Audiodaten durch ein neurona-
les Netzwerk verstärkt werden. Dieses wird mit einer Verlustfunktion (CTC) trainiert, die eine Alignierung
von Themen und Aufnahmen während des Trainings ermöglicht. Experimente zeigen, dass die Ergebnisse
der themenbasierten Suchaufgabe durch Verwendung dieser Darstellung wesentlich verbessert werden.
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1 Introduction

When talking about music, an essential notion is the “musical work”—a widely used term, which may
refer to different things, such as a musical score, a performance, or a recording. However, thinking about
it more closely, it may not be obvious what the term means because none of these things is identical to
a musical work. According to the widespread consensus in philosophy [103], a musical work can be
understood as an abstract object, which manifests in different instances, such as scores, performances,
or recordings. To a certain degree, this philosophical perspective is reflected in the multimodal nature
of music data. A given musical work is often available in many different modalities, for example, as
audio or video recordings, symbolic representations, or graphically encoded sheet music [128]. Given
this variety of music data, music constitutes a rich multimedia domain with many exciting applications
and tasks [108]. For example, comparing various representations or “versions” of a musical work is a
challenging task that requires methods from different research disciplines such as information retrieval,
signal processing, and machine learning. These three research areas are relevant for this thesis, which
presents various contributions for searching and comparing different versions of the same musical work.

We address two different music information retrieval (MIR) scenarios based on the query-by-example
paradigm, where a short music excerpt in a specific representation is given as a query, and we aim to
retrieve relevant documents from a database that are similar to this query in certain aspects [40]. In our
scenarios, we search for recordings of Western classical music based on the same musical work as the
query music excerpt. Depending on the type of query used in the respective task, we need to derive
representations of the query and the database recordings that make them comparable. In traditional signal
processing, one uses manually designed feature computation procedures to obtain audio representations
that are suited for the retrieval task [128]. Using more recent supervised machine-learning approaches,
one derives task-specific data representations through computation procedures that are automatically
learned by employing annotated training data [17, 225]. In recent years, deep learning has become a
powerful machine-learning paradigm for multimedia processing in general [224] and audio processing in
particular [148].

Figure 1.1 illustrates the two retrieval tasks considered in this thesis, with the respective proposed
approaches for learning task-specific audio representations and retrieving relevant recordings from a
database. In our first retrieval scenario, we are given a short audio snippet of Western classical music
as a query. The aim is to retrieve all audio recordings from a database that are based on the same
musical work as the query. This scenario constitutes a cross-version retrieval task, where the query

1
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the main tasks and techniques of Part I and Part II in this thesis.

and the relevant database documents are recordings of different performances (versions) of the same
musical work. We build upon previous work, which is based on a nearest neighbor search using short
sequences of chroma features (which capture properties of the harmonic and melodic content of the audio
recordings), also referred to as audio shingles. In terms of the quality of the retrieval results, this task
can be considered close to being solved by the approach used (for certain kinds of music). Besides the
quality of the results, the efficiency of the retrieval procedure is also an important aspect. Two main
contributions of this thesis are approaches to accelerate the search for this task. First, we adapt two
embedding techniques to reduce the dimensionality of the audio shingles, one based on classical principal
component analysis (PCA) and another based on deep neural networks (DNNs), trained with a special
loss function for representation learning, referred to as triplet loss. The learned shingle embeddings lead
to decreased memory and disk space requirements and enable the usage of standard index structures for
nearest neighbor search, such as K-d trees. Second, we explore the potential of a modern graph-based
index, denoted as hierarchical navigable small world (HNSW) graph to decrease the runtime of the search
further. Overall, our contributions show how the retrieval task’s efficiency can be increased by several
orders of magnitude.

Our second scenario is a cross-version retrieval task, where the different versions of a musical work
refer to different kinds of music representations instead of different performances. The query is a
symbolically encoded monophonic musical theme, and the task is to find the audio recordings in the
database, where the respective theme is being played (typically in a polyphonic context with other musical
voices). This scenario poses several challenges because of fundamental differences between the query

2



1.1 Structure and Main Contributions of this Thesis

and the database documents. For example, these differences relate to the modality (symbolic vs. audio),
the degree of polyphony (monophonic vs. polyphonic), and several performance aspects (e.g., tempo
and tuning). To make the different modalities comparable, we derive an audio representation of the
database documents that is similar to the query representation. In particular, we compute musical features
by adapting melody-enhanced pitch salience representations. Furthermore, we propose a task-specific
salience representation for musical themes. To this end, we use DNNs that need to implicitly enhance
theme-like structures and attenuate all other musical voices in the audio recordings. Standard training
procedures for DNNs usually require training pairs with local alignments, e.g., musical themes and audio
recordings with annotations for the time positions of the theme’s notes. In our contribution, we use pairs
of musical themes and audio recordings without local alignments (i.e., without annotations for the time
positions of the theme’s notes). These weakly aligned training pairs pose a fundamental challenge when
used to train DNNs. We solve this problem by implicitly aligning the themes to the audio recordings
during the training process. To this end, we employ a particular loss function, referred to as connectionist
temporal classification (CTC) loss, to learn audio representations that are suited for the retrieval task.
These features are then used in the retrieval procedure based on a sequence-alignment algorithm referred
to as subsequence dynamic time warping (SDTW). We analyze the CTC-based features in-depth and show
that they improve the state of the art in the theme-based retrieval application.

In summary, this thesis addresses two different cross-version retrieval scenarios based on the query-by-
example paradigm. A common aspect of both scenarios is the search for relevant audio recordings of
Western classical music in a database. The main difference is the type of query used (short audio snippet
or symbolically encoded musical theme), leading to different strategies for learning task-specific audio
representations and retrieving audio recordings from the database. The first retrieval scenario is less
challenging because the query and the database documents are similar (i.e., being audio recordings of
polyphonic music). Rather than improving the retrieval quality, our contributions concern the efficiency
and speed of the search. The second scenario is more challenging because of the fundamental differences
between query (monophonic symbolic theme) and database documents (audio recordings of polyphonic
music). Here, our contributions focus on improving the retrieval results despite these differences.

1.1 Structure and Main Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis consists of two parts (see Figure 1.1), according to the two retrieval scenarios considered.
Before the beginning of the first part, we summarize some fundamentals of audio representations used
throughout this thesis (Chapter 2).

Part I starts with Chapter 3, where we describe our first retrieval scenario in detail. We present two
approaches for dimensionality reduction of audio shingles used for cross-version music retrieval, one
based on PCA and another one based on DNNs trained with the triplet loss. Furthermore, we discuss the
trade-offs between embedding dimensionality, retrieval quality, and efficiency.
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In Chapter 4, we explore the HNSW graph for nearest neighbor search to accelerate the cross-version
retrieval application. As a main result, we show that this graph increases the search speed of the retrieval
system by several orders of magnitude without a substantial negative impact on the retrieval quality in our
application.

Part II begins with Chapter 5, where we introduce a novel dataset, denoted by musical theme dataset
(MTD), containing several digital representations of more than 2000 musical themes. Beyond graphical
sheet music, the dataset provides various symbolic encodings, audio occurrences, alignment annotations,
and metadata.

Then, in Chapter 6, we describe our second retrieval scenario, which is based on symbolic musical themes.
To compare the themes with the audio recordings, we propose to employ melody-enhanced pitch salience
representations. We adapt, compare, and evaluate several conceptually different salience representations
from the literature for our cross-modal retrieval scenario.

In Chapter 7, we then learn a task-specific salience representation using the MTD as training data. In
particular, we show how to apply the CTC loss in the training procedure, which uses weakly aligned data.
This data consists of symbolic themes and audio recordings, where only the time positions of the beginning
and end of a theme occurrence are annotated in an audio recording, without the need for local alignment
annotations. We analyze and evaluate the resulting features in our theme-based retrieval scenario and
show that they substantially improve the results for this task.

Finally, this thesis is concluded in Chapter 8 with a summary and future work directions.

1.2 Main Publications

The main contributions of this thesis are based on the following publications, which either appeared
in peer-reviewed conference proceedings or journals in the fields of audio signal processing and music
information retrieval (MIR), or have been submitted to journals and are currently under review.

[215] Frank Zalkow and Meinard Müller. Using weakly aligned score–audio pairs to train deep chroma models for cross-modal
music retrieval. In Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR), pages
184–191, Montréal, Canada, 2020. doi: 10.5281/zenodo.4245400.

[216] Frank Zalkow and Meinard Müller. Learning low-dimensional embeddings of audio shingles for cross-version retrieval
of classical music. Applied Sciences, 10(1), 2020. doi: 10.3390/app10010019.

[217] Frank Zalkow and Meinard Müller. CTC-based learning of deep chroma features for score–audio music retrieval. 2021.
Currently under review.

[221] Frank Zalkow, Stefan Balke, and Meinard Müller. Evaluating salience representations for cross-modal retrieval of Western
classical music recordings. In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal
Processing (ICASSP), pages 331–335, Brighton, UK, 2019. doi: 10.1109/ICASSP.2019.8683609.
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1.3 Additional Publications

[222] Frank Zalkow, Stefan Balke, Vlora Arifi-Müller, and Meinard Müller. MTD: A multimodal dataset of musical themes for
MIR research. Transactions of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval (TISMIR), 3(1):180–192, 2020.
doi: 10.5334/tismir.68.

[223] Frank Zalkow, Julian Brandner, and Meinard Müller. Efficient retrieval of music recordings using graph-based index
structures. Signals, 2(2):336–352, 2021. doi: 10.3390/signals2020021.

1.3 Additional Publications

The following publications are also related to audio or music processing but are not considered in this
thesis.

[70] Prachi Govalkar, Johannes Fischer, Frank Zalkow, and Christian Dittmar. A comparison of recent neural vocoders for
speech signal reconstruction. In Proceedings of the ISCA Speech Synthesis Workshop (SSW), pages 7–12, Vienna, Austria,
2019. doi: 10.21437/SSW.2019-2.

[91] Stephanie Klauk and Frank Zalkow. Das italienische Streichquartett im 18. Jahrhundert. Möglichkeiten der semiau-
tomatisierten Stilanalyse. In Proceedings of the Jahrestagung der Gesellschaft für Musikforschung (GfM), Halle/Saale,
Germany, 2015.

[92] Stephanie Klauk and Frank Zalkow. Methoden computergestützter melodischer Analyse am Beispiel italienischer
Streichquartette. In Stephanie Klauk, editor, Instrumentalmusik neben Haydn und Mozart. Analyse, Aufführungspraxis
und Edition, pages 151–168. Saarbrücker Studien zur Musikwissenschaft 20, Königshausen & Neumann, 2020.

[97] Michael Krause, Frank Zalkow, Julia Zalkow, Christof Weiß, and Meinard Müller. Classifying leitmotifs in recordings of
operas by Richard Wagner. In Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference
(ISMIR), pages 473–480, Montréal, Canada, 2020. doi: 10.5281/zenodo.4245472.

[130] Meinard Müller and Frank Zalkow. FMP Notebooks: Educational material for teaching and learning fundamentals of
music processing. In Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR), pages
573–580, Delft, The Netherlands, 2019. doi: 10.5281/zenodo.3527872.

[135] Meinard Müller, Helmut Hedwig, Frank Zalkow, and Stefan Popescu. Constraint-based time-scale modification of music
recordings for noise beautification. Applied Sciences, 8(3), 2018. doi: 10.3390/app8030436.

[172] Hendrik Schreiber, Frank Zalkow, and Meinard Müller. Modeling and estimating local tempo: A case study on Chopin’s
mazurkas. In Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR), pages
773–779, Montréal, Canada, 2020. doi: 10.5281/zenodo.4245546.

[204] Christof Weiß, Frank Zalkow, Meinard Müller, Stephanie Klauk, and Rainer Kleinertz. Versionsübergreifende Visu-
alisierung harmonischer Verläufe: Eine Fallstudie zu Wagners Ring-Zyklus. In Proceedings of the Jahrestagung der
Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI), pages 205–217, Chemnitz, Germany, 2017. doi: 10.18420/in2017_14.

[205] Christof Weiß, Frank Zalkow, Vlora Arifi-Müller, Meinard Müller, Hendrik Vincent Koops, Anja Volk, and Harald G.
Grohganz. Schubert Winterreise dataset: A multimodal scenario for music analysis. ACM Journal on Computing and
Cultural Heritage (JOCCH), 14(2), 2021. doi: 10.1145/3429743.

[214] Frank Zalkow and Meinard Müller. Vergleich von PCA- und Autoencoder-basierter Dimensionsreduktion von Merk-
malssequenzen für die effiziente Musiksuche. In Proceedings of the Deutsche Jahrestagung für Akustik (DAGA), pages
1526–1529, Munich, Germany, 2018.

[218] Frank Zalkow, Stephan Brand, and Bejamin Graf. Musical style modification as an optimization problem. In Proceedings
of the International Computer Music Conference (ICMC), pages 206–211, Utrecht, The Netherlands, 2016.
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[219] Frank Zalkow, Christof Weiß, and Meinard Müller. Exploring tonal-dramatic relationships in Richard Wagner’s Ring
cycle. In Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval Conference (ISMIR), pages 642–648,
Suzhou, China, 2017. doi: 10.5281/zenodo.1415760.

[220] Frank Zalkow, Christof Weiß, Thomas Prätzlich, Vlora Arifi-Müller, and Meinard Müller. A multi-version approach for
transferring measure annotations between music recordings. In Proceedings of the AES International Conference on
Semantic Audio, pages 148–155, Erlangen, Germany, 2017.
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2 Fundamentals of Audio Representations

In this chapter, we introduce the notions of waveforms, time–frequency representations, and chroma
features. In particular, we describe several variants of these audio representations. Rather than introducing
all mathematical details, we want to convey the main ideas, assuming some basic signal-processing
background of the reader. We start by discussing the waveform (Section 2.1), which is the “raw” audio
representation. Our first time–frequency transform discussed is the short-time Fourier fransform (STFT),
which is of fundamental importance to signal processing (Section 2.2). Having a linear frequency axis,
the STFT does not account for the logarithmic frequency perception by humans. To address this issue,
we introduce a log-frequency representation by logarithmically scaling the frequency axis of the STFT
(Section 2.3). As alternatives, we cover two time–frequency transforms with logarithmic frequency axis,
one based on infinite impulse response filters (Section 2.4) and another one, referred to as constant-Q
transform (CQT), based on so-called time–frequency atoms (Section 2.5). We also discuss an extension of
the latter transform, referred to as harmonic CQT, where the output is a three-dimensional tensor.

2.1 Waveform

The representations presented in this chapter are based on audio signals. Audio signals can be represented
as waveforms, which encode the change of air pressure over time. We denote a discrete audio signal,
sampled using the sampling frequency Fs ∈ R>0, by x : Z → R. A value x(n) ∈ R at a specific index
n ∈ Z is also called a sample. In our mathematical model, a signal is of infinite length, having the
discrete-time axis Z. In practice, however, we have signals of finite length. Considering the time axis Z,
we assume that all samples outside the signal’s finite range are zero. For a detailed treatment of audio
signals, we refer to the textbook by Müller [128].

Graphically, we can visualize a signal by plotting time–amplitude points
(
n, x(n)) over a finite time range.

Figure 2.1a shows such a visualization (stem plot) for a signal sampled at Fs = 22 050Hz that is composed
of two components. The first one is a sinusoid having a frequency of 880Hz and an amplitude of 0.05. The
second component is a sudden impulse-like click at sample n = 11 025. We restrict the displayed time to a
small range around this sample. We also limit the displayed amplitude range in the figure to [−0.1, 0.1] to
show the details of the sinusoidal oscillations. The impulse’s amplitude of 1.0 is outside this range.
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Figure 2.1: Synthetic waveform Synt (im-
pulse and sinusoid with ampli-
tude 0.05). (a)Stemplot (zoom
in). (b) Continuous plot (zoom
in). (c) Continuous plot (zoom
out).

As an alternative to the stem plot, we can suggest the impression of a continuous instead of a discrete
signal by connecting the plotted points. Furthermore, we use a time axis in seconds and plot the points(
n/Fs, x(n)) . We can now better interpret the signal physically. For example, in Figure 2.1b, showing
the same signal as before, we now see that the impulse occurs at the second 0.5. Figure 2.1c shows the
signal for the time range of 1 second duration and the amplitude range of [−1, 1]. Here, the details of the
sinusoidal wave are not visible in the visualization because its oscillations are so fast that they appear as a
thick black line between amplitude -0.05 and 0.05. On the contrary, the impulse is clearly visible at the
second 0.5.

As a real music example, in Figure 2.2a, we show a waveform of an excerpt from a recording of Beethoven’s
Great Fugue Op. 133 by the Guarneri String Quartet. The waveform’s complex shape suggests that it is
not composed of just a few simple components, as our synthetic example. The sheet music corresponding
to this excerpt is shown in Figure 2.2b. In our context, Beethoven’s unusual notation (tied eighth notes
instead of quarter notes) is not important.1 When comparing the waveform to the sheet music, we see that
the five notes correspond to the five attack–decay phases in the waveform. The amplitude decays close to
zero in between each of these phases, which corresponds to the rests in the sheet music. Both examples of
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 will re-appear throughout this chapter to illustrate various audio representations.

An important observation is that a waveform is not suited to reveal details about the signal’s frequency
content. Both examples illustrate this issue since we can neither explicitly see the sinusoid’s frequency

1 This particular notation is a topic of debate among musicologists [104].
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Figure 2.2: Representations for
Beet (an excerpt from
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in the first example, nor do we have insights into the notes’ pitches in the second example. This issue
motivates us to consider various time–frequency representations in the following.

2.2 Fourier Transform and Short-Time Fourier Transform

Among the most important signal-processing tools are the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its local
variant, the short-time Fourier fransform (STFT). We describe the main ideas of the DFT and STFT
closely following the textbook by Müller [128].

To compute the DFT, we consider a finite temporal range [0 : N − 1] := {0, . . . , N − 1} of length N ∈ N
from an audio signal. We compare the signal with N complex exponentials of different frequencies.
Loosely speaking, each exponential analyzes the signal with respect to a specific frequency and reveals the
components corresponding to that frequency contained in the signal. Mathematically, the DFT is given by

XDFT(k) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n) exp(−2πikn/N) (2.1)

for the frequency index k ∈ [0 : N − 1]. In our context, only the first bN/2c + 1 frequency indices2 are
important because they correspond to the relevant frequency range from 0Hz (no oscillations, also referred
to as DC offset3) to the Nyquist frequency (the highest frequency that can be represented with a discrete
signal). Intuitively, the magnitude |XDFT(k)| of each complex coefficient encodes the extent to which a
sinusoid of frequency k · Fs/N Hz is contained in the signal.

Figure 2.3a visualizes the magnitude DFT of our synthetic example (sinusoid and impulse), only showing
the lower part of the frequency spectrum. We clearly see a peak at 880Hz corresponding to the frequency
of the sinusoid, having an amplitude of 0.05. The impulse is not visible well (having small frequency
components spread over the entire spectrum). Figure 2.3b shows the magnitude DFT for our Beethoven
2 b·c denotes the floor operation (rounding to the nearest integer towards negative infinity) and d·e denotes the ceil operation

(rounding to the nearest integer towards positive infinity).
3 This term originates from electronics, where “DC” refers to a direct current voltage.
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Figure 2.3: Visualizations of the magnitude DFT of (a) Synt, and (b) Beet.

example. We see four major peaks in the spectrum at the frequencies of 392.0Hz, 414.6Hz, 463.6Hz, and
491.4Hz. These peaks result from the notes played, which have a harmonic frequency structure with a
fundamental frequency (corresponding to the perceived pitch of the note) and overtones with frequencies
that are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. In the sheet music of our example (Figure 2.2b),
we find the notes of B[3, B3, A[

4, and G4.4 The lower peaks at 392.0Hz and 414.6Hz correspond to the
fundamental frequency of the notes G4 and A[

4, respectively. The higher peaks at 463.6Hz and 491.4Hz
correspond to the first overtones of the notes B[3 and B3, respectively. Depending on the note in our
example, the fundamental frequency or the first overtone may have the highest amplitude, leading to
spectral peaks. In general, our examples show that the DFT captures the frequency content of the signals
well but does not encode temporal information explicitly (e.g., when a particular note is being played).
This shortcoming motivates the usage of time–frequency transforms, such as the STFT.

To compute the STFT, we need to fix a so-called window function w : [0 : N − 1] → R of length N ∈ N,
which is used to expose local sections of the signal by suitably shifting the window function in time. These
shifts are carried out according to a parameter called hop size H ∈ N. For a fixed shift, the exposed local
section of the signal is processed by the Fourier transform, i.e., it is compared with bN/2c + 1 complex
exponential functions of different frequencies. The STFT of a signal x is given by

XSTFT(m, k) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n + mH)w(n) exp(−2πikn/N) (2.2)

with m ∈ Z denoting a frame index and k ∈ [0 : bN/2c] a frequency index. Intuitively, the absolute value
of the complex Fourier coefficient XSTFT(m, k) indicates how intensely the frequency of k · Fs/N Hz is
contained in the signal around the time point of m · H/Fs seconds. This linear correspondence between
the parameters m and k with their respective physical interpretations results in a linearly spaced time and
frequency grid.

According to Eq. 2.2, the window at m = 0 covers a temporal range of n ∈ [0 : N − 1]. In practice, we take
a centric view, where the window at m = 0 is centered around n = 0. This centric view can be implemented
by padding bN/2c samples (having a value of zero) at the beginning of the signal before applying Eq. 2.2.

4 Here and throughout this thesis, we use the scientific pitch notation, where C4 refers to middle C.
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Figure 2.4: Spectrogram visualizations. (a) Synt (N = 512, H = 256). (b) Beet (N = 512, H = 256). (c) Synt (N = 2048,
H = 256). (d) Beet (N = 2048, H = 256).

We use such a centric view in all windowed transforms described in this chapter. Furthermore, in practice,
we use an efficient algorithm to compute the DFT, known as the fast Fourier transform (FFT).

The term “spectrogram” (or “power spectrogram”) is often used to denote the squared magnitude of the
STFT

YSTFT(m, k) = |XSTFT(m, k)|2. (2.3)

In the following, we use the spectrogram to visualize the STFT and to derive musical features. In the
visualizations throughout this chapter, we use logarithmic compression in the amplitude domain to enhance
small signal components. To this end, we apply the function

Γγ(v) = log(1 + γ · v) (2.4)

to each value of the spectrogram, using a suitable compression factor γ ∈ R>0. This function yields a
positive value Γγ(v) for any positive value v ∈ R>0.

Figure 2.4a and b visualize spectrograms for our synthetic example and the Beethoven example, respectively.
Here, we use a Hann window of about 23.2ms length and a hop size of about 11.6ms (512 and 256 samples
in a sampling rate Fs = 22 050Hz, respectively). In the spectrogram of the synthetic example (Figure 2.4a),
we can observe the sinusoidal component with a horizontal line and the impulse component with a vertical
line. For the Beethoven example (Figure 2.4b), each note is represented by a set of horizontal lines. The
lines are roughly equidistant in frequency, corresponding to harmonic structures. We also see that the first
three notes have a fundamental frequency with a lower amplitude than the respective first overtone. For the
last two notes, however, the fundamental frequency has the highest amplitude. These findings agree with
our discussion above about the comparison of the sheet music to the spectral peaks in the magnitude DFT.
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The frequency resolution of the STFT is determined by the window size N and the sampling rate Fs

(having a spacing of Fs/N Hz). To improve the frequency resolution, we may increase the window size.
Figures 2.4c and d show similar visualizations as before, but now with an increased window size of 92.9ms
(2048 samples in a sampling rate Fs = 22 050Hz). The increased frequency resolution can be seen in
the spectrogram of the synthetic example (Figure 2.4c), where the line corresponding to the sinusoid
is sharper compared to Figure 2.4a. At the same time, the temporal precision is decreasing, which is
reflected by the temporally smoothed line corresponding to the impulse in Figure 2.4c. The increased
frequency resolution is evident in the spectrogram of our Beethoven example (Figure 2.4b compared to
Figure 2.4d), where the harmonic structures appear much sharper.

2.3 Log-Frequency Spectrogram and Chromagram

The linear frequency axis of the STFT does not account well for the logarithmic frequency perception by
humans. To compensate for this shortcoming, we may use the STFT as a basis to derive a representation
having a logarithmic frequency axis. To this end, we rescale the STFT’s frequency axis according to the
logarithmically spaced frequency values of the equal temperament. Such a rescaling can be accomplished
in several ways. For example, as we do in the following, one can apply cubic interpolation along the
frequency axis of the STFT. The unit of the resulting log-frequency axis (which we also refer to as pitch
axis) is given in MIDI note numbers, where the center frequency of a given note number p ∈ R is

f (p) = fref · 2(p−69)/12, (2.5)

with fref ∈ R being the reference frequency for A4 (usually 440Hz), associated with the reference pitch
p = 69. Inspired by the chromatic scale, we usually use a resolution of B = 12 bins per octave for our new
pitch axis, leading to a resolution of one bin per semitone. A higher B ∈ R results in an increased pitch
resolution. To have a musically meaningful partition (according to the chromatic scale), B should be a
multiple of twelve. In our our case, we use a log-frequency spectrogram with K ∈ N pitch bins, where a
bin index k ∈ [0 : K − 1] corresponds to the pitch number

pk = 12 · k/B + pmin, (2.6)

with pmin = 24 being the lowest pitch considered.

Figures 2.5a and b show log-frequency spectrograms of our running examples, where we use an STFT
with a window size of 92.9ms and a hop size of 11.6ms (N = 2048, H = 256, Fs = 22 050Hz). We use
B = 12 bins per octave and consider a pitch range of p ∈ [24 : 108] (C1 to C8), resulting in K = 85 pitch
bins. Using the log-frequency axis, we can verify that the frequency of the sinusoidal component (880Hz)
in our synthetic example (Figure 2.5a) corresponds to the pitch number p = 81. In our second example,
(Figure 2.5b), one can identify the notes, which correspond to the pitch numbers (58, 58, 59, 68, 67).
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Figure 2.5: STFT-based visualizations (N = 2048, H = 256). (a) Log-frequency spectrogram for Synt. (b) Log-frequency
spectrogram for Beet. (c) Chromagram for Synt. (d) Chromagram for Beet.

In the next sections, we introduce alternative approaches for computing log-frequency spectrograms,
where we also discuss the frequency responses of digital filters that are used in the respective transforms.
We can also derive similar frequency responses for the STFT-based log-frequency spectrogram, which we
discuss in Appendix A.

In music, we perceive pitches that are one or more octaves apart as musically similar (so-called octave
equivalence). Motivated by this musical fact, one often uses in music processing an audio representation
called chroma features [14, 68, 128]. This feature type captures the energies contained in the twelve pitch
classes {C,C],D, . . . ,B} and is robust against octave shifts and (to a certain degree) changes in timbre.
There are many ways to compute chroma features. One option is to use the STFT-based log-frequency
spectrogram by aggregating its log-frequency grid to the twelve chroma bins. For this aggregation, we
add up the amplitude values of all pitch bins that correspond to the same chroma in each frame. Starting
with the STFT, we reduce the frequency axis from bN/2c + 1 frequency bins to only 12 chroma bins. For
more details regarding the chroma computation and their musical background, we refer to the textbook by
Müller [128].

Chroma features for our examples are visualized in Figures 2.5c and d. In the chroma representation of
the synthetic example (Figure 2.5c), the energy is centered in the A band due to the sinusoid’s frequency
(880Hz), corresponding to the note A5. We also see some energy in the neighboring bins because of a
well-known effect called spectral leakage that is related to the windowing of the STFT [128]. The impulse
is visible across all chroma bands because it affects all frequency bands. The chroma representation of the
Beethoven example (Figure 2.5d) is even more smeared due to the fact that low-pitched components are
poorly represented by the STFT with its linear frequency axis. The Beethoven example’s pitches (B[3 to
A[

4) are less precisely represented than the sinusoid (A5) because they are lower. Nevertheless, looking at
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the energy center of the note events, we can roughly follow the pitch classes sequence (B[,B[,B,A[,G) in
the chromagram.

2.4 IIR-Filter-Based Time-Frequency Transform

As an alternative to the STFT-based log-frequency spectrogram, we may use a transform that yields
an inherent logarithmic frequency grid. One such transform is based on filters with infinite impulse
response (IIR) and was introduced by Müller [127]. A general introduction to digital filters is beyond
the scope of this section, and we only summarize the IIR-based transform assuming some basic signal-
processing knowledge of the reader.

In signal processing, a digital filter is a function that enhances or reduces certain aspects of a discrete-time
signal. In particular, we consider filters that amplify or attenuate a signal’s amplitude in specific frequency
bands. We can characterize a filter by its impulse response (the filter output, given an impulse as input)
and its frequency response (the Fourier transform of the impulse response). Two main categories are filters
with a finite impulse response (FIR) and filters with an infinite impulse response (IIR). In this section, we
consider a time–frequency transform that is based on IIR filters. There is a recursive way to implement an
IIR filter, described by the difference equation

y(n) = −
L1∑̀
1=1

a(`1)y(n − `1) +
L2∑̀
2=0

b(`2)x(n − `2), (2.7)

where
(
b(0), b(1), . . . , b(L2)

)
are referred to as forward filter coefficients (processing the input signal x)

and
(
a(1), . . . , a(L1)

)
as feedback filter coefficients (processing the output signal y). One may introduce

the coefficient a(0) = 1, corresponding to the output sample y(n). For more details, we refer to a textbook
on signal-processing fundamentals, such as [146].

Beyond the distinction between filters having a finite or infinite impulse response, one may classify
filters according to the shape of the filter’s frequency response. One such filter category is the bandpass
filter, which passes frequencies within a specified range (called passband) around a particular center
frequency and attenuates all frequency components outside that range (stopband). The width of the
passband is referred to as bandwidth. The bandwidth can be characterized by the Q factor (or quality
factor) Q ∈ R, which denotes the ratio of the passband’s center frequency to the bandwidth. Figure 2.6a
shows the frequency response of a bandpass filter with a center frequency of 440Hz and a Q factor of
Q = 25 (resulting in a bandwidth of 440/25 = 17.6 Hz). In between the passband and stopband, the
response gradually transitions from passing to attenuation (transition band). The small local maxima in
the stopbands are referred to as side lobes.

In the IIR-based transform, we use a set of filters (also denoted as filter bank), where each filter is a
bandpass filter analyzing the signal components corresponding to a particular pitch, denoted by the
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Figure 2.6: (a) Frequency response of an IIR bandpass filter with a center frequency of 440Hz (indicated with dotted red line)
and a Q factor of 25 (resulting bandwidth of 17.6 Hz indicated with dotted gray lines). (b) Frequency responses for
the filterbank used in the IIR-based transform.

pitch number p ∈ R with the center frequency f (p) (see Eq. 2.5). As before, we use a pitch range of
p ∈ [24 : 108]. In order to analyze the frequency range corresponding to a semitone, the bandwidth of a
bandpass filter needs to increase with increasing frequency. To this end, we use a constant Q factor of
Q = 25 for all filters in our filterbank (when considering B = 12 bins per octave). Figure 2.6b shows the
frequency responses of all filters used in the IIR-based transform. Due to the logarithmic spacing of the
center frequencies, the frequency responses for the lower frequency range visually overlap and can hardly
be distinguished. In the upper-frequency range, we can better see the neighboring frequency responses of
the bandpass filters.

We denote the output signal of a filter from the filterbank by yk (using the index k ∈ [0 : K − 1]),
corresponding to the pitch pk and the center frequency f (pk) (see Eq. 2.5). To capture the energy and
decrease the feature rate of a given pitch band yk , we compute its short-time power, using a sliding window
w : [0 : N − 1] → R of size N ∈ N and a hop size H ∈ N, similar to the STFT.

XIIR(m, k) =
N−1∑
n=0

w(n)|yk(n + mH)|2. (2.8)

We described the main idea of computing XIIR in a simplified form. In practice, we use an implementation,
where a multi-resolution procedure is used due to efficiency and numerical stability. In this procedure,
different frequency bands are processed with different sampling rates by suitably downsampling the signal
before filtering. The different rates are compensated later in the short-time power computation (Eq. 2.8) by
using different window and hop sizes. Furthermore, the IIR filters introduce non-linear phase distortions,
which are compensated by applying forward–backward filtering. We refer to [127] for more details. In
particular, we refer to Figure 3.1 (p. 54) in [127], where the frequency responses are visualized for the
different sampling rates, unlike our Figure 2.6b, where we visualized all frequency responses in a single
figure.
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Figure 2.7: IIR-based visualizations (N = 512, H = 256). (a) Spectrogram for Synt. (b) Spectrogram for Beet. (c)Chromagram
for Synt. (d) Chromagram for Beet.

Figures 2.7a and b show visualizations of IIR-based transforms of our examples using a rectangular
window with a size of about 23.2ms and a hop size of about 11.6ms (512 and 256 samples in a sampling
rate Fs = 22 050Hz, respectively). In Figure 2.7a, we clearly see the sinusoidal component with 880Hz
(p = 81) without energy in the neighboring bins (no spectral leakage).5 As another observation, there is a
temporal smoothing in the lower frequency range, which leads to a spreading of the impulse in that range.
Figures 2.7c and d show corresponding chroma features, which are computed by a chroma reduction
procedure as described in Section 2.3. Compared to the STFT-based chroma representations (Figure 2.5),
there is no spectral leakage visible in the chromagrams. In Figure 2.7c, we now see the chroma A of the
sinusoid without substantial energy in neighboring bands. In Figure 2.7d, we can clearly follow the pitch
class sequence (B[,B[,B,A[,G) of the music excerpt (Figure 2.2b).

2.5 Constant-Q Transform and Harmonic Constant-Q Transform

Another time–frequency representation having logarithmically spaced frequency values is the constant-Q
transform (CQT), originally introduced by Brown [29]. An efficient algorithm and implementation for
computing the CQT, widely used in MIR research, was proposed by Schörkhuber and Klapuri [171].6

There are three key differences between the IIR-based transform and the CQT. First, the CQT is based
on FIR filters instead of IIR filters. Second, it uses different window sizes that depend on the frequency
band (larger window sizes for lower frequencies). As a result, the frequency resolution is higher for low
5 Note that the zero-padding strategy described above may lead to boundary effects at the beginning and end of the signal,

similar to spectral leakage.
6 We also want to reference the technical report [24], which is not a formal publication, but helpful from a practical perspective

for understanding the CQT.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Frequency response of a CQT bandpass filter with a center frequency of 440Hz (indicated with dotted red line)
and a Q factor of 25 (resulting bandwidth of 17.6 Hz indicated with dotted gray lines). (b) Frequency responses for
the filterbank used in the CQT.

frequencies, and the time resolution is higher for high frequencies. Third, the transform is invertible and,
thus, allows the reconstruction of the time-domain signal from the time–frequency domain.

Recall that the Q factor Q ∈ R of a bandpass filter is the quotient of the center frequency to the bandwidth
(as described in the previous section). A constant Q factor means that the passband has a constant width on
a logarithmic frequency axis—which is desirable from a musical perspective. Both the IIR-based transform
of Section 2.4 and the CQT described in this section use filters with a constant Q factor. However, the
name constant-Q transform is widely used in the MIR community for the specific transform of this section.

The CQT XCQT of a signal x is given by

XCQT(m, k) =
Nk−1∑
n=0

x(n + mHk)ak(n), (2.9)

where m ∈ Z denotes a frame index, and k ∈ [0 : K − 1] denotes a pitch index corresponding to the
frequency f (pk) (see Eq. 2.5). Nk ∈ N is a frequency-dependent window size, which increases with
decreasing frequency: Nk = dQ · Fs/ f (pk)e. Hk ∈ N is a frequency-dependent hop size, which may also
increase with decreasing frequency, or, alternatively, may be constant, which leads to the same number of
frames in all frequency bins (i.e., a matrix shape of the CQT). In the following, we use a constant hop size.
ak(n) denotes the complex conjugate of the so-called time–frequency atom

ak(n) = 1
Nk

wk(n) exp
(
2πin f (pk)/Fs

)
, (2.10)

for n ∈ [0 : Nk − 1], used to analyze the signal x with respect to the frequency f (pk). Here, the window
wk : [0 : Nk − 1] → R is similar to the window used in the STFT. For more details, we refer to the original
literature [29, 171].

We can interpret the set of time–frequency atoms as an FIR filterbank. Figure 2.8a shows the frequency
response of a time–frequency atom for f (pk) = 440 Hz. Here, settings similar to those used for the
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Figure 2.9: CQT-based visualizations (H = 256). (a) Spectrogram for Synt. (b) Spectrogram for Beet. (c) Chromagram for
Synt. (d) Chromagram for Beet.

frequency responses in the IIR-based transform (Figure 2.6) are used (i.e., Q = 25, B = 12 bins per octave,
K = 85 pitch bins). Compared to the frequency response of the IIR-based transform, the transition bands
are wider, and the side lobes have a higher amplitude. The same findings can also be verified for the
frequency responses of the entire filter bank of the CQT (see Figure 2.8b).

We described a naive method to compute the CQT, which we also used to derive the frequency responses
of the time–frequency atoms in Figure 2.8. However, in practice, we use a computationally efficient
implementation for computing the CQT, based on the FFT and a frequency-domain kernel. Furthermore,
a multi-resolution procedure is used, where the input signal is downsampled to different sampling rates,
and the time–frequency atoms are reused at different rates. For more details, we refer to the paper by
Schörkhuber and Klapuri [171].

Figure 2.9 shows visualizations of CQTs for our examples. We find various similarities to the visualizations
for the IIR-based transform (Figure 2.7). In Figure 2.9a, we also find some temporal smearing in the lower
frequency bands. Figures 2.9a and b clearly show the sinusoid having a pitch of 81 and a chroma of A,
respectively. There is no spectral leakage visible in the chromagrams. In Figure 2.9d, we can identify the
pitch class sequence of our musical example. In general, the figures show that the CQT- and the IIR-based
transforms lead to similar results.

Next, we want to point out some connections between the CQT and the IIR-based transform from a
practical perspective. Both transforms have similar parameters, such as the lowest frequency considered
f (p0) ∈ R, the number of bins per octave B ∈ N, the number of pitch bins K ∈ N, the Q factor Q ∈ R, and
the type of the window function w. For the figures of this chapter, we used identical parameters for both
time–frequency transforms (if not specified otherwise). However, in practice, the transforms are typically
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Table 2.1: Typical parameters used for the CQT and the
IIR-based transform.

Parameter IIR CQT

Lowest frequency f (p0) ∈ R f (24) ≈ 32.703 32.7
Bins per octave B ∈ N 12 36 / 60
Number of pitch bins K ∈ N 85 216 / 360
Q factor Q ∈ R 25

(
21/B − 1

)−1

Window function w Rectangular Hann

associated with distinct parameter settings, summarized in Table 2.1. Some of the differences are due to
common practices and the default settings in the implementations used7, rather than to conceptual reasons.
For example, according to the default settings in the implementations used, the lowest considered frequency
(corresponding to C1) is 32.7 (rounded to the first decimal place) in the CQT and f (24) ≈ 32.703 (without
rounding) in the IIR-based transform, which leads to a “tuning difference” of about 0.17 cents. Another
difference is the setting of the Q factor. In the CQT, one may expect a higher Q factor given the frequency
responses’ wide transition bands. A higher Q factor would decrease the filters’ bandwidth, which may
be desirable to avoid frequency smearing. However, for high Q factors, one may not be able to perfectly
reconstruct the time-domain signal from a CQT [171], which also is a desired property. To compensate for
the potential frequency smearing, one typically uses more than 12 semitones per octave (e.g., 36 or 60). In
the IIR-based transform, which is not perfectly reconstructable anyway, the transition bands are narrower.
Another difference between the transforms is the type of window function typically used. In the CQT, a
smooth, “bell-shaped” window (e.g., a Hann window) is used instead of a rectangular window to avoid
hard edges in the windowed complex exponentials. The window is an essential part of the time–frequency
atom (and is also part of the FIR filter). In the IIR-based transform, the window is applied after filtering
(being not part of the IIR filter) for the short-time energy computation. Here, there is no need for soft
edges in the window function. Thus, the usage of rectangular windows is not problematic in the IIR-based
transform. For the spectrogram visualizations in this chapter, as well as throughout the rest of this thesis,
we use the transforms with the parameter settings listed in Table 2.1, if not mentioned otherwise.

The CQT is also the basis for another audio representation named harmonic CQT (HCQT) that was
designed as an input to a convolutional neural network (CNN) [23]. The CQT is a matrix of dimensions
time and pitch. In contrast, the HCQT is a three-dimensional tensor of dimensions time, pitch, and
harmonics. Let us recall that f (p0) ∈ R is the lowest frequency considered in the CQT, also referred to as
base frequency. In the HCQT, we stack several CQT matrices with different base frequencies, where the
frequencies are chosen to form a harmonic series. For a given frequency f (p0), the CQT matrices of the
HCQT have a base frequency h · f (p0), where h ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. As a consequence, all time–frequency
bins across the depth of the HCQT tensor are harmonically related. Thus, the convolutional kernels of a
CNN can easily exploit these harmonic relationships. The subharmonic frequency h = 0.5 is additionally
chosen for the first HCQT slice, even if it is not part of the harmonic series. It is added for helping to
disambiguate between the fundamental frequency and the first harmonic [23].

7 We use the implementations from librosa 0.8.0 [119].
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Figure 2.10: Visualizations of the HCQT for Synt. (a) Entire tensor. (b) Slice with h = 0.5, (c) h = 1, (d) h = 2, (e) h = 3,
(f) h = 4, and (g) h = 5.

Figure 2.10a illustrates an HCQT tensor for our synthetic example. The front matrix is the HCQT slice
corresponding to h = 0.5. In this slice, we have the lowest pitch range, and the sinusoid (horizontal line at
p = 81) is barely contained in this range. Figures 2.10b–g show all slices of the tensor separately. Note the
different range of the vertical axis in each slice due to the changing base frequencies. As a consequence,
the horizontal line appears at different vertical positions in each slice. Due to the harmonic relations
of the base frequencies, the lowest frequency of a slice does not need to correspond to an integer pitch
p. For example, using f (p0) = 32.7Hz, the base frequency for h = 5 is 5 · 32.7 = 163.5Hz, which is
slightly below the equal-tempered pitch of E3 corresponding to p = 52. Instead, it corresponds to E3 in
just intonation.
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3 Learning Low-Dimensional Embeddings of Audio
Shingles for Cross-Version Music Retrieval

This chapter is based on [216]. The first author Frank Zalkow is the main

contributor to this article. In collaboration with his supervisor Meinard

Müller, he formalized the problem, developed the ideas, and wrote the paper.

Furthermore, Frank Zalkow implemented the approaches and conducted the

experiments.

Cross-version music retrieval aims at identifying all versions of a given musical piece using a fragment of
a music representation as a query, e.g., a short audio snippet. One previous approach, which is particularly
suited for Western classical music, is based on a nearest neighbor search using short sequences of chroma
features, also referred to as audio shingles. From the viewpoint of efficiency, dimensionality reduction and
indexing are important aspects. In this chapter, we extend previous work by adapting two embedding
techniques; one is based on classical principle component analysis, and the other is based on neural
networks trained with the triplet loss. Furthermore, we report on systematically conducted experiments
with Western classical music recordings and discuss the trade-off between retrieval quality and embedding
dimensionality. As one main result, we show that, using neural networks, one can reduce the audio
shingles from 240 to fewer than 8 dimensions with only a moderate loss in retrieval accuracy. In addition,
we present extended experiments with databases of different sizes and different query lengths to test the
scalability and generalizability of the dimensionality reduction methods. We also provide a more detailed
view into the retrieval problem by analyzing the distances that appear in the nearest neighbor search.

3.1 Introduction

Large amounts of digitally available music data require efficient retrieval strategies. In recent decades,
many systems for music retrieval based on the query-by-example paradigm have been suggested. Given
a fragment of a music representation as a query, the task is to automatically retrieve documents from a
music database containing parts or aspects that are similar to the query [40, 73, 194]. One such retrieval
scenario is known as audio identification or fingerprinting [37, 41, 128, 202], where the user specifies a
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZHSop66CHNKmYDJBFMcqMhAF4lw=">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</latexit>

Comparison

<latexit sha1_base64="m2+8Qa1DWHtQ2vKt/J2yueC0hvQ=">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</latexit>

Database documents D

<latexit sha1_base64="tPkSL5Esm+VTMP1P9l/fmnRYbMQ=">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</latexit>

D1

<latexit sha1_base64="4cWOHMed9hdsdYbTMU7aeyfbRxY=">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</latexit>

D2

<latexit sha1_base64="ML4DN3VEM38kHpnTCHfMAiavmEc=">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</latexit>

D3

<latexit sha1_base64="sv+Usg31X4oiOiJZNBYTqwsoQH8=">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</latexit>

.

.

.

<latexit sha1_base64="zO8CTm45xyqTjtoXzoswb7eHtFg=">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</latexit>

Ranked list

<latexit sha1_base64="lvqQK/Eonp7SBSRyq3E6gbNuyVY=">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</latexit>

1. D2

<latexit sha1_base64="d9YxOGahargONW8tCA4WGS581qs=">AAAEpXicjVPLTttAFL2hbksplKQs2USEiq4iO0JC3QGNUDdIVCUBiaBoxgzGil/yOJBg+VO6pX/R/+i/sOiZ8UQIECYTzeTMvec+x5cngS8z2/5XW3hjvX33fvHD0sfllU+r9cbnvozHqSt6bhzE6SlnUgR+JHqZnwXiNEkFC3kgTvjou9KfXItU+nF0nE0TcR4yL/IvfZdlEA3rDafd3ByELLtKw7xbDDubw3rLbtt6NZ8Dx4AWmXUUN2p/aUAXFJNLYwpJUEQZcECMJH5n5JBNCWTnlEOWAvlaL6igJdiOwRJgMEhHOD3czow0wl35lNraRZQAO4Vlk75gH2iPHGwVVQBL/N9j32qZ92KEnC7hqbSKIH85l1znILEZ2FeVzBkng2+Vq5zDr+KHlbwI5w14E52tOudjP854D3gfOg/9j6j75MVyMLrA5culQL9oCi3XdRyYXuXwcggNh8+cevpUNXCDCh2/mMvXHnCC7BjkwmQwy5gbjw/RyhoCzRygDsUYASnvKsqkoiP8lf6qmwvNGJqkkjnrv/oSw1e45etKU3kV80bPytRwq5ge6mW6a2qGJlRgXp2n0/kc9DttZ7v97WentbtvJneR1mmDvmI6d2iXftARXtNFJr/pjv5YW9ahdWz1S+pCzdis0aNlDf8DQ5jzOg==</latexit>

2. D3

<latexit sha1_base64="Y6mLi83nl5UwH9zTkOI2s8qhinc=">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</latexit>

3. D1

<latexit sha1_base64="s5gn+qfkIpjq7lnmb7F2j00cJqk=">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</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="94IGamlARrnSYB9YeAp4lYheP2c=">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</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="94IGamlARrnSYB9YeAp4lYheP2c=">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</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="94IGamlARrnSYB9YeAp4lYheP2c=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.1: Overview of the retrieval
procedure: A query (Q)
is compared with a set D
of database documents, re-
sulting in a ranked list of
documents.

query using an excerpt of an audio recording, and the task is to identify the particular audio recording that
is the source of the query. A more challenging scenario is cross-version retrieval, including tasks such
as audio matching, version identification, or cover song retrieval [39, 56, 99, 107, 122, 175, 177]. Here,
given an excerpt of an audio recording as a query, the goal is to automatically retrieve all recordings in
a database that correspond to the same piece of music as the query. Relevant documents may include
various interpretations, arrangements, and cover songs of the piece underlying the recording of the query
fragment. We focus on such a retrieval scenario in the context of Western classical music, where one
typically has many different performances (referred to as versions) for the same piece of music.

For example, given a 10- to 30-second fragment of a recording of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony performed
by the Berlin Philharmonic conducted by Karajan, the task is to identify all versions of this symphony in
a database, including an interpretation by the New York Philharmonic conducted by Bernstein and an
interpretation by the Vienna Philharmonic conducted by Abbado.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical retrieval procedure, where query and database recordings are compared
employing chroma-based audio representations [128, Chapter 3], resulting in a ranked list of database
documents. For comparison, a temporal alignment procedure (e.g., SDTW [128, Chapter 7]) is often used to
compensate for non-linear tempo differences between the query and relevant database documents [166, 175].
However, for huge data collections, the resulting runtime of such approaches is prohibitive. As a more
efficient alternative, previous work [39, 40, 72] introduced shingling approaches, where short feature
sequences are used for indexing. In this chapter, we build on a study presented by Grosche and Müller [72],
who approached this task using chroma-based audio shingles (see the left part of Figure 3.1 for a
visualization of such a shingle). Retrieval was performed via locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) applied
to entire shingles. LSH is a random indexing technique for approximate nearest neighbor search [183].
The authors investigated the feature design, the length of the shingles, and the effect of dimensionality
reduction applied to individual feature vectors. In this chapter, we propose approaches to increase the
efficiency of the retrieval even more. We concentrate on the aspect of dimensionality reduction applied to
entire shingles so that standard tree-based indexing techniques for nearest neighbor search can be used for
retrieval.

As one contribution of this chapter, we first use an approach based on principal component analysis (PCA)
applied to entire shingles, rather than to individual chroma vectors as in previous work [72]. As another
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contribution, we then adapt CNNs trained with the triplet loss [173] to further reduce the shingles’
dimensionality without losing their discriminative power. We conduct basic experiments with a medium-
sized collection of music recordings to study the benefits and limitations of the dimensionality reduction
methods. As our main result, we show that the shingle dimension can be reduced from 240 to below 8
with only a moderate loss in retrieval quality. Furthermore, we report on extended experiments with a
larger dataset, using different query lengths to study the scalability and generalizability of the embedding
approaches. In our context, scalability refers to the dataset size, and generalizability refers to the diversity
of the dataset. We also provide detailed insights into the challenges of the retrieval task and their musical
reasons by analyzing the distance distributions that form the basis for the nearest neighbor search.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. We give an overview of related work in Section 3.2 and
formalize our retrieval scenario in Section 3.3. We describe our embedding approaches in Section 3.4.
Then, in Section 3.5, we report on our basic experiments based on a medium-sized dataset. Finally, in
Section 3.6, we provide further insights based on our extended experiments using a larger and more diverse
dataset, and conclude in Section 3.7 with a short summary.

3.2 Related Work

On a rough level, we can categorize music retrieval scenarios into metadata- and content-based retrieval
tasks [40]. Metadata-based systems use textual information for searching in music databases. On the
contrary, content-based strategies use actual music data such as sheet music images, symbolic music
representations, or audio data. Content-based systems can be further categorized according to the
modalities involved. For an overview of multimodal music retrieval scenarios, we refer to a survey by
Müller et al. [136]. In this chapter, we focus on retrieval scenarios, where both query and database
documents are audio recordings. In such a setting, we have a query that is either a segment of a music
recording or a complete recording. The goal is then to retrieve music recordings that are similar to the
query, based on some notion of similarity. Following Casey et al. [40] and Grosche et al. [73], we can
categorize such retrieval scenarios according to two properties: specificity and granularity. Specificity
refers to the degree of similarity between the query and the database documents. High specificity is related
to a strict notion of similarity, whereas low specificity refers to a rather vague one. The granularity refers
to the length of the query, ranging from a short audio snippet (a couple of seconds) to an entire recording
(several minutes).

A typical task of high specificity and low granularity is audio identification or audio fingerprinting, where
the task is to identify the particular audio recording that is the source of the query [38, 202]. At the
lower end of the specificity scale are tasks such as genre recognition [195]. A medium-level specificity
is associated with tasks such as audio matching [72, 99], version identification [149, 166], live song
detection [154, 193], and cover song retrieval [30, 42, 84, 100, 105, 138, 169, 174, 178, 192, 209]. In all
these tasks, one allows for variations as they typically occur in different performances and arrangements of
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a piece of music. The tasks differ in their granularity (e.g., shorter queries for audio matching and longer
queries for version identification) and the specific types of music recordings of interest (e.g., live versions
by the same performers for live song detection, or popular music with different performers for cover song
retrieval). Cover song retrieval is a well-established research task, where one considers variations as
they occur in different performances of the same piece of popular music. Such variations concern many
different musical facets, including timbre, tempo, timing, structure, key, harmony, and lyrics [177]. We
denote the set of all considered versions of a particular piece of music as “clique.” In the case of cover
song retrieval, such a clique may consist of the original version of a song (such as “Hallelujah” by Leonard
Cohen) and all cover versions of the same song (by other artists, e.g., Jeff Buckley). A task that is similar
to cover song retrieval is version identification for Western classical music, where one allows for variations
as they occur in different performances of the same piece of Western classical music [8, 72, 122, 124].
One clique in this task, for example, may consist of all performances of Beethoven’s Fifth symphony.
This scenario is associated with a higher specificity than cover song retrieval because we expect fewer
variations in Western classical music than in popular music. For example, the rough harmonic progression
is the same among different performances of the same classical piece, which is not always the case for
cover songs of popular music. For that reason, cover song retrieval can be considered a more difficult task
compared to version identification for classical music. For more details on this, we refer to the overview
article by Serrà et al. [177]. In this chapter, we focus on audio matching or version identification for
Western classical music.

Miotto and Orio address version identification for classical music by modeling each musical work with a
hidden Markov model (HMM) [122, 123]. In these studies, a query is identified by choosing the HMM
that models the query with the highest probability. To avoid the time-consuming evaluation of all HMMs,
the authors propose first to select a small subset of potential candidates [123] and then to evaluate only the
HMMs for the most promising candidates. Instead of HMMs, other audio alignment algorithms such as
particle filtering, have been used in similar settings [124]. Classical music retrieval was also approached
as a multimodal scenario [7, 8], in particular, using audio and symbolic representations [153]. Arzt et
al. [7, 8] present an approach that uses symbolic music representations (as the database) to identify a
query audio snippet of classical piano music. The query is first transcribed into a series of symbolic
events by a neural network. Then, a symbolic fingerprinting algorithm can be applied. This system has
a good performance for music where the automatic transcription step achieves good results, e.g., piano
music. However, the approach is problematic for kinds of music, where automatic transcription is more
challenging, such as complex orchestral music. Another line of work uses chroma feature sequences of
short audio fragments for audio matching of classical music [72, 99]. Our contribution builds upon this
line of work, and we refer to these studies in the following sections.

In recent years, several authors applied neural networks for computing features that are then used for
version retrieval tasks. The main focus of these works is cover song retrieval of popular music. In
some studies, the features are obtained using autoencoders that are trained to reconstruct their input
representations, e.g., chromagrams [59, 214]. In other studies, the network is trained similarly to training
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procedures for classification problems, where the aim is to assign a class label (among a finite set of labels)
to an input recording [87, 208, 212, 213]. Here, the classes correspond to the number of cover groups (or
cliques) of the training set. For the retrieval application, one may only consider this limited number of
groups and directly use the network’s classification for the recordings of the test set. Otherwise, if cover
groups are considered that are not included in the training set, one uses an intermediate representation of
the network (the feature map before the classification layer) as an audio representation for the retrieval
task. As another training paradigm, siamese neural networks are applied in several studies, where the
network computes features for two input recordings. The network’s features for the input recordings are
then compared with each other to derive a loss used for training. The comparison can be made on the basis
of binary cross-entropy [184] or dedicated loss functions for representation learning, such as the triplet
loss [48, 49, 50, 149, 211]. This training procedure is usually applied to obtain fixed-size vectors that
represent entire audio recordings. Often these vectors are high-dimensional (e.g., 64 to 1024 as in [48]
or even 16 000 as in [211]). A subsequent reduction of these high-dimensional vectors has proven to be
beneficial for the retrieval results [210]. In the approach presented in this chapter, we also apply the triplet
loss for version retrieval (more details in Section 3.4.3). In our approach, there are three key differences to
other studies from the literature using the triplet loss for this task. First, we target Western classical music
rather than popular music. Second, we directly obtain low-dimensional vectors of a size below 30. Third,
these vectors represent local sections (shingles) of an audio recording instead of entire recordings.

3.3 Shingle-Based Retrieval Scenario

Closely following Grosche and Müller [72], we now formalize the shingle-based retrieval strategy used in
this chapter. Given a short fragment of a music recording as a query, the goal is to retrieve all versions
(documents) of the same piece of music underlying the query. To this end, we compare the database and
query recordings based on a particular feature representation. The retrieval result for a query is given as a
ranked list of documents. Figure 3.1 illustrates this general procedure. In the following, we explain the
feature computation as well as the retrieval approach.

Our approach is based on so-called “shingles” [39], which are short sequences of feature vectors. We
denote such a shingle of feature dimension F ∈ N and length L ∈ N by S ∈ RF×L . In general, we generate
such shingles from audio recordings, which are represented by longer feature sequences of variable length.
The feature sequence of an audio recording is denoted by C = (c1, . . . , cN ) of length N ∈ N and consists
of feature vectors cn ∈ RF for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We use chroma-based audio features, which measure local
energy distributions of the audio recording in the F = 12 chromatic pitch class bands [128, Chapter 3]
(computed on the basis of a log-frequency spectrogram, as described in Section 2.4). More precisely, we
use a variant called CENS (chroma energy distribution normalized statistics) [132], which are chroma
features that are processed using a procedure to make them better suited for retrieval: First, each chroma
vector is `1-normalized. Then, the resulting values of the chroma features are quantized in a logarithmic
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�

<latexit sha1_base64="9RlX4+e6Vj2Svtr4O8WdlzPA5hM=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="9RlX4+e6Vj2Svtr4O8WdlzPA5hM=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="9RlX4+e6Vj2Svtr4O8WdlzPA5hM=">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</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="IeMaCBL70rLbA1Jx4LSUgh/qcvc=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the shingle generation
process: A set of overlapping shingles SD

is generated from the feature sequence of
document D.

way (by mapping logarithmically spaced value ranges to integer values, e.g., values between 0.05 and 0.1
are mapped to 1, values between 0.1 and 0.2 to 2, etc.). Next, the chroma feature sequence is temporally
smoothed (using a smoothing length of 4 seconds) and downsampled (from 10Hz to 1Hz). Finally, each
chroma vector is `2-normalized. The most important aspect of this post-processing procedure is the
temporal smoothing because it makes the features more robust against tempo differences. This chroma
variant is state-of-the-art for the given task [72]. The upper part of Figure 3.2 shows a visualization of the
feature type used in this chapter. To generate shingles of length L < N from the feature sequence C, we
use a hop size H ∈ N to define the subsequences

CL,H
n B (c(n−1)H+1, . . . , c(n−1)H+L) (3.1)

for n ∈ {1, . . . , b N−LH c + 1}, where b·c denotes the floor operation. The resulting subsequences can also
be regarded as matrices or shingles CL,H

n ∈ RF×L . For brevity, we will omit the superscript H in the case
of H = 1. See the lower part of Figure 3.2 for such a sequence of overlapping shingles.

We now describe the retrieval approach for a fixed query (denoted as Q) and database document (denoted as
D). For now, the query consists of a single shingle SQ ∈ RF×L . Previous investigations of the query length
found that a length of 20 seconds is well-suited for performing the retrieval with a single audio shingle [72].
In our study, we use such a shingle length, resulting in a shingle dimensionality of F · L = 12 · 20 = 240.
The document D is represented by a set of shingles

SD =
{
CL
n : n ∈ {1, . . . , N − L + 1}}. (3.2)

This set SD consists of all subsequences CL
n from the audio recording of document D (as defined in

Equation 3.1), generated with a hop size H = 1. In the next step, SQ is compared with all shingles from
the set SD. The comparison between Q and D is achieved by first transforming the shingles to vectors by a
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3.4 Shingle Embedding

function
f : RF×L → RK (3.3)

for some K ∈ N. In the brute-force case, f just flattens a matrix by concatenating all columns (i.e.,
K = F · L). Using shingle embedding methods, as explained later, f performs a dimensionality reduction
(typically K � F · L). Given two shingles S(1) and S(2), we compare them in the embedding space using a
distance function

d : RK ×RK → R≥0. (3.4)

In the following, we use the squared Euclidean distance

d(x(1), x(2)) =
K∑
k=1
(x(1)

k
− x(2)

k
)2, (3.5)

where x(1) = f (S(1)) and x(2) = f (S(2)). Given a query Q (in the form of a shingle SQ) and a database
document D (in the form of a set of shingles SD), we compute the distance between Q and D by

δD(SQ) B min
S∈SD

d
(
f (SQ), f (S)) . (3.6)

Finally, for Q and a data collection D containing |D| documents, we compute δD(SQ) between Q and all
D ∈ D and rank the results by ascending δD(SQ).

Previous work [72] used maximum cosine similarity instead of minimum Euclidean distance. We use
the squared Euclidean distance because this distance naturally occurs in both dimensionality reduction
methods, as explained in Section 3.4. Note that, since each feature vector of the shingles is normalized,
Euclidean distance and cosine similarity lead to similar retrieval results.8

3.4 Shingle Embedding

In this section, we explain the brute-force approach and the two shingle embedding techniques. The
first uses standard PCA, and the second is based on siamese neural networks, which are trained with the
so-called triplet loss.

3.4.1 Brute Force

As a baseline approach, we just flatten each audio shingle S ∈ R12×20 to a vector of size K = 12 · 20 = 240
by concatenating the feature vectors. In other words, we do not apply any dimensionality reduction. Note
that no training is involved in this approach, contrary to the embedding methods explained in the following
8 The relation between the squared Euclidean distance of `2-normalized vectors and their cosine similarity is given by:

d(x(1), x(2)) = 2
(
1 − cos(x(1), x(2))) .
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3 Learning Low-Dimensional Embeddings of Audio Shingles for Cross-Version Music Retrieval

subsections. This baseline approach of using the full-dimensional audio shingles was also used in the
study by Grosche and Müller [72].

3.4.2 PCA

As a first embedding approach, we use PCA [21] to reduce the dimensionality of the audio shingles. Each
audio shingle S ∈ R12×20 is seen as a vector of size 12 · 20 = 240. PCA learns an orthonormal basis
that is used to project these audio shingles onto a lower-dimensional linear subspace. Using a given
training set, this basis is learned in order to minimize the average projection cost, defined as the squared
Euclidean distance between the original shingles and their projections [21]. Dimensionality reduction is
then performed by considering only the first basis vectors instead of the complete set of basis vectors. As
a result, one obtains a linear transformation that maps an audio shingle S to an embedding vector x ∈ RK .
This mapping f (S) = x is then used in the experiments with a separate test set by embedding the entire
database as well as the queries before performing the retrieval (see Section 3.5.4). The authors of [72]
also used PCA for dimensionality reduction, but they applied PCA only to individual chroma vectors of
dimension F. Thus, their approach can only make use of the chroma dimension, without any temporal
information. In our approach, we apply PCA to entire shingles of dimension F · L and can, therefore,
exploit redundancies in the temporal sequence of chroma vectors for dimensionality reduction.

3.4.3 Neural Network with Triplet Loss

As a second embedding approach, we use neural networks to reduce the dimensionality of the audio
shingles. Such networks can be used to learn non-linear functions that map high-dimensional input
representations to low-dimensional output representations.

For learning embeddings, a loss function is used that enforces specified similarities and dissimilarities
in the embedding space. An example of such a loss function is the contrastive loss [75], which has
been used, e.g., for audio-to-score alignment [4]. Another example is the hinge loss [65, 90], which
has been used, e.g., to learn representations for cross-modal score-to-audio embeddings [52] and artist
similarity [139]. A related loss function is the triplet loss, which was developed for the task of face
recognition [173], and then adapted for audio and music processing tasks such as speech retrieval [77],
sound event classification [86], audio fingerprinting [5], artist clustering [163], music similarity [111],
and cover song retrieval [49, 149, 211]. We now show how to reduce the audio shingles’ dimensionality
for our cross-version music retrieval scenario by employing a CNN trained with the triplet loss. During
training, our network embeds three shingles for computing the loss, which is then used to update the
network’s parameters.

Figure 3.3 shows an illustration of the triplet embedding. To define the triplet loss in our scenario, we
select three shingles: An anchor shingle Sa, a positive shingle Sp, and a negative shingle Sn (see the upper
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Figure 3.3: Schematic overview of
the triplet embedding:
Anchor, positive, and neg-
ative shingles (Sa, Sp, Sn)
are embedded into the vec-
tors (xa, xp, xn) by a neu-
ral network.

Input: Time-chroma shingles (12 × 20 = 240 dimensions)

<latexit sha1_base64="6rvPPwr9S0dlUh4a/58ZPGwt8II=">AAAE0XicjVNNa9RAGH63Rq31o1s9ehncCvXgkoSCKBTaWooehEq7baFbSpJOs2GTScgkdtewIF79Gf4P71715H/x4DOTWaQtTXeWmX3mfZ/3c/L6WRzJwrb/tOZuWbfv3J2/t3D/wcNHi+2lx/syLfOA94I0TvND35M8jgTvFVER88Ms517ix/zAH75V+oNPPJdRKvaKccaPEy8U0VkUeAVEJ+219yIrizdsL0r4y2CQp4nH5CASYcwlW1l2XNYvoJLMtdkac1ftZXaKu1AO5YuTdsfu2nqxq8AxoENm7aRLrR/Up1NKKaCSEuIkqACOySOJ3xE5ZFMG2TFVkOVAkdZzmtACbEuwOBgepEOcIW5HRipwVz6ltg4QJcbOYcnoOfa29uiDraJyYIn/v9iftSy8NkJFZ/BUWwnIr8+l0jlIbA/sQSNzyingW+UqZ/Cr+EkjT+A8B2+ks1XnbOyLGW8Ab0IXov+Cti69WAXGFnD9cjnQLo2h9XUd26ZXFbx8gMaHz4p6+lQ1+AZNdPzJTL42gDNk50HOTQbTjH3j8X+0uoZYM/uoQzGGQMq7ijJq6Ih/Q3/VLYCmhCZrZE77r77E5AZu/brSVN7EPNezMjbcJmaIej3dNTVDI5pgXp3L03kV7LtdZ7X7+qPbWd80kztPT+kZrWA6X9E6vaMdvGZA3+kn/aLf1q41tr5YX2vqXMvYPKELy/r2DzKJA00=</latexit>

Anchor

<latexit sha1_base64="z1X4dTeCXVjUKTKyYm0pMFPExlo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2d8JCeDvDh6DDAodj3/Qp/UUacw=">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</latexit>

Time (seconds)

<latexit sha1_base64="LMcdeYWjxGyA+vmlM6LWY9KfQiI=">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</latexit>

Negative

<latexit sha1_base64="XOGFFlXIVUlH/jArjukPtg0yhR8=">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</latexit>

Embedding network

<latexit sha1_base64="4bMvnHDaCN/EjpM9z9IjvS2gQ5s=">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</latexit>

Output: Embedded shingles ( = 6 dimensions)

<latexit sha1_base64="K5FIL6B6z94kCEkGOJSXyGoYEEg=">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</latexit>

Positive

<latexit sha1_base64="5ijWqtSKmreY3XfLlUmoyQBCZps=">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</latexit>

Y
a

<latexit sha1_base64="NOI1/8DauIojKQVxjsI3IQxUQBk=">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</latexit>

Y
n

<latexit sha1_base64="9ARblMp4kdSQKP30R0FZY6dzAXc=">AAAEp3icjVPLbtNAFL0phpbySsmSTdUUCTaRE1VC3bUlqtggikoeUlOqGTN1rNhjy+PQBMvfwhZ+gv/gX1hwZjxR1VZxM9FMztx77nN8eRIGKnPdv7W1B87DR+sbjzefPH32/EV962VfxdPUEz0vDuN0yJkSYSBFLwuyUAyTVLCIh2LAJ++1fvBdpCqI5ZdsnojziPkyuAw8lkF0UW/sjniUnxZfRxHLxmmUy2L3ot50W65Z23dB24Im2XUSb9X+0Ii+UUweTSkiQZIy4JAYKfzOqE0uJZCdUw5ZChQYvaCCNmE7BUuAwSCd4PRxO7NSibv2qYy1hyghdgrLbXqNfWw8crB1VAGs8P8P+4eR+Usj5HQJT6WVhHx5LrnJQWEzsMeVzAUng2+dq1rBr+ZHlTyJ8wq8mclWn6uxb2Z8CHwEnY/+S+reerEcjC5w+XIp0CnNoeWmjmPbqxxePkLD4TOnnjl1DdyiwsQvVvJ1CJwgOwa5sBksMubW43W0sobQMEeoQzMmQNq7jjKr6Ai/p7/65kEzhSapZC76r7/E6B5u+brKVl7FvDKzMrfcKqaPepnpmp6hGRWY1/bt6bwL+p1We6+1/7nTPDiyk7tBr2iH3mA639EBfaATvKaH+D/pF/123jqfnL4zLKlrNWvToBvLYf8Bvir1PA==</latexit>

Y
p

<latexit sha1_base64="hRbawql5FiK14JB5plJ3LuYCFQo=">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</latexit>

x
a
= 5 (Ya)

<latexit sha1_base64="ohdGejKJqOCA0WJaw5zt2vc3pc0=">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</latexit>

x
n
= 5 (Yn)

<latexit sha1_base64="cEHJdnIinAagkjXAysauSkVCzWg=">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</latexit>

x
p
= 5 (Yp)

<latexit sha1_base64="jgyOQ88bokMz1e7zVvCeoZrSj1w=">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</latexit>

Time (seconds)

<latexit sha1_base64="LMcdeYWjxGyA+vmlM6LWY9KfQiI=">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</latexit>

Time (seconds)

<latexit sha1_base64="LMcdeYWjxGyA+vmlM6LWY9KfQiI=">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</latexit>

Anchor

<latexit sha1_base64="z1X4dTeCXVjUKTKyYm0pMFPExlo=">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</latexit>

Negative

<latexit sha1_base64="XOGFFlXIVUlH/jArjukPtg0yhR8=">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</latexit>

Positive

<latexit sha1_base64="5ijWqtSKmreY3XfLlUmoyQBCZps=">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</latexit>

part of Figure 3.3 for an example). With respect to the anchor shingle, the positive shingle is musically
similar, while the negative shingle is musically dissimilar. More precisely, the anchor and positive shingles
originate from different versions of the same piece of music and correspond to the same musical position
within that piece. Anchor and negative shingles do not correspond to each other.

The goal is to find an embedding function f : RF×L → RK such that f (Sa) is numerically close to f (Sp)
and far from f (Sn). The lower part of Figure 3.3 visualizes embeddings with this property. Let

X = (xa, xp, xn) = (
f (Sa) , f (Sp) , f (Sn) ) . (3.7)

Then, following Schroff et al. [173], we define the loss as

L(X) = max
(
0, d(xa, xp) − d(xa, xn) + α)

, (3.8)

with d being a distance function and α ∈ R≥0 being a margin parameter. This parameter α specifies
the minimum difference between the distance of the anchor–positive pair and the distance of the anchor–
negative pair that we aim for in the embedding space. As for the distance function d, we use the squared
Euclidean distance in our experiments, as defined in Equation 3.5. The cost function J to be optimized
during mini-batch gradient descent is the average of losses over a mini batch B of triplets:

J(B) = 1
|B|

∑
X ∈B
L(X). (3.9)

Our neural network architecture is summarized in Table 3.1. It comprises two blocks, each consisting
of two convolutional layers and a max-pooling layer. Finally, a dense layer reduces the network’s
internal representation to the embedding dimensionality K and an `2-normalization layer ensures that the
embedding vectors do not become arbitrarily large or small. This topology is inspired by a network for
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3 Learning Low-Dimensional Embeddings of Audio Shingles for Cross-Version Music Retrieval

Layer Output Shape Parameters

Input (12, 20, 1)

Conv2D* 12×(3, 3, 1) (12, 20, 12) 108
BatchNorm + ELU (12, 20, 12) 48
Conv2D 12×(3, 3, 12) (12, 20, 12) 1296
BatchNorm + ELU (12, 20, 12) 48
MaxPool2D (2, 2) (6, 10, 12)

Conv2D 12×(3, 3, 12) (6, 10, 12) 1296
BatchNorm + ELU (6, 10, 12) 48
Conv2D 12×(3, 3, 12) (6, 10, 12) 1296
BatchNorm + ELU (6, 10, 12) 48
MaxPool2D (2, 2) (3, 5, 12)

Flatten + Dense K (K) K · 181
Output: `2-normalize (K)

Table 3.1: Neural network architecture. For all convolu-
tional operations, we use a zero-padding size of
1. Conv2D* indicates a circular padding of the
chroma axis instead of zero padding.

multimodal music embeddings [52]. We simplified the architecture (e.g., using 2 blocks instead of 4) for
two reasons: First, our scenario is monomodal and therefore less complex compared to the multimodal
task [52], and second, our input dimension is smaller (using chroma features instead of spectral features).
Our network has relatively few parameters compared with many other deep-learning systems. E.g., for
K = 10, the network has about 6000 parameters.

3.5 Basic Experiments

In this section, we report on our experiments with medium-sized datasets for training and testing. Later, in
Section 3.6, we will also report on experiments with an extended dataset. For now, we use medium-sized
datasets similar to those used in a previous study [72]. First, we describe the datasets and our evaluation
measures. Second, we discuss the evaluation results obtained using the brute-force approach, the PCA-
based embeddings, and the approach using neural networks. Third, we analyze the influence of the margin
parameter α (used in the loss function) on the retrieval results. Finally, we report on a runtime experiment
that indicates the impact of the embeddings’ dimensionality on the retrieval time.

3.5.1 Training and Testing Datasets

In our experiments, we use audio recordings of Western classical music. In particular, we use pieces
from three composers: Symphonies by Beethoven, Mazurkas by Chopin, and pieces from Vivaldi’s The
Four Seasons. These composers cover three different musical eras, namely the Baroque, Classical, and
Romantic periods. Table 3.2 shows a list of the musical pieces underlying the recordings. For each musical
piece, our database contains several versions that are performed by different orchestras, conductors, and
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3.5 Basic Experiments

Table 3.2: The music collections
D1 used for training and
D2 used for testing. Du-
ration format hh:mm:ss.

Composer Piece Genre Versions Dur � Dur

Tr
ai
ni
ng

se
tD

1

Beethoven

Op. 67, Mov. 1 symphony 10 1:12:07 0:07:13
Op. 67, Mov. 2 10 1:44:53 0:10:29
Op. 67, Mov. 3 10 1:02:53 0:06:17
Op. 67, Mov. 4 10 1:48:00 0:10:48

Chopin

Op. 17, No. 4 mazurka 62 4:29:23 0:04:21
Op. 24, No. 2 (piano solo) 64 2:26:38 0:02:17
Op. 30, No. 2 33 0:46:52 0:01:25
Op. 63, No. 3 86 3:05:06 0:02:09
Op. 68, No. 3 51 1:25:58 0:01:41

Vivaldi
RV 315, Mov. 1 violin concerto 7 0:37:40 0:05:23
RV 315, Mov. 2 7 0:17:23 0:02:29
RV 315, Mov. 3 7 0:20:40 0:02:57

Σ 357 19:17:32

Te
st
se
tD

2

Beethoven

Op. 55, Mov. 1 symphony 4 1:06:34 0:16:38
Op. 55, Mov. 2 4 1:02:52 0:15:43
Op. 55, Mov. 3 4 0:23:41 0:05:55
Op. 55, Mov. 4 4 0:46:07 0:11:32

Chopin

Op. 7, No. 1 mazurka 53 2:01:15 0:02:17
Op. 24, No. 1 (piano solo) 61 2:53:48 0:02:51
Op. 33, No. 2 67 2:40:38 0:02:24
Op. 33, No. 3 50 1:29:22 0:01:47
Op. 68, No. 4 62 2:33:58 0:02:29

Vivaldi
RV 269, Mov. 1 violin concerto 7 0:24:17 0:03:28
RV 269, Mov. 2 7 0:20:20 0:02:54
RV 269, Mov. 3 7 0:30:46 0:04:24

Σ 330 16:13:37

soloists. To make our results comparable to prior work, we use audio datasets that are similar to the one
used in the study by Grosche and Müller [72]. The datasets comprise recordings of some of Frédéric
Chopin’s Mazurkas, which have been collected within the Mazurka Project [168].

There are two disjoint sets: D1 (357 recordings, 62 867 shingles) is used for training the dimensionality
reduction methods, and D2 (330 recordings, 52 332 shingles) is used for evaluating the retrieval quality
based on the embedded shingles. Furthermore, circular chroma shifts are applied to the training set, which
simulate musical transpositions and increase the number of shingles used for training by a factor of twelve.
This process can be seen as a type of data augmentation. Both training and test sets are musically related,
as they contain the same composers and the same music genres. However, the musical pieces in both sets
are different.
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3.5.2 Evaluation Procedure

In our testing stage, we use the dataset D2, which is independent of the training set D1. When performing
retrieval using a query Q, we compute δD(SQ) for all D ∈ D2 and obtain a ranked list of documents, as
described in Section 3.3. We exclude the document containing the query from the database D2 so that
there are no trivial retrieval results.

For evaluating the results, we consider three evaluation measures. First, we use precision at one (P@1),
which is 1 if the top-ranked document is relevant, and 0 otherwise. However, not only the top rank is of
relevance in our retrieval scenario. This is taken into account by our second evaluation measure, called
R-precision (PR). Here, R ∈ N denotes the number of relevant documents for a given query. Note that
this number may be different for different queries. For example, D2 comprises 53 versions of Chopin’s
Mazurka Op. 7, No. 1. For a query from one of these versions, the number of relevant documents is
R = 52 (since we exclude the document containing the query from the database). PR is defined as the
proportion of relevant documents among the first R ranks. Third, we use average precision, which is a
standard evaluation measure for information retrieval that takes the entire list of ranks into account. It is
defined as the mean of the precision scores for the ranks that correspond to relevant documents. This
measure is not as well interpretable as P@1 or PR, but it is the most comprehensive evaluation measure
that we use. For a more detailed explanation, we refer to the book by Manning et al. [115, Chapter 8].

For our experiments, we use a set of queries, which we create by equidistantly sampling 10 queries from
each recording of our test set D2, resulting in 3300 queries. The evaluation results are then averaged
over all queries. In the case of average precision, the averaged measure is referred to as mean average
precision (MAP).

3.5.3 Brute Force

As a baseline, we perform a first retrieval experiment based on the original audio shingles without
dimensionality reduction (see Section 3.4.1). Since no training is involved, we report the results in
Table 3.3a for both the training set D1 and the test set D2. For example, in the case of the test set D2, we
achieved a P@1 value of 0.996, which means that only 13 of the 3300 queries did not yield a relevant
document on the top rank. Furthermore, the MAP value of 0.972 indicates that almost all relevant
documents appear at the beginning of the ranked list. The results for the training set are similar, indicating
a comparable complexity of both datasets.

The parameters and feature design of the shingles are chosen in such a way that the brute-force approach
yields close to perfect results for the given task. For a comparison, we also perform an experiment using a
temporal alignment procedure, similar to the classical state-of-the-art approaches for cover song retrieval
by Serrà et al. [175, 176, 177]. In essence, these approaches are based on the combination of enhanced
chroma representations with non-linear temporal alignment procedures. In our experiments, we perform
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(a) BF – Shingles
Dataset P@1 PR MAP

D1 0.993 0.936 0.966
D2 0.996 0.941 0.972

(b) BF – SDTW, CENS (1 Hz)
Dataset P@1 PR MAP

D1 0.991 0.947 0.971
D2 0.994 0.947 0.975

(c) BF – SDTW, Chroma (10Hz)
Dataset P@1 PR MAP

D1 0.995 0.966 0.980
D2 0.999 0.978 0.989

(d) GRO [72] PCA
K P@1 PR MAP P@1 PR MAP
40 0.930 0.773 0.832 0.991 0.926 0.964
60 0.975 0.871 0.921 0.993 0.938 0.971
80 0.987 0.903 0.948 0.994 0.942 0.973

(e) PCA DNN
K P@1 PR MAP P@1 PR MAP
3 0.603 0.550 0.580 0.671 0.647 0.683
4 0.807 0.714 0.754 0.772 0.718 0.755
5 0.830 0.712 0.758 0.821 0.766 0.806
6 0.857 0.724 0.771 0.890 0.816 0.856
7 0.888 0.739 0.790 0.908 0.827 0.869
8 0.904 0.754 0.806 0.936 0.856 0.898
9 0.927 0.778 0.834 0.946 0.867 0.910
10 0.945 0.811 0.868 0.954 0.877 0.919
11 0.951 0.813 0.872 0.957 0.888 0.927
12 0.957 0.819 0.877 0.964 0.887 0.928
15 0.974 0.846 0.904 0.969 0.901 0.940
20 0.985 0.878 0.932 0.970 0.905 0.942
30 0.990 0.908 0.952 0.981 0.927 0.959

Table 3.3: Retrieval results (a) for the shingle-based brute-force (BF) approach, (b) for an alignment-based brute-force approach
using CENS features (1Hz), (c) for an alignment-based brute-force approach using chroma features (10Hz) without
CENS post-processing, (d) for PCA-based dimensionality reduction of individual chroma vectors (GRO) [72] and
entire shingles (PCA, proposed) using the test set D2, and (e) for our proposed dimensionality reduction methods
using the test set D2.

subsequence dynamic time warping (SDTW) [128, Chapter 7] to align the feature sequences of a query and
a database document.9 We use the Euclidean distance, the step size condition Σ := {(2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 1)},
and the weights (2, 1, 1) for vertical, horizontal, and diagonal steps, respectively. As a result of SDTW, we
obtain a matching function and the minimum of this matching function is used as a distance measure for
ranking the documents. Table 3.3b shows the retrieval results for this experiment, using the CENS features
described in Section 3.3. These results are very close to the results of the shingle-based brute-force
approach. This confirms that in our music scenario, no alignment procedure is needed when using CENS
processing.

One main motivation for using CENS smoothing is to introduce robustness to local tempo variations.
When an alignment procedure is used, such smoothing is not needed. Therefore, we also conducted
an alignment experiment, using the original chroma features without CENS post-processing. In this
setting, the feature rate is 10Hz instead of 1Hz. Table 3.3c shows the retrieval results using these features.
In the case of the test set D2, we achieved a P@1 value of 0.999, which means that almost all queries
9 The approaches of Serrà et al. [175, 176] use local alignment procedures that align subsequences of the query to subsequences

of the database document (e.g., Smith–Waterman, or Qmax algorithm). This is motivated by the task of popular music cover
song retrieval where the query is a complete recording. In this case, query and relevant database documents typically have a
different structure. However, in our case, we are dealing with Western classical music, and the query is only a 20-second
excerpt. Therefore, we can expect that the query is entirely represented as a musically corresponding subsequence in
the relevant database documents. Under this assumption, subsequence dynamic time warping (SDTW) is more or less
equivalent to the Smith–Waterman algorithm.
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yield a relevant document on the top rank. In all evaluation measures, we see small improvements over
the shingle-based brute-force approach. However, this goes along with a dramatic increase in runtime.
The runtime for the overall retrieval experiment in our setting increases from about a minute for the
shingle-based brute-force approach (1Hz features) to several hours for the alignment-based approach
using 10Hz features. We describe further aspects related to runtime in Section 3.5.7.

In summary, we showed that we can get close-to-perfect results with the brute-force approaches. In other
words, when only looking at retrieval quality, the problem of cross-version retrieval for Western classical
music can be regarded as being largely solved. However, brute-force approaches are time-consuming. The
main focus of this chapter is efficiency, and we want to see to which extent we can keep the retrieval quality
while reducing the shingle dimensionality. Therefore, in the following, we are not aiming for improving the
brute-force approaches, but for keeping a comparable result while using low-dimensional embeddings of
the audio shingles. If not mentioned otherwise, brute force always refers to the shingle-based brute-force
approach in the following.

3.5.4 PCA

As the second approach, we apply dimensionality reduction with PCA as described in Section 3.4.2. We use
the training set D1 to learn the PCA basis and evaluate the approach with the test set D2. Table 3.3d shows
the evaluation results for two different PCA-based reduction strategies: The left columns (GRO) refer to the
reduction of individual chroma vectors as done by Grosche and Müller [72], and the right columns (PCA)
refer to the proposed reduction of entire shingles. The rows correspond to the considered dimensionalities
40, 60, and 80. Let us take the case of K = 40 as an example. In the first approach (GRO), each chroma
vector is reduced to two dimensions, leading to the dimensionality of K = 2 · 20 = 40. This strategy
resulted in a MAP value of 0.832. In the shingle-based reduction (PCA), an entire 240-dimensional feature
sequence is reduced altogether to a 40-dimensional vector. This approach led to a MAP value of 0.964.
In general, our experiments show that a shingle-based reduction leads to better retrieval results. This is
not surprising, because this approach can exploit temporal redundancies for dimensionality reduction.
In the following, we aim to reduce the dimensionality to a degree that would not have been possible
with the first approach (GRO). Columns 2–4 of Table 3.3e show the evaluation results obtained with our
shingle-based approach for much lower dimensionalities. The retrieval quality consistently increases with
an increase of dimensionality from a MAP value of 0.580 for K = 3 to 0.952 for K = 30. Let us consider
the dimensionalities of 6 and 12 as example cases. For K = 6, the P@1 value is 0.857, i.e., for 472 of the
3300 queries the top-ranked document was not relevant. For K = 12 (P@1: 0.957), this is the case for
only 142 queries.
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3.5.5 Neural Network with Triplet Loss

As the third approach, we apply dimensionality reduction with a DNN as described in Section 3.4.3. For
training the neural network, we used triplets of shingles from the training set D1. They were generated
with the constraint that the central time position of the anchor and positive shingles correspond to the
same musical position in different versions of the same piece. The negative shingle does not musically
correspond to the anchor shingle. To generate such musically meaningful triplets, we needed to compute
musically corresponding time positions in all versions of the same pieces in a pre-processing stage. We
used a dynamic-time-warping-based music synchronization approach [128, Chapter 3] for this purpose.
Furthermore, random circular shifts along the chroma axis were applied to avoid biasing the network
towards the musical keys in our dataset. The shifts used for the anchor and the positive examples were the
same, while the shift used for the negative example was chosen independently. This triplet generation
procedure leads to a combinatorial explosion of possible triplets. For that reason, not all possible triplets
were provided to the network during training. We defined an “epoch” to consist of 2000 mini batches with
a mini-batch size of 128 triplets, used for mini-batch gradient descent with the Adam optimizer [89].10

In our first experiments, we fixed α = 1.3 (see Section 3.5.6 for a discussion) as well as a learning rate
of 10−3 and trained a neural network for 10 epochs. It turned out that a larger number of epochs did not
improve the retrieval results.

Columns 5–7 of Table 3.3e show the evaluation results for a range of different dimensionalities from 3 to
30 using the test set D2. In general, the retrieval quality increases with an increase of K from a MAP value
of 0.683 for K = 3 to 0.959 for K = 30. Let us consider some cases as examples. For K = 6, the P@1
value is 0.890, i.e., for 363 of the 3300 queries, the top-ranked document was not relevant. For K = 12
(P@1: 0.964), this is the case for only 119 queries. Compared to the PCA-based approach, the neural
network especially improves the retrieval results for smaller dimensionalities like 6 or 8, where the MAP
value is greater by more than 0.08 (e.g., K = 8, MAP for PCA: 0.806 and for DNN: 0.898). We observe
rather small improvements in P@1, but there is a considerable increase of PR (e.g., K = 8, PR for PCA:
0.754 and for DNN: 0.856).11

3.5.6 Influence of α

In the following, we analyze the influence of the parameter α, which is used in the loss function as
defined in Equation 3.8. This parameter can be interpreted as the margin between d(xa, xp) and d(xa, xn).
Figure 3.4 shows the evaluation results (MAP) for various α values. For this experiment, we only use the
10 Other triplet loss studies sometimes control the triplet generation by a specific procedure called “semi-hard triplet

mining” [173]. Preliminary experiments (not reported here) showed that there are no improvements by this method in our
case. Therefore, we do not apply this procedure in the experiments reported in this chapter.

11 We also carried out some informal experiments, where, instead of the triplet loss, we used the contrastive loss [75] and the
hinge loss [65, 90]. The results of our informal experiments (not reported here) showed that the triplet and the hinge loss
perform similarly. The contrastive loss also performs similarly for low dimensions (below K = 12) but worse for higher
dimensions.
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Figure 3.4:MAP evaluation results for di-
mensionality reductionwith var-
ious neural networks using the
triplet loss with different α val-
ues.

dimensionalities of K = 6 and K = 12 as examples to illustrate general tendencies. For a given α and
K , 25 neural networks were trained for 10 epochs with different random initializations. Then, they were
used for dimensionality reduction in the retrieval scenario, resulting in 25 MAP values. From these, we
computed the mean (µ) and the standard deviation (σ). The solid lines show µ, and the light areas show
±σ around µ. For both K = 6 and K = 12, we see similar trends: α = 0 achieves rather bad results. In
this case, no margin is enforced, and the loss is zero as soon as d(xa, xp) ≤ d(xa, xn). However, increasing
α only slightly leads to a clear improvement in MAP. Any α in the range of [0.1, 1.7] produces results of
similar quality. For α > 1.7, the results strongly decrease, which can be explained as follows: Only a
small positive margin is needed for retrieving the correct versions. Using a large margin brings no benefit
for retrieval but makes the training much harder. In summary, for 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.7, we see a stable overall
behavior of the results with a small standard deviation, showing robustness to the initialization used.

3.5.7 Runtime Experiment

We showed that we can substantially reduce the dimensionality of the audio shingles while keeping their
discriminative power. Such low-dimensional embeddings are beneficial when using indexing techniques
for efficient nearest neighbor retrieval. To show this property, we conducted an experiment where we
computed the distances of the 3300 queries to the documents of our test set D2 (as done for the previous
experiments). We measured the runtimes for the alignment-based approaches (described in Section 3.5.3)
and shingle-based approaches. In the case of the shingle-based retrieval, we employed three different
nearest neighbor search strategies. The first search strategy is a full search by just computing all distances
between the shingles of the database documents and the query shingles. For the second and third search
strategies, we used K-d trees, which are standard data structures for searching in multidimensional
spaces [18]. In the second strategy (Doc-Trees), we built one tree for each of the 330 documents of the test
set and searched for the nearest neighbor to the query in each tree. As a consequence, each document
occurred precisely once in the ranked list (as done for the previous experiments). In the third strategy
(Db-Tree), we built a single tree for all database documents and searched for the 330 nearest embeddings
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Figure 3.5: Time (in seconds) needed
for searching 3300 queries.
(a) Table with selected
approaches including the
brute-force approaches.
(b) Figure showing the
runtimes for the shingle-
based approaches depend-
ing on the embedding
dimensionality K , with
various nearest neighbor
search strategies.

(a)
Approach Full Search Index (Db-Tree)

BF – SDTW, Chroma (10Hz) 23 190.1 -
BF – SDTW, CENS (1Hz) 351.5 -
BF – Shingles (K = 240) 23.0 76.9
DNN (K = 30) 3.3 5.0
DNN (K = 12) 1.8 1.1
DNN (K = 6) 1.2 0.4

(b)
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to the query. With this strategy, we were not able to rank all documents of the database because some of
the returned embeddings originated from the same document. Note that the reported runtimes depend on
the used implementations.12 So, rather than focusing on the absolute times, we want to emphasize the
relative tendencies and the orders of magnitude.

Figure 3.5a presents the runtimes for selected settings, averaged over several iterations of the retrieval
experiment. The first column specifies the retrieval approach, the second column lists the runtimes for
the full search strategy, and the third column lists the runtimes for the Db-Tree search strategy. For the
alignment-based approach using 10Hz features (first row), the runtime is about 6.5 hours. When using
1Hz features (second row), the runtime decreases to about 6 minutes. It is not surprising that the first
alignment-based approach is much slower since the feature rate is ten times higher, and the alignment
algorithms are of quadratic complexity. For the brute-force shingle approach (K = 240, third row), the
runtime is significantly lower than for both alignment-based approaches. It takes 23.0 seconds for the
full search strategy and 76.9 seconds for the Db-Tree search strategy. In our setting and with the used
implementations, the Db-Tree strategy is slower than the full search for K = 240. It is well known that K-d
trees degenerate for high dimensions [116]. With dimensionality reduction to K = 30 or K = 12 (fourth

12 We performed our experiments using Python 3.6.5 on a computer with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 (2.10GHz) and
31GiB RAM. For the alignment-based approaches, we use the SDTW implementation of librosa 0.7.1 [119], which is written
in Python and accelerated by the just-in-time compiler numba. For the full search, we use the efficient pairwise-distance
calculation of scipy 1.0.1 [199], which calls a highly optimized implementation in C. For the K-d trees (using a default leaf
size of 30), we use the implementation of scikit-learn 0.20.1 [142], which is written in Cython.
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and fifth row), both search strategies are in a similar range (e.g., for K = 12, full search: 1.8 seconds,
Db-Tree: 1.1 seconds). For lower dimensions (K = 6, sixth row), the Db-Tree search strategy substantially
accelerates the nearest neighbor search (full search: 1.2 seconds, Db-Tree: 0.4 seconds).

Figure 3.5b shows the runtime (µ and±σ for 100 iterations of the retrieval experiment) for the dimensionality
reduction approaches. For the full search strategy, we see an almost linear relationship between the
dimensionality K and the runtime. This strategy is independent of the underlying data distribution. For that
reason, we do not distinguish between PCA- and DNN-based dimensionality reduction for the full search
strategy. For the tree-based search strategies (Db-Tree and Doc-Trees), however, the data distributions
of the PCA- and DNN-based embeddings lead to different search times. We also see an almost linear
relationship for the Doc-Trees search strategy for both the PCA- and DNN-based retrieval approaches.
In general, for this strategy, the runtime is higher than for the full search. In our case, the data size of a
single document is too small for the Doc-Trees strategy to give any benefit over the full search strategy.
For the Db-Tree strategy, we see a growth of runtime with growing K that is slightly stronger than linear.
When the dimensionality falls below 15, the Db-Tree strategy begins to provide benefits for a fast nearest
neighbor search.

We want to emphasize again that the absolute runtimes are implementation-dependent. Therefore, we
instead want to highlight some general tendencies: The shingle-based approaches are significantly faster
than the alignment-based approaches. In general, the experiments confirm that lower dimensionalities
accelerate the nearest neighbor search. In particular, when using small dimensions (below 15 in our
setting), we can further speed up the search by standard multidimensional indexing strategies. In Chapter 4,
we will explore indexing approaches for our cross-version retrieval task in more detail.

3.6 Extended Experiments

In this section, we investigate the scalability and generalizability of our approach by evaluating the
embedding methods on a larger and more diverse dataset. In this way, we also provide deeper insights into
the benefits and limitations of our dimensionality reduction approaches. First, in Section 3.6.1, we describe
our extended dataset, which is only used for testing. Then, in Section 3.6.2, we discuss the evaluation
results obtained using the embedding methods trained on the smaller training set described in Section 3.5.1.
Next, in Section 3.6.3, we investigate the discriminatory capacity of the low-dimensional embeddings by
using a longer query length employing multiple shingles per query. Finally, in Section 3.6.4, we analyze
the distances that appear in the nearest neighbor search to better understand the complexity of the retrieval
problem depending on the composers and genres of classical music.
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Composer Piece Genre Versions Dur � Dur

Test set D2, consisting of 12 different pieces (see Table 3.2) 330 16:13:37

Brahms

Op. 83, Mov. 1 piano concerto 6 1:44:23 0:17:24
Op. 83, Mov. 2 6 0:52:08 0:08:41
Op. 83, Mov. 3 6 1:12:31 0:12:05
Op. 83, Mov. 4 6 0:55:08 0:09:11

Mahler

Symphony No. 1, Mov. 1 symphony 5 1:15:16 0:15:03
Symphony No. 1, Mov. 2 5 0:35:40 0:07:08
Symphony No. 1, Mov. 3 5 0:54:42 0:10:56
Symphony No. 1, Mov. 4 5 1:36:53 0:19:23

Mozart

KV 550, Mov. 1 symphony 5 0:35:40 0:07:08
KV 550, Mov. 2 5 0:50:12 0:10:02
KV 550, Mov. 3 5 0:20:10 0:04:02
KV 550, Mov. 4 5 0:32:54 0:06:35

Mussorgsky

Pict. at an Exhib., Promenade character piece 6 0:09:07 0:01:31
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 1 (piano solo or 6 0:14:50 0:02:28
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 2 orchestral 6 0:24:48 0:04:08
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 3 arrangement) 6 0:06:49 0:01:08
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 4 6 0:17:51 0:02:58
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 5 6 0:07:39 0:01:16
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 6 6 0:13:51 0:02:18
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 7 6 0:08:13 0:01:22
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 8 6 0:11:31 0:01:55
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 9 6 0:20:18 0:03:23
Pict. at an Exhib., No. 10 6 0:32:41 0:05:27

Schumann
Op. 54, Mov. 1 piano concerto 5 1:13:59 0:14:48
Op. 54, Mov. 2 5 0:24:43 0:04:57
Op. 54, Mov. 3 5 0:51:47 0:10:21

Tchaikovsky

Op. 23, Mov. 1 piano concerto 8 2:33:39 0:19:12
Op. 23, Mov. 2 8 0:50:34 0:06:19
Op. 23, Mov. 3 8 0:52:59 0:06:37
Op. 35, Mov. 1 violin concerto 6 1:47:27 0:17:54
Op. 35, Mov. 2 6 0:38:30 0:06:25
Op. 35, Mov. 3 6 0:54:06 0:09:01

Wagner WWV 86 B, Act 1 opera 18 19:15:20 1:04:11

Σ 535 59:49:56

Table 3.4: Extended dataset D3. This dataset includes the test set D2. Duration format hh:mm:ss.

3.6.1 Extended Dataset

To test the scalability and generalizability of our approach, we compiled an extended dataset D3, which is
listed in Table 3.4. Including the test set D2 (see Table 3.2), the extended dataset additionally comprises
a variety of further composers and genres, such as piano and violin concertos (Brahms, Schumann,
Tchaikovsky), symphonies (Mahler, Mozart), opera music (Wagner), as well as character pieces in piano
solo and orchestral versions (Mussorgsky). The dataset D3 consists of 535 recordings (205 522 shingles)
and contains about 60 hours of audio material, compared to 16 hours of the previous test set D2.
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation results for (a) the smaller test set D2 and (b) the extended dataset D3.

3.6.2 Evaluation

For our extended experiments, we keep the settings from the previous experiments and apply the same
embedding methods as described in Section 3.4. In particular, the embedding methods were trained on
the smaller training set D1 (see Table 3.2) as before, and are now evaluated with the extended dataset D3,
containing composers and genres of classical music that are not included in the training set. The retrieval
for a larger and more diverse dataset obviously constitutes a more challenging task. For this reason, we
can expect the retrieval results to decrease.

Figure 3.6 shows the MAP evaluation results for different embedding dimensionalities K for the smaller
test set D2, as reported in the previous Section 3.5 (left) and for the extended dataset D3 (right). As
expected, we see a decrease in retrieval quality for the larger dataset. The results for the brute-force
approach decrease from a MAP of 0.996 for D2 to 0.924 for D3. The results based on the embedding
approaches decrease even more. In particular, the smaller dimensionalities result in a MAP of less than
0.6, e.g., for K = 6, the MAP is 0.441 and 0.500 for PCA and DNN, respectively. These findings confirm
our assumption that the extended dataset constitutes a harder task and leads to an increased probability for
false negatives. One reason for the task’s increased difficulty is that there is a higher potential for confusion
between the documents due to the increased dataset size. Another reason is the increased diversity of
database documents.

To gain more insights into these results, we now analyze the evaluation for each of the individual composers
of the dataset. In the following, we fix the dimensionality of K = 12 as a typical example that gives a good
trade-off between retrieval quality and speed, as shown in the previous experiments. Table 3.5 shows the
detailed evaluation results for K = 12. The rows correspond to the composers of the dataset, and the last
row reports the averaged evaluation measures over all queries and all composers. Note that composers
with many queries have a stronger impact on this average than composers with few queries. The queries
from the Chopin recordings result in a MAP value of 0.932 with the brute-force approach, 0.686 with
PCA, and 0.825 with DNN. These numbers are lower than those obtained for the smaller test set (0.972 for
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Queries Brute Force PCA (K = 12) DNN (K = 12)
P@1 PR MAP P@1 PR MAP P@1 PR MAP

Beethoven 160 0.963 0.827 0.879 0.631 0.456 0.521 0.669 0.477 0.538
Chopin 2930 0.996 0.876 0.932 0.899 0.626 0.686 0.936 0.765 0.825
Vivaldi 210 0.967 0.921 0.953 0.790 0.645 0.716 0.819 0.646 0.728

Brahms 240 0.992 0.960 0.976 0.754 0.543 0.619 0.796 0.593 0.667
Mahler 200 0.950 0.920 0.940 0.845 0.682 0.755 0.700 0.539 0.617
Mozart 200 1.000 0.864 0.907 0.630 0.390 0.443 0.560 0.349 0.399
Mussorgsky 660 0.967 0.834 0.877 0.718 0.482 0.545 0.642 0.452 0.516
Schumann 150 0.980 0.893 0.918 0.553 0.400 0.462 0.653 0.472 0.553
Tchaikovsky 420 0.983 0.892 0.925 0.729 0.493 0.566 0.621 0.492 0.543
Wagner 180 0.983 0.849 0.912 0.761 0.625 0.676 0.722 0.584 0.636

� over queries 0.987 0.877 0.924 0.818 0.577 0.639 0.818 0.646 0.708

Table 3.5: Composer-wise evaluation results using the extended dataset D3.

brute force, 0.877 for PCA, 0.928 for DNN, see Table 3.3). Since the Chopin recordings of D2 and D3

are identical, we can conclude that the lower evaluation measures are due to the larger dataset size of D3.
In particular, PCA suffers from using the larger test dataset. The moderate loss for the DNN approach
could point towards overfitting because Chopin is also the most prominent composer of the training set.
The queries from the Mahler recordings result in a MAP value of 0.940 with the brute-force approach,
0.755 with PCA, and 0.617 with DNN. Here, the DNN is considerably worse than the linear PCA-based
projection. The late-romantic style of Mahler could be too different from the styles of the training set.
The queries from the Schumann recordings result in a MAP value of 0.918 with the brute-force approach,
0.462 with PCA, and 0.553 with DNN. In this case, the DNN achieves better results than those of the PCA.
Note that Schumann is not part of the training set and that the respective work is a piano concerto, which
is a classical music genre that is also not covered in the training set.

A possible explanation for the poorer results of the embedding methods could be that the embeddings are
just overfitted to the composers and styles of the training set and are not very discriminative in general. In
the next section, we will question this argument by considering longer query audio fragments.

3.6.3 Dependency on Query Length

A possible explanation for the results of the previous section is that the query length of 20 seconds is not
discriminative enough to identify all versions of the same piece. To analyze this hypothesis, we increase
the query length in the following experiments. An obvious way to do this is to increase the query shingle
length. However, we want to keep our shingle size fixed to keep the same database structure for different
query lengths. Therefore, instead of increasing the query shingle length, we use multiple successive
shingles for each query.

Recall that, in our previous approach (see Section 3.3), we compare a query (Q) and a document (D)
by performing a nearest neighbor search of a single query shingle SQ and all shingles from the set SD
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Figure 3.7: Evaluation results with
varying λ for the extended
dataset D3.

of document submatrices (see Equation 3.2). The squared Euclidean distance to the nearest neighbor
δD(SQ) ∈ R≥0 is regarded as the document-wise distance between Q and D and used to rank all the
database documents. Now, instead of a single query shingle SQ, we collect a set of successive shingles
SQ from the query recording, as done for the documents (see Equation 3.2). Instead of using a hop size
H = 1 (as for the documents), we use a hop size of H = L/2 = 10. Denoting the number of shingles per
query by λ B |SQ |, a query covers (λ − 1) · 10 + 20 seconds of audio content. For each of these shingles,
we compute the document-wise distance δD as previously (see Equation 3.6). The resulting shingle-wise
distances are simply averaged for obtaining a single distance value between the query and the database
document:

δD(SQ) = 1
λ

∑
S∈SQ

δD(S). (3.10)

Finally, all database documents D ∈ D are ranked by their averaged distances δD(SQ) ∈ R≥0 in ascending
order. Note that our previous experiments are the special case of λ = 1 (query length: 20 seconds).

For our experiments, we sample 10 queries from each recording in an equidistant way, as before. Note that
each query now consists of multiple shingles. Figure 3.7 shows the MAP evaluation results for K = 12
using different query lengths for the extended dataset. The retrieval quality considerably improves with
increasing query length, e.g., the brute-force approach improves from a MAP value of 0.924 for λ = 1 to
0.976 for λ = 5. Similarly, the MAP values for the PCA- and DNN-based approaches increase strongly
with the query length.

Table 3.6 shows the results for each of the composers of the dataset for λ = 5 (query length: 60 seconds).
For Chopin, the DNN (MAP: 0.937) outperforms PCA (MAP: 0.813) and comes close to brute force
(MAP: 0.974). For Mahler, PCA (MAP: 0.935) is slightly better than the DNN (MAP: 0.891). For
Schumann’s piano concerto, the DNN (MAP: 0.840) substantially outperforms PCA (MAP: 0.681). In
contrast to the Chopin results, this result cannot be explained by overfitting because neither Schumann nor
any piano concerto is part of the training set. Furthermore, we achieved a MAP value of 0.967 for the
pieces by Brahms using the DNN approach. This result is the best among all composers for this approach,
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Queries Brute Force PCA (K = 12) DNN (K = 12)
P@1 PR MAP P@1 PR MAP P@1 PR MAP

Beethoven 160 0.956 0.921 0.941 0.800 0.598 0.666 0.838 0.633 0.698
Chopin 2930 0.997 0.943 0.974 0.973 0.727 0.813 0.979 0.886 0.937
Vivaldi 210 1.000 0.986 0.996 0.971 0.864 0.918 0.976 0.864 0.925

Brahms 240 1.000 0.998 0.999 0.996 0.912 0.950 0.992 0.943 0.967
Mahler 200 0.985 0.976 0.982 0.960 0.900 0.935 0.935 0.846 0.891
Mozart 200 1.000 0.966 0.980 0.935 0.639 0.704 0.880 0.600 0.670
Mussorgsky 660 0.992 0.937 0.960 0.933 0.703 0.773 0.865 0.697 0.756
Schumann 150 0.993 0.977 0.983 0.800 0.630 0.681 0.920 0.780 0.840
Tchaikovsky 420 0.998 0.984 0.990 0.952 0.776 0.839 0.929 0.788 0.838
Wagner 180 1.000 0.956 0.975 0.978 0.884 0.922 0.989 0.904 0.940

� over queries 0.995 0.953 0.976 0.956 0.744 0.816 0.951 0.835 0.886

Table 3.6: Composer-wise evaluation results using the extended dataset D3, for λ = 5 (query length: 60 seconds).

even better than for the composers of the training set. These findings show a certain generalizability of the
DNN embedding method.

In summary, our experiments show that low-dimensional embeddings need a longer query length to be
discriminative enough when using a larger dataset. Note that a query length of 60 seconds is still a
medium duration compared to studies for related tasks. For example, in popular music cover song retrieval,
an entire recording is often used as a query, e.g., in the approach by Serrà et al. [175] or the work by
Casey et al. [39] (using entire recordings as queries, though with a short shingle length of 3 seconds).
Furthermore, we showed that, in general, composers outside the training set do not necessarily lead to
worse retrieval results, compared to composers contained in the training set. Thus, we can assume a
certain generalizability of our approach within the common practice period of Western classical music.

3.6.4 Distance Analysis

In the previous section, we addressed issues of scalability and generalizability in relation to the query
length. Now we want to gain further insights into the challenges that occur in the retrieval scenario. For
example, beyond rank-based evaluation measures, we want to find out whether particular compositions are
easier or harder for retrieval than others, e.g., due to harmonic or melodic characteristics. Recall from
Section 3.3 that the ranks are computed on the basis of the distances that appear between queries and
documents. The retrieval problem is well behaved if the distances between queries and documents of the
same piece of music (relevant documents) are substantially smaller than the distances between queries and
documents of different pieces (non-relevant documents). To understand how well behaved our problem is,
we now analyze the distances that appear in the nearest neighbor search.

Recall that we have R ∈ N relevant documents for a given query. We want to compare the distances to
the relevant documents with the distances to the non-relevant documents. Since most of the non-relevant
documents should be easily distinguishable from the relevant ones, we restrict our analysis to the most
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Figure 3.8: Distance distributions for three composers (Beethoven, Chopin, Vivaldi) for the test set D2 with λ = 1 (left column),
the extended test set D3 with λ = 1 (middle column), and the extended test set D3 with λ = 5 (right column). All
distributions are computed for the brute-force approach (K = 240). The orange color refers to distances for relevant
documents and the blue color refers to distances for non-relevant documents.

difficult non-relevant documents for the task. To balance the numbers of relevant and non-relevant
documents, we only consider the R non-relevant documents with the smallest distances to the given query.
Small distances mean that these non-relevant documents have the greatest confusion potential with the
relevant documents. In the following, we analyze the relation of the distributions of distances for relevant
documents and non-relevant documents, respectively. The relation between these distributions indicates
how difficult the retrieval problem is. However, the analysis of the relation between the distributions
has to be taken with care because versions with different difficulties are included in a single distribution
(where some queries may generally lead to lower distances for positive and negative matches and some
queries may generally lead to higher distances). For that reason, a strong separation of the distributions is
a sufficient condition for perfect retrieval results, but not a necessary condition. In other words, even if
the overlap between the distributions is large, the retrieval may still yield excellent results. In this sense,
we regard the distributions only as weak indicators and only evaluate them by visual inspection in the
following. For a more statistically rigorous analysis of such distributions, we refer to the study by Casey et
al. [39].

Figure 3.8 shows such distributions for the brute-force approach, where the distributions of relevant
document distances appear in orange color, and the distributions of non-relevant document distances
appear in blue color. The three rows show distributions for the composers that are part of both D2 and
D3 (Beethoven, Chopin, Vivaldi), and the three columns correspond to different evaluation settings. The
left column refers to the smaller test set D2 with λ = 1 (query length: 20 seconds), the middle column
refers to the extended test set D3 with λ = 1 (query length: 20 seconds), and the right column refers to
the extended test set D3 with λ = 5 (query length: 60 seconds). Considering Chopin in the left column,
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we see that the center of the orange distribution is much further to the left than the blue distribution.
This means that the distances to the relevant documents are generally smaller than the distances to the
non-relevant documents. We also see a little overlap between both distributions, which is caused by the
fact that some distances to non-relevant documents are smaller than the greatest distances to relevant
documents. However, since the distances that lead to the overlap could relate to different queries, we
cannot conclude that this necessarily leads to confusion in the retrieval step. In general, since the overlap
is small, the distributions indicate that the retrieval problem is well behaved for Chopin. For Beethoven
and Vivaldi (left column), there is more overlap. This suggests that the Chopin pieces are “easier” in the
sense that they are more discriminative than other pieces. For the extended dataset (middle column), we
see similar tendencies for all three composers. The blue distributions come a bit closer to the orange ones
compared to their positions for the smaller dataset (left column). The orange distributions are identical to
the ones for the smaller dataset because the distances to the relevant documents are the same. Only the
distances to non-relevant documents decrease because the extended dataset contains more non-relevant
documents with possibly smaller distances. When using a longer query length (λ = 5, right column), the
orange and blue distributions are better separated for all three composers. The distances for the relevant
documents only slightly increase because of the longer query length. Still, the distances to the non-relevant
documents increase strongly, which leads to a better separation between the distributions.

So far, we analyzed distributions for the brute-force approach to gain insights into the musical complexity of
the retrieval task. In the following, we want to understand the effect of the embedding on the distributions.
Figure 3.9 shows further distributions for the extended test set D3 and five selected composers (Beethoven,
Chopin, Vivaldi, Mahler, and Schumann). The left column refers to the brute-force approach (K = 240)
with λ = 1 (query length: 20 seconds), the middle column refers to the DNN embedding approach
(K = 12) with λ = 1 (query length: 20 seconds), and the right column refers to the DNN embedding
approach (K = 12) with λ = 5 (query length: 60 seconds). Note that the absolute distances between
the different approaches are not comparable13, but the relations between orange and blue distributions
are meaningful. For the brute-force approach (left column), the new composers of the extended dataset
(Mahler, Schumann) behave similarly to the previous ones. The middle column reflects the weaker results
for the low-dimensional embeddings with a shorter query length. As expected, there are strong overlaps
between the orange and blue distributions. We can also see that there are some distances close to zero
in the orange distributions. This can be explained by the neural network training, where the anchor and
positive embeddings are pushed close together. However, the anchor and negative embeddings do not
seem to be pulled apart the same way. For Chopin, the most prominent composer of the training set D1,
the separation between the distributions is clearer. When using longer queries (λ = 5, right column),
all orange and blue distributions are better separated. This holds for Chopin, where the initial situation
(λ = 1) is better, and for composers with heavily overlapping distributions for λ = 1, e.g., Schumann.

13 The distance measure is always the squared Euclidean distance, cf. Equation 3.5. However, for the brute-force approach, we
have sequences of 20 non-negative `2-normalized vectors of size 12, which are then flattened (distance range [0, 40]). For
the DNN approach, we have real-valued `2-normalized vectors of size 12 (distance range [0, 4]).
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Figure 3.9: Distance distributions for five composers (Beethoven, Chopin, Vivaldi, Mahler, Schumann) for the brute-force
approach (K = 240) with λ = 1 (left column), the DNN approach (K = 12) with λ = 1 (middle column), and the
DNN approach (K = 12) with λ = 5 (right column). All distributions are computed for the extended test set D3.
The orange color refers to distances for relevant documents and the blue color refers to distances for non-relevant
documents.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed two dimensionality reduction methods for learning compact embeddings of
audio shingles (short sequences of chroma vectors) for a cross-version retrieval scenario in the context of
Western classical music. We showed that our strategy of reducing entire shingles results in better retrieval
quality and faster speed than the previous approach of reducing individual chroma vectors [72]. In our
experiments, we strongly reduced the shingles’ dimensionality from 240 to below 12, with only a little
loss in retrieval quality. Both PCA and neural networks with triplet loss turned out to be effective for
this task. In particular, we found that neural networks are beneficial for small dimensionalities between
6 and 12. Such small dimensions allow for indexing by simple nearest neighbor trees, which could be
the foundation of fast content-based audio retrieval in large classical music databases where efficiency
is an important issue. We also showed that the database size substantially impacts the retrieval results,
especially when using dimensionality reduction methods. Applying such techniques, one needs a longer
query length to be discriminative enough on a larger dataset. Increasing the query length from 20 to 60
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seconds results in a high retrieval accuracy, even for low-dimensional embeddings. We also showed that
our approaches generalize to composers of the common practice period of Western classical music that
are not contained in the training set. Furthermore, we analyzed the distances that appear in the nearest
neighbor search to gain insights into the challenges of the retrieval scenario. For example, we showed that
the distance distributions for different composers can differ strongly and indicate that certain composers or
pieces are more difficult for retrieval than others. In future work, one may investigate whether training on
larger datasets can make the embeddings more robust for shorter query lengths. Furthermore, up to now,
we used CENS features as input, which are state-of-the-art for the given task. It would be interesting to
investigate if useful embeddings can be learned from less specialized input features, such as “raw” chroma
features, spectrograms, or even waveforms. In the next chapter, we will explore a more advanced indexing
approach for our cross-version retrieval scenario to further improve the retrieval efficiency.
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4 Efficient Cross-Version Music Retrieval Using
Graph-Based Index Structures
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Flexible retrieval systems are required for conveniently browsing through large music collections. In a
particular content-based music retrieval scenario, the user may provide a query audio snippet, and the
retrieval system returns music recordings from the collection that are similar to the query. In this scenario,
a fast response from the system is essential for a positive user experience. For realizing low response
times, one requires index structures that facilitate efficient search operations. One such index structure is
the K-d tree, which has already been used in music retrieval systems (see also the previous chapter). As an
alternative, we propose to use a modern graph-based index, denoted as hierarchical navigable small world
(HNSW) graph. As our main contribution, we explore its potential in the context of a cross-version music
retrieval application. In particular, we report on systematic experiments comparing graph- and tree-based
index structures in terms of the retrieval quality, disk space requirements, and runtimes. Despite the fact
that the HNSW index provides only an approximate solution to the nearest neighbor search problem, we
demonstrate that it has almost no negative impact on the retrieval quality in our application. As our main
result, we show that the HNSW-based retrieval is several orders of magnitude faster. Furthermore, the
graph structure also works well with high-dimensional index items, unlike the tree-based structure. Given
these merits, we highlight the practical relevance of the HNSW graph for MIR applications.
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4.1 Introduction

Ongoing digitization efforts lead to increasingly large music collections. With growing dataset sizes, it
can become challenging to find relevant audio documents in such a collection. A paradigm for searching
in music databases is known as query-by-example, where the user provides an audio query, and the task is
to find audio recordings from the database containing parts or aspects similar to the query [40, 73, 194].

An example of a public query-by-example music retrieval service is the audio fingerprinting application
Shazam [202, 203], where the user supplies a query audio snippet, which is then identified by comparing
the snippet’s fingerprint with fingerprints from a reference database. One reason for Shazam’s popularity
is the ability to provide music identification results close to instantly. This short response time is possible
because of the strict notion of similarity (identity of recordings) between the query and relevant database
recordings in the audio identification task, combined with clever indexing techniques [38, 40, 73]. In our
study, we address a cross-version retrieval scenario, where we aim to find all performances or versions of
a given piece of music, which is specified by a query audio snippet. In related tasks, the user may provide
the query by singing or humming a melody [66, 166]. In such cross-version scenarios, the notion of
similarity is less strict (identity of the musical piece underlying different recordings), which leads to higher
response times compared to fingerprinting services. In the previous chapter, we showed that the runtime
of the search procedure in a cross-version retrieval scenario is in the order of a few seconds, even for a
small database of about 16 hours. With growing database sizes, this runtime also increases and becomes
prohibitive for usage outside academia. In a query-by-example setting, it makes a dramatic difference
whether the user has to wait a fraction of a second or a couple of seconds for the results after specifying
the query. Efficiency is an important aspect of usability and a critical requirement of information retrieval
systems for being practically relevant [62]. In this chapter, we show how to increase the efficiency for our
cross-version retrieval scenario by using a modern indexing approach.

Indexing procedures increase the speed of search operations in a database, using specialized data structures,
such as inverted file indices [99]. In our context, the nearest neighbor search is essential, where one aims
to find the closest item in a database to a given query item. We can classify nearest neighbor search
procedures into exact and approximate search approaches. Exact nearest neighbor search procedures
(such as K-d trees [18, 61]) guarantee to find the item in the database that is closest to the query. Other
approaches relax this requirement. Instead of finding exact nearest neighbors, they only aim to find
sufficiently nearby neighbors. In general, this is referred to as approximate nearest neighbor search. A
well-known approach of this category is, e.g., LSH [183]. Beyond the distinction of approximate and
exact solutions, nearest neighbor search procedures can be categorized according to their algorithmic
approach [106, 126]. The main catagories of this distinction are hashing-based, partition-based, and
graph-based search approaches. An example of hashing-based procedures is LSH [183], which has already
been used in music retrieval studies [72, 123, 164, 170]. Grosche und Müller [72] found that LSH can
increase the retrieval efficiency compared to an exhaustive search. However, the retrieval results can
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be negatively affected (because LSH is an approximate search approach), and the LSH settings must
be adjusted carefully to avoid a strong decrease in the retrieval quality. Examples of partition-based
approaches include K-d trees [18, 61], which also have been used in MIR [118, 157, 216]. For example,
McFee and Lanckriet compared several K-d tree variants in the context of music similarity search [118].
They found that the combination of a tree variant for approximate search, known as spill trees [109],
with PCA [21] gives a favorable trade-off between accuracy and complexity. As an alternative, in our
contribution, we explore a modern graph-based index structure called hierarchical navigable small world
(HNSW) graph [114], which provides an approximate search solution, and already has been successfully
used for, e.g., image retrieval [3].

In this chapter, we use the same cross-version music retrieval task as in Chapter 3 as an example application
to explore the HNSW graph in practice. We conduct systematic experiments using databases of different
sizes to analyze the impact of the graph-based index on the quality and speed of our retrieval system. As
our main contribution, we show that we can increase the efficiency of our music retrieval application
by several orders of magnitude through the usage of an HNSW graph as an index structure. Although
the graph-based search belongs to the category of approximate nearest neighbor search approaches, our
experiments show that, by and large, the retrieval quality is not negatively affected by using the graph
in our scenario. We also analyze several further aspects in our retrieval system, such as the feature
computation and the construction, saving, and loading of the index structure. We want to emphasize that
our results demonstrate huge advantages of the graph-based indexing approach compared to previously
used index structures. We expect similar benefits for other MIR problems involving nearest neighbor
search. Beyond cross-version music retrieval, such search problems occur in diverse MIR tasks, such as
cover song retrieval [49, 211], music similarity estimation [170], query-by-humming [164], or symbolic
music genre classification [96].

To make our results reproducible [120], we use open-source implementations of the discussed index
structures and provide code that shows how we use them, along with pre-computed features for an example
dataset.14 In this way, we enable a straightforward usage of the index structures in future MIR applications.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we outline our music retrieval
application. Next, in Section 4.3, we describe graph-based search procedures in general and the HNSW
graph in particular. Then, in Section 4.4, we present our systematic experiments where we apply the HNSW
graph for our music retrieval task. Finally, we summarize our main findings in the concluding Section 4.5.

14 https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/MIR/2020_signals-indexing
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Figure 4.1: Illustrated screenshot of an internal version-retrieval web-interface for the Carus catalog.

4.2 Music Retrieval Application

In this section, we describe our motivating retrieval scenario, our cross-version retrieval approach, and our
datasets, which are used later in our experiments. Readers with a primary interest in indexing and our
experimental findings may skip this section at first reading.

4.2.1 Motivating Retrieval Scenario

In our study, we deal with a query-by-example retrieval scenario using a real-world music collection from
a music publisher. This collection consists of the complete audio catalog of the Carus publishing house, a
leading sheet music publisher of sacred and secular choral music. Beyond sheet music, Carus also produces
and publishes audio recordings, mainly for choral pieces of Western classical music. Carus’ complete
audio catalog is a medium-sized music collection of nearly 400 hours (more details in Section 4.2.3).
Internally, we implemented a web-based interface for browsing this dataset, as illustrated by the screenshot
shown in Figure 4.1. Here, the user can specify a query in the form of a YouTube link of a music recording,
e.g., an interpretation of Mendelssohn’s Verleih uns Frieden (Grant us peace) by an amateur choir. Such
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…

…

Query: Shingle Database document: Set of shingles

Figure 4.2: Illustration of shingle-based query and database document.

YouTube videos are often poorly annotated. Therefore, in our scenario, we use a content-based retrieval
approach, where we take a 20-second audio snippet from the YouTube recording as a query. Then, the
system retrieves recordings from the Carus collection that are based on the same musical piece as the
query. Following [72, 216], we denote different recordings of the same piece of music as “versions.” In
the case of the Mendelssohn piece, the retrieval system returns two CD articles from the Carus catalog,
which both include a version of that piece by professional musicians (the Kammerchor Stuttgart under the
direction of Frieder Bernius). The user may listen to the retrieved versions or click on the cover images to
access more information on the linked webpage of the publisher. Rather than describing this web-based
tool in further detail, it serves as a motivating scenario for our retrieval experiments while indicating our
study’s practical relevance.

4.2.2 Cross-Version Retrieval System

In our study, we use the same retrieval approach as in the previous chapter (described in Section 3.3).
For convenience, we shortly summarize the retrieval procedure. Given a database of music recordings
and a short query audio fragment, the aim is to identify all recordings (versions) in the dataset based
on the same musical piece as the query. To this end, we compare the database and query recordings
using chroma-based audio features, which measure local energy distributions in the 12 chromatic pitch
class bands [68, 128]. Our chroma features are computed by suitably pooling the frequency bins of a
time–frequency representation with a logarithmic frequency axis, where a frequency bin corresponds to a
semitone (originally introduced in [127], see Section 2.4 for more details). Following [72, 216], we use a
chroma variant called CENS (chroma energy distribution normalized statistics) [132], which is adapted for
the retrieval task using a post-processing strategy involving logarithmic quantization, temporal smoothing,
and frame-wise normalization.

All database recordings are transformed into chroma sequences. We use a shingling approach [39, 40,
72, 216], where the database’s chroma sequences are subdivided into subsequences (also referred to as
“shingles”) of L = 20 chroma vectors, using a hop size of H = 1 frame. The length of a shingle corresponds
to 20 seconds of audio (using a feature rate of 1Hz). As for the retrieval, the query (in the form of a
single shingle) is compared with all database shingles. Figure 4.2 illustrates such a query (left) for our
Mendelssohn example and the set of overlapping shingles (right) for a database document (a track of a
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CD from the Carus collection). As the first option to compare two shingles, we reshape each shingle of
dimension 12 × 20 to a vector of dimensionality K = 240 and apply a distance function

d : RK ×RK → R≥0 . (4.1)

Throughout this chapter, we use the squared Euclidean distance

d(x(1), x(2)) =
K∑
k=1
(x(1)

k
− x(2)

k
)2 (4.2)

between two vectors x(1), x(2) ∈ RK as the distance function.

Alternatively, we reduce the dimensionality (K < 240) of the shingles before computing the distance. In
particular, as in Chapter 3, we use classical PCA [21], or DNNs trained with the triplet loss function [173]
for dimensionality reduction (see Section 3.4 for more details). Our experiments of the previous chapter
showed that the shingle dimension can be reduced from 240 to 15 without substantial loss in retrieval
quality for the given application (while PCA- and DNN-based embeddings yield similar results). The
DNN-based approach is beneficial for even smaller dimensionalities (below K = 12), where we only have
a moderate loss in retrieval quality.

The retrieval task is then solved by finding the database’s shingles with the smallest distance to the query
shingle, which is a nearest neighbor search problem. In the previous chapter, we compared the runtimes
for this retrieval task using an exhaustive search and a search approach using K-d trees [18, 61]. Using a
small dataset of 16 hours of music, we found that K-d trees are only beneficial for smaller dimensionalities
(below K = 15). This finding agrees with the fact that K-d trees are inappropriate for high-dimensional
data [116, 157]. In this chapter, building upon these findings, we want to explore the potential of a
graph-based index structure for this music retrieval problem.

4.2.3 Datasets

We use two databases of different sizes in our experiments (see Table 4.1). Our first set Dsm, which was
already used as an evaluation set in the previous chapter,15 consists of 330 audio files and comprises about
16 hours of music (corresponding to more than 50 000 shingles). These recordings contain interpretations
of orchestral and piano pieces by Beethoven, Chopin, and Vivaldi. In our cross-version retrieval evaluation,
we consider a recording relevant for a query if it represents a version of the piece underlying the query (e.g.,
Mendelssohn’s Verleih und Frieden or the first movement of Beethoven’s Third Symphony). Since the
dataset Dsm contains twelve “cliques“ (works or movements), having a different number of versions each
(4 to 67), a query may correspond to 4 to 67 relevant documents in our cross-version retrieval scenario.

15 Dsm was denoted by D2 in the previous chapter. See Table 3.2 on p. 35 for more details. We rename the dataset because, in
the context of this chapter, the dataset size (small or large) is our primary concern.
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# Audio Files Σ Duration � Duration Annotations # Shingles
Dsm 330 16:13:37 0:02:57 3 52 332
Dlg 7115 389:58:03 0:03:17 7 1 272 386

Table 4.1: Statistics for the used datasets. Duration format hh:mm:ss. Annotations refer to the availability of complete annotations
for the musical pieces underlying the recordings (required to evaluate the retrieval quality). Σ refers to the total, and
� refers to the average.

This dataset is well annotated and corresponds to a controlled retrieval scenario. We make the annotations
and shingles of the dataset available on our accompanying website for reproducibility.14

As a second dataset Dlg, we use the entire audio catalog of recordings offered by the Carus label. The
datasetDlg contains 7115 audio files and about 390 hours of professionally produced music (corresponding
to more than 1.25 million shingles), mainly of vocal Western classical music. In contrast to Dsm, this
dataset is less well annotated and corresponds to a rather uncontrolled scenario “in the wild,” having real
practical relevance.

4.3 Graph-Based Nearest Neighbor Search

We now outline the nearest neighbor search problem underlying our retrieval task and a search procedure
using graph-based data structures [147]. Then, we describe the HNSW graph, which we use later as an
index in our experiments.

4.3.1 Graph-Based Data Structures

In our search problem, we have a database D of items x ∈ D. The items are K-dimensional vectors, thus
D ⊂ RK . Figure 4.3 (initial situation) illustrates a dataset, where the items are gray points. Given a query
xq ∈ RK (colored in orange in Figure 4.3) and some distance measure d (see Equation 4.1), the aim is
to find the ν ∈ N database items that are nearest to this query. As an example, let us now assume ν = 1.
Then the aim is to find the closest database item

x∗ = arg min
x∈D

d(x, xq). (4.3)

A naive solution to this problem is to compute the distances between all database items and the query
for selecting the item with the smallest distance (exhaustive search). With graph-based nearest neighbor
search, we aim to find x∗ without evaluating all these distances, but only a subset of them. In general, we
have no guarantee of finding x∗ with a graph-based search. Because of this reason, this strategy belongs
to the category of approximate nearest neighbor search methods.
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Initial situation Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Figure 4.3: Illustration of graph-based approximate nearest neighbor search.

In our graph-based approach, the database is organized as an undirected graph structure, where the
database items are nodes. Nearby nodes are connected by edges, which are represented by connecting
lines in Figure 4.3. In essence, the search in the database consists in traversing along the edges of the
graph. In the first step of the search procedure, we select an entry point xe ∈ D of the database (colored
in dark blue in Figure 4.3, first step), e.g., by random choice. This entry point is our first active search
node in the procedure. We then compute the distance of the query to this node. Next, we compute the
distance between the query and all items that are connected to the active search node (colored in light blue
in Figure 4.3). If any of these distances are smaller than the distance between the query and the active
search node, we continue with the next step, where the node with the shortest distance is the next active
search node in the procedure. Otherwise, we terminate, and our active search node is the final candidate
for the nearest neighbor to the query. In Figure 4.3, we perform four steps until the algorithm terminates.
In our example, the final candidate corresponds to the exact solution x∗.

4.3.2 HNSW Graphs

So far, we have described a search procedure using a data structure with a single graph. Building upon such
a structure, Malkov and Yashunin [114] introduced an improved data structure with multiple levels, called
HNSW graph, for approximate nearest neighbor search. Compared to search procedures for single-layer
structures (as described in the previous section), the multi-layer search procedure has various benefits,
such as improved search quality, higher efficiency (with a runtime that increases logarithmically with the
dataset size), and greater stability with respect to the dimensionality K .

Figure 4.4 illustrates an HNSW graph with three layers. The bottom level (first layer) is a graph containing
the full database, similar to the graph structure described in the previous section. In the figure, this layer
contains 16 database items. The middle level (second layer) contains a subset of these items (eight items).
The top level (third layer) contains a subset of the second layer’s items (four items). For illustration
purposes, the dashed red lines in the figure indicate the items that are available at all layers. Items that are
available only at the first two layers are indicated with dashed gray lines.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of HNSW graph.
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We now want to outline the search procedure for HNSW graphs. Given a query point xq, searching in
an HNSW graph starts at the top layer with a suitably selected entry point xe (e.g., random selection,
see [114] for details). A search procedure is then applied, similar to the approach described in the previous
Section 4.3.1, to find a candidate for the nearest neighbor to xq in the top layer. Then, the search continues
at the next layer, where the entry point is the item corresponding to the nearest neighbor candidate from
the upper layer. This way, the search continues until we arrive at the bottom layer, where all database items
are available. The aim is to find the ν nearest neighbors in this layer as the search procedure’s result. To
stabilize the approximate search results, we may first search for more than ν approximate nearest neighbors
(using a graph-based search procedure as before). We denote the number of “intermediate” candidates by
ν′ ∈ N, where ν ≤ ν′ ≤ |D|. Among the candidates, we then select the ν nearest neighbors (by exhaustive
search) as the final result. The number ν′ is a free parameter that can be increased to improve the search
results (at the cost of an increased runtime).

Malkov and Yashunin [114] also proposed an algorithm for constructing HNSW graphs, which we
summarize briefly. During the construction process, the database items are consecutively inserted into the
graph. For each new item x ∈ D, we randomly decide on its upper-most layer `(x) ∈ N according to an
exponentially decaying probability distribution. If the random process selects a higher layer `(x) than the
highest existing layer in the graph, the number of layers in the graph increases dynamically. The item x

is then inserted in all layers [1 : `(x)] := {1, . . . , `(x)}. Next, we want to connect the new node x to M

database items in each layer [1 : `(x)] by edges. The parameter M ∈ N controls the minimum number of
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edges for each node of the data structure. We apply a top-down search procedure, similar to the approach
described above, to search for suitable items in each layer [1 : `(x)]. To stabilize the search results, we
may first search for more than M candidates for inserting edges (using a graph-based search procedure
as before). Similar to the number ν′ of intermediate neighbor candidates in the search procedure, we
denote the number of intermediate candidates for inserting edges by M ′ ∈ N. We select M database items
among the M ′ candidates for inserting edges. In their paper [114], the authors propose two options for this
selection. As a first option, they select the nearest neighbors to x by exhaustive search. As a second option,
the authors propose a heuristic to create connections to x from diverse directions, which is beneficial for
highly clustered data (see the original paper [114] for more details). In our experiments, we use the second
option. If any of the nodes turn out to have more edges than a predefined maximum (set to 2M for the
bottom layer and M for all other layers), the nodes’ surplus edges with the highest distance are removed.

In summary, we have various important parameters for the construction and search procedure of an HNSW
graph. Beyond the distance function d, these parameters are ν (number of neighbors to search for), ν′

(number of neighbor candidates during search), M (minimum number of edges for each node), and M ′

(number of edge candidates during construction). The authors recommend a range of M ∈ [5 : 48],
where higher M values imply better search results and higher memory consumption. Furthermore, they
recommend increasing M for higher dimensionalities K . In our experiments described in the next section,
we fix the squared Euclidean distance (see Equation 4.2) as distance function d as well as the default
parameter settings of ν′ = M ′ = 100 and M = 5. As we will see later, a fine-tuning of these parameters is
not necessary for obtaining good results in our application.

4.4 Experiments

We now use the HNSW graph as an index structure in our music retrieval application. Here, a node of the
graph corresponds to a database shingle with or without dimensionality reduction.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

In the following, we analyze the possible decrease in retrieval quality and the improvements of the retrieval
runtime introduced by the HNSW graph. To this end, we consider quantitative performance measures,
which we list in Table 4.2. To evaluate the retrieval quality, we use standard precision-based measures
(more details in Section 4.4.2). To analyze the impact of the index structures on the retrieval speed, we
consider several steps that are involved in our retrieval scenario. Some steps need to be computed offline
when processing the database documents, and other steps need to be computed online when processing a
query. In the offline phase, we need to compute features for all audio files of the database, construct an
index and save the index file to disk. These steps can be carried out at any time and on any system (offline).
When applying our index, we first need to load the index into the computer’s main memory (RAM). This
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Table 4.2: Considered performance mea-
sures.

Step Performance Measure Stage Section

Overall pipeline Quality (P@1, P@3, PR) Offline & online 4.4.2

Feature computation Time (ms) Offline & online 4.4.3
Constructing the index Time (s) Offline 4.4.4
Saving the index Disk space (MB) Offline 4.4.4
Loading the index Time (ms) Offline 4.4.4
Retrieval Time (ms) Online 4.4.5

loading step can be considered as being in-between the online and offline stages. The index loading needs
to be performed on the actual system where the retrieval service is provided. When the index structure can
be kept in the main memory, it does not have to be reloaded for each query. Therefore, we still consider it
as part of the offline stage. In the actual online phase, we need to compute the query features and perform
the nearest neighbor search procedure using our index structure. In the following sections, we analyze
these steps in the order given in Table 4.2.

If not mentioned otherwise, we always report on average time measurements (µ ± σ) for 100 iterations of
the experiment. Note that runtime evaluation is a delicate topic on its own [98]. For example, one may
argue that it is more meaningful to report minimum instead of average runtime measurements because
other processes running in parallel affect the mean more than the minimum. In our case, this is not a
major issue because the standard deviation σ is always relatively low. We want to highlight that we take
a practical perspective by measuring runtimes using distinct implementations of the respective index
structures, implemented in different programming languages. The absolute runtimes obtained may vary
when using different implementations or hardware systems. Our study gives practical insights into the
runtimes obtained by specific implementations on specific platforms for our specific application. In general,
we are interested in the orders of magnitude, the relative differences between the time measurements, and
the relationships between index size and runtime.

We compare three different search approaches: an exhaustive search approach (full search), an indexing
strategy using K-d trees (KD), and the graph-based index structure (HNSW). We perform our experiments
using Python 3.6.5 on a computer with an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 (2.10GHz) and 31GiB RAM.
We use the efficient pairwise-distance calculation of scipy 1.0.1 [199] for the full search, which calls
a highly optimized implementation in C. For the K-d trees (using a default leaf size of 30), we use
the implementation of scikit-learn 0.20.1 [142], which is written in Cython. For the HNSW graph, we
use the efficient hnswlib implementation in C++ by the authors of the original paper [114]16 (using
the Python wrapper version 0.4.0). We use librosa 0.7.1 [119] for the audio processing pipelines and
TensorFlow 1.7.0 [2] for the DNN implementation.

16 https://github.com/nmslib/hnswlib
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Reduction K Search P@1 P@3 PR

— 240
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.9965 0.9434
HNSW 1.0000 0.9965 0.9434

PCA

30
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.9910 0.9130
HNSW 1.0000 0.9910 0.9130

12
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.9679 0.8294
HNSW 1.0000 0.9678 0.8294

6
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.8937 0.7350
HNSW 1.0000 0.8937 0.7350

DNN

30
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.9868 0.9344
HNSW 1.0000 0.9869 0.9345

12
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.9757 0.8989
HNSW 1.0000 0.9756 0.8989

6
Full Search / KD 1.0000 0.9236 0.8333
HNSW 1.0000 0.9237 0.8333

Table 4.3: Retrieval quality for various reduction ap-
proaches and search strategies using the
dataset Dsm.

4.4.2 Retrieval Quality

In contrast to the K-d tree approach, the HNSW graph only provides an approximate search solution.
To understand the impact of this approximation within our retrieval scenario, we measure our retrieval
system’s quality using the dataset Dsm, as done in Chapter 3. For convenience, we now summarize our
evaluation approach.

We consider a document-level rather than a shingle-level retrieval. Here, the distance between a query
shingle and a document is given by the minimizing distance between the query and all document shingles.
We construct a single index structure for the entire dataset Dsm (using either a K-d tree or an HNSW
graph) and search for the 10 000 nearest items in the database to a given query. Using the distances of the
returned items, we create a ranked list of documents, ordered by ascending distances. Note that we were
not able to rank all database documents as some documents may not have a corresponding item among the
items returned (this did not affect the evaluation measures in our experiments). For evaluating the ranked
list, we consider three standard retrieval evaluation measures [115]. First, we use precision at one (P@1),
which is 1 if the top-ranked document is relevant, and 0 otherwise. Note that, for exact nearest neighbor
searches, the top match is always identical to the query because, in our experiments, the query is part
of the database (unlike in the experiments of the previous chapter). We still use this measure to check
whether the approximate search approach is able to find the “trivial” match. Second, we use precision at
three (P@3), which is the proportion of relevant documents among the top 3 documents of the ranked list.
Third, we use R-precision (PR), which is the proportion of relevant documents among the first R ranks,
where R ∈ N denotes the number of relevant documents for the given query (which may differ for each
query, between 4 and 67).
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We generate 3300 query shingles from Dsm by an equidistant sampling of ten queries from each recording
ofDsm, resulting in 3300 queries. Each evaluation measure is finally averaged over the 3300 query shingles
used. Table 4.3 shows the resulting evaluation measures. A row in this table specifies the dimensionality
reduction approach (no reduction, PCA-, or DNN-based embedding), the dimensionality K , and the search
strategy (Full Search, KD, or HNSW). The retrieval results for the exhaustive search (Full Search) and the
K-d tree strategy (KD) are identical because both approaches are exact nearest neighbor searches. For
example, without dimensionality reduction, we obtain a P@1 value of 1.0, a P@3 value of 0.9965, and a
PR value of 0.9434. This result shows that the shingle-based retrieval approach is able to identify most
of the versions correctly, but there are a few false positives. Reducing the shingle dimensions (which is
important for some indexing approaches, such as K-d trees) leads to further degradations of the retrieval
quality, as already shown in the previous chapter. For example, reducing the dimensionality from 240 to
30 with the PCA-based embedding, we obtain a P@3 value of 0.9910. For smaller dimensionalities, the
DNN is beneficial over PCA for embedding the shingles, e.g. resulting in PR values of 0.7350 (PCA) and
0.8333 (DNN) for K = 6. Using the HNSW graph as an index structure, we obtain more or less the same
evaluation metrics for all settings. This finding demonstrates that the approximate search approach of
the HNSW graph has almost no negative impact on the retrieval results within our application scenario.
When we analyze the runtime improvements in the following sections, we can bear in mind that they come
without substantial loss in retrieval quality.

4.4.3 Feature Computation

In this section, we report on the runtimes for the various steps involved in the feature computation. This
computation procedure has to be performed in the offline stage (for the whole database) and online
stage (for the query). In contrast to the document-based analysis of the retrieval quality (evaluating a
ranked list of documents), we now use an item-based evaluation (runtime to process a database item,
i.e., a shingle or a shingle embedding). To compute our measurements, we first load 20 seconds of an
audio file (using librosa.load). In general, our audio files are longer, but for our runtime experiments,
we only use a 20-second segment, corresponding to the length of a shingle. Then, we compute the
spectral features [127] (with librosa.iirt). Next, we compute the CENS features [132] (using
librosa.feature.chroma_cens). This step concludes the feature computation if no dimensionality
reduction is applied. An additional step is performed in the embedding-based retrieval approaches
(PCA-based embedding using sklearn.decomposition.PCA or DNN-based embedding as described
in the previous chapter).

Table 4.4 shows the time measurements. The loading of the audio segment only takes 44.8ms. The next
step is the spectral feature computation, which needs more than a second (1171.5ms). The time required
for the CENS computation is not significant (0.9ms). In the table, we list the times to embed the shingle
for some selected dimensionalities. In general, the PCA-based embedding is faster than 0.1ms, and the
DNN-based embedding does not take more than 2ms.
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Step Time (ms)

Audio Loading 44.8 ± 1.4
Spectral Feature Computation 1171.5 ± 34.3
CENS Feature Computation 0.9 ± 0.5

Embedding PCA (K = 30) 0.05 ± 0.0
Embedding PCA (K = 12) 0.05 ± 0.0
Embedding PCA (K = 6) 0.05 ± 0.0

Embedding DNN (K = 30) 1.6 ± 0.1
Embedding DNN (K = 12) 1.5 ± 0.1
Embedding DNN (K = 6) 1.4 ± 0.1

Table 4.4: Time measurements (in ms) for various
steps involved in the feature computation
of 20 seconds of audio.

The numbers of the table show that the major bottleneck of the feature computation is the spectral transform.
Compared to this, the times of the other steps are not significant. The runtime for the query feature
transform is not our focus in this study. Obviously, it only scales linearly with the query length, which
is usually short (i.e., no scalability issue). The runtime for computing the database documents’ features
is also not critical because it can be computed offline. A possible future research direction could be to
compute embeddings from spectral representations that are less expensive to compute, e.g., using the
STFT with the FFT, opposed to the IIR-based log-frequency spectrogram used here (see Section 2.4).
Having the same window and hop length settings as the spectral transform used, computing the magnitude
STFT for the 20-seconds audio snippet only takes 19.2ms on average. However, using the STFT-based
features may go along with a decrease of feature quality, which may affect the retrieval results.

4.4.4 Constructing, Saving, and Loading the Index

We now address various performance measures for the offline stage, i.e., for constructing, saving, and
loading the index structures. For these steps, we restrict our analysis to one embedding technique (PCA)
because the specific embedding strategy used has only a minor influence on these measures. The first step
is to construct the index structure (either a K-d tree or an HNSW graph). We report on the times required
to construct the index, given that the data to be indexed is already in the computer’s main memory (i.e.,
pre-computed shingle embeddings, without having any distances pre-computed). When this data needs to
be read from disk, it will cause some additional overhead. For example, loading all pre-computed shingle
embeddings (K = 12) of Dsm takes 0.9ms on average. Loading the full shingles (K = 240) of Dlg requires
one second on average.

Columns 4 and 5 of Table 4.5 show the time needed to construct the index structures for various
dimensionalities. We include time measurements for the smaller dataset Dsm and the larger dataset
Dlg. The first row in the table refers to the K-d tree index for shingles without dimensionality reduction
(K = 240). This setting leads to construction times of 0.54 s for Dsm and 43.03 s for Dlg. For lower
dimensions, this time decreases. For example, constructing the K-d tree index for Dlg takes 3.89 s, 1.66 s,
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Search Reduction K
Construction Time (s) Save Size (MB) Load Time (ms)
Dsm Dlg Dsm Dlg Dsm Dlg

KD — 240 0.54 ± 0.0 43.03 ± 0.1 209.7 5161.2 131.5 ± 0.4 3209.1 ± 25.4
KD PCA 30 0.06 ± 0.0 3.89 ± 0.2 27.0 664.8 17.5 ± 0.3 405.1 ± 8.8
KD PCA 12 0.03 ± 0.0 1.66 ± 0.1 11.3 279.4 3.5 ± 0.1 167.0 ± 6.9
KD PCA 6 0.02 ± 0.0 0.99 ± 0.1 6.1 150.9 2.1 ± 0.3 86.3 ± 2.2

HNSW — 240 0.65 ± 0.0 26.66 ± 0.0 53.9 1310.9 108.1 ± 0.4 2680.0 ± 42.8
HNSW PCA 30 0.51 ± 0.0 16.38 ± 0.0 9.9 241.8 85.1 ± 2.1 2095.3 ± 6.6
HNSW PCA 12 0.43 ± 0.0 11.58 ± 0.0 6.2 150.2 82.9 ± 0.4 2071.5 ± 43.8
HNSW PCA 6 0.42 ± 0.0 10.20 ± 0.0 4.9 119.6 82.6 ± 0.6 2049.1 ± 22.8

Table 4.5: Performance measures for constructing, saving, and loading the index structure.

and 0.99 s for the dimensionalities of 30, 12, and 6, respectively. Constructing an HNSW graph for K = 240
requires 0.65 s for the smaller dataset Dsm and 26.66 s for the larger dataset Dlg. For this large dataset
and a high dimensionality of K = 240, constructing an HNSW graph is faster (26.66 s) than constructing
a K-d tree (43.03 s) in the implementations used. However, this is not the case for lower dimensions.
For example, constructing the index structures for the larger dataset Dlg using K = 30 requires 3.89 s for
the KD and 16.38 s for the HNSW approach. In general, the construction time grows approximately in
a linear fashion with the dimensionality K for lower dimensions. Only for large dimensionalities, the
time for constructing a K-d tree explodes, which agrees with the fact that K-d trees are not suited for
high-dimensional data [116, 157]. In contrast, the HNSW approach behaves stable for all considered
dimensionalities. In all our settings, constructing an index takes less than a minute. We do not consider
this duration critical in our application because the step is performed offline.

The next step is to save the index structure to the hard disk, where it requires disk space. In the case of
the K-d tree, we use scikit-learn’s [142] recommended default persistence format based on the Python
package joblib without compression. In the case of the HNSW graph, we use the default storage format of
hnswlib, which is a custom binary format (also without compression). Columns 6 and 7 of Table 4.5 show
the required disk space used for storing the index structures. Without dimensionality reduction (K = 240),
storing the K-d tree requires 209.7MB and 5161.2MB of disk space for Dsm and Dlg, respectively. The
HNSW graph takes 53.9MB and 1310.9MB for the same data. In general, the required disk space scales
roughly linearly with the dataset size as well as with the dimensionality in both indexing approaches.
Furthermore, the graph-based index is generally more space-efficient than the tree-based structure in the
given formats.

To apply a pre-computed index for retrieval, we need to load it into the computer’s main memory. We
perform this step of loading the index with the functions required for the respective file formats used in the
previous step (using functions from joblib and hnswlib, respectively). Columns 8 and 9 of Table 4.5 show
the required time to load the index files. Loading a K-d tree without dimensionality reduction requires
131.5ms for Dsm and 3209.1ms for Dlg. Using the same data, loading an HNSW graph takes 108.1ms
and 2680.0ms, respectively. For smaller dimensions, loading a K-d tree is faster than loading an HNSW
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graph (e.g., K = 12 and Dlg: 167.0ms for KD and 2071.5ms for HNSW). The time to load an index scales
linearly with the dimensionality in both KD and HNSW approaches (with a much flatter slope for HNSW).

With our system (see Section 4.4.1 for specifications), we did not have any issues with loading the index
structures into the main memory (31GiB RAM) in all settings. On other systems with less memory (8GiB
RAM), we could not fully load the index structures into the main memory for K = 240. In this case,
dimensionality reduction becomes crucial for practical reasons.

4.4.5 Retrieval Time

In this section, we report on our runtime experiments for searching the nearest neighbors in our datasets.
Regarding efficiency, these experiments refer to the most critical part of the retrieval pipeline because this
step is part of the online stage (where the runtime affects the user experience). An efficient search is of
major importance for scalability because, in general, the search runtime scales with the dataset size. The
aim of our index structures is to improve the efficiency of this step.

We can also consider the complexity of the search approaches from a theoretical perspective (which is
not the focus of this chapter, being a practice report). The runtime of the full search increases linearly
with the dataset size. In other words, its search complexity is in the order of O(|D|). The expected search
complexity for K-d trees is in the order of O(log |D|) [61]. However, it is well known [155] that the actual
performance may be equivalent or worse than an exhaustive search, depending on the data distribution
(which influences the tree structure). Especially for high-dimensional data, the search performance
degenerates. According to [114], the overall complexity scaling of the search for the HNSW graph is
O(log |D|), which does not degenerate for high-dimensional data.

For the experiments of this section, we search for the ν nearest items in our dataset (either Dsm or Dlg) to a
given query, where we consider ν ∈ {1, 10, 100, 1000}. We again use 3300 queries (as in Section 4.4.2)
and perform several repetitions of this experiment. Then, we normalize the measured runtimes with
respect to the number of queries and repetitions, such that the reported measures refer to the time needed
for a single query. Table 4.6 shows the results of our experiments. Let us first consider the PCA-based
dimensionality reduction using K = 30 for the smaller dataset Dsm. The exhaustive search requires
4.803ms. The indexing approaches are much faster, taking 0.009ms using a K-d tree and 0.007ms using
an HNSW graph. In this setting, there is no large difference between the indexing approaches. When we
search for more neighbors (increasing ν), the KD approach slows down substantially (0.621ms, 1.001ms,
and 2.025ms for ν values of 10, 100, and 1000, respectively). The runtime does not increase to the same
extent for the HNSW approach (0.007ms, 0.007ms, and 0.056ms). Searching in the larger dataset Dlg

shows the potential of the HNSW index even more clearly. For example, using the PCA-based embedding
(K = 30), for ν = 100, the K-d tree requires 66.499ms and the HNSW graph needs only 0.019ms. While
the increased dataset size only has a minor effect on the runtime for the HNSW approach, it dramatically
increases the KD strategy’s runtime. For lower dimensionalities, the runtime differences between the K-d
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Reduction K Search Dsm Dlg
ν = 1 ν = 10 ν = 100 ν = 1000 ν = 1 ν = 10 ν = 100 ν = 1000

— 240
Full Search 13.912 13.912 13.824 13.875 — — — —
KD 0.072 23.136 24.463 25.269 771.623 775.116 770.461 772.946
HNSW 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.072 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.205

PCA 30
Full Search 4.803 4.757 4.768 4.812 — — — —
KD 0.009 0.621 1.001 2.025 36.825 48.145 66.499 88.849
HNSW 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.056 0.010 0.009 0.019 0.123

PCA 12
Full Search 4.354 4.418 4.322 4.360 — — — —
KD 0.004 0.087 0.233 0.713 0.907 1.698 4.414 10.280
HNSW 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.056 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.067

PCA 6
Full Search 4.123 4.115 4.124 4.159 — — — —
KD 0.003 0.019 0.074 0.346 0.031 0.065 0.201 0.852
HNSW 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.048 0.007 0.007 0.011 0.072

DNN 30
Full Search 4.899 4.897 4.883 4.930 — — — —
KD 0.009 0.459 1.019 2.498 30.021 46.611 75.748 117.543
HNSW 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.057 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.077

DNN 12
Full Search 4.439 4.434 4.433 4.480 — — — —
KD 0.004 0.064 0.177 0.709 0.377 0.829 2.498 7.240
HNSW 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.068 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.056

DNN 6
Full Search 4.165 4.162 4.171 4.220 — — — —
KD 0.002 0.014 0.062 0.310 0.019 0.039 0.141 0.663
HNSW 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.054 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.057

Table 4.6: Search runtimes (in ms) using a single query for various dimensions K and search strategies.

tree and the HNSW graph are less extreme. For example, the KD approach requires 0.201ms for K = 6
(Dlg, ν = 100). Still, the HNSW graph is much faster (0.011ms). Without dimensionality reduction,
the KD approach breaks down (more than 700ms for Dlg), which is a known fact [116, 157]. However,
the HNSW graph still facilitates fast retrieval (e.g., 0.021ms for ν = 100). This substantial decrease in
retrieval time shows the power of the graph-based search approach. In general, the tendencies discussed
for the PCA reduction are similar when using the DNN-based embedding.

Note that the exhaustive search involves computing all pairwise distances between the query and the
database items. As a consequence, the parameter ν does not influence the search time. Furthermore, we
did not perform the full search for Dlg because of excessive memory requirements.

Figure 4.5 shows the search runtimes for various dimensionalities K , where the solid lines show µ and the
light areas show ±σ around µ for the repetitions of our experiment. We observe that the runtime increases
more than linearly with dimensionality K for the K-d tree. In contrast, the runtime for the HNSW graph
increases only slightly with increasing dimensionality K . Note the different scales of the vertical axes,
which again underline the substantial search time improvements caused by the HNSW graph. We see that
the HNSW approach requires nearly the same time for searching 1, 10, or 100 database items (resulting
in overlapping curves). The reason for this is the parameter setting ν′ = 100 (number of intermediate
neighbor candidates, described in Section 4.3.2), which leads us to search internally for 100 neighbors
anyway.
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Figure 4.5: Search runtimes (in ms) for the DNN- and PCA-based embedding approaches. Note the different scale of the vertical
axes. Search using (a) the KD strategy and Dsm, (b) the HNSW strategy and Dsm, (c) the KD strategy and Dlg, and
(d) the HNSW strategy and Dlg.

To summarize, we can conclude that the dimensionality reduction approach (PCA or DNN) has only
a minor influence on the runtime, which is expected. The dimensionality K of the index items has a
substantial impact on the runtime. Still, the indexing approach (KD or HNSW) has the most important
effect on the runtime. Our experiments show that, compared to K-d trees, the HNSW index is much faster
and more stable concerning the dimensionality and the number of items to be indexed. This increase in
retrieval efficiency comes without substantial loss in retrieval quality (as shown in Section 4.4.2), which
makes the HNSW graph a powerful tool for music retrieval.

4.5 Conclusions

In our study, we compared various search techniques for a cross-version music retrieval task, where we
aim to find the closest shingles in a database to a given query shingle. In particular, using datasets of
different sizes, we applied indexing approaches with exact (exhaustive search, K-d tree) and approximate
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(HNSW graph) solutions. Our results showed that the approximate solution of the graph-based index
has almost no negative impact on the retrieval quality in our music scenario. As our main finding, we
obtained dramatic speed-ups by several orders of magnitude for the search operations involved in our
retrieval system. We verified that HNSW graphs are robust with respect to the dimensionality of the items
to be indexed, unlike K-d trees. As another contribution, we explored the impact of the HNSW index on
several further steps in our pipeline, such as constructing, saving, and loading the index structure.

This chapter was based on a previous study (Chapter 3) that used shingles with highly specialized features
for a cross-version music retrieval task. We aimed to reduce the shingle dimensionality with different
embedding strategies to make the retrieval application more efficient. As a main result, we found that it is
possible to substantially reduce the shingle dimensionality with only a moderate loss in retrieval quality,
where a DNN-based embedding is beneficial over a PCA-based reduction for small dimensionalities
below K = 12. This reduction in dimensionality was essential for using K-d trees. Our experiments
with HNSW graphs demonstrated that the shingle dimensionality is not as relevant to efficiency as good
indexing approaches. Still, dimensionality reduction may be important, e.g., to reduce disk space and
memory requirements. Given our results, the remaining bottleneck of the retrieval pipeline is the feature
computation for the query. In future research, one may employ feature representations that are less
expensive to compute, e.g., using the STFT. Here, the embedding techniques may be useful to adapt and
further enhance these “raw” representations for the retrieval task.

As for future work, one may also explore alternative approaches to accelerate the nearest neighbor search
in our cross-version retrieval scenario. One possibility is to apply an appropriate prototype selection
method [63, 159], where the dataset is reduced by selecting representative prototypes. Another option is
the use of pivot-based methods [31, 32], where pre-computed distances between the database items to
some selected items (the pivots) are exploited for excluding some database items during the search.

As basis for further research in this direction, we make our work reproducible by using open source
implementations in all steps and by providing example code that shows how to apply these implementations,
along with feature representations for an example dataset.14 Given our strong improvements in retrieval
runtime without quality loss, we consider the HNSW graph a powerful tool that deserves more attention in
the MIR community.
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5 MTD: A Multimodal Dataset of Musical Themes
for MIR Research

This chapter is based on [222]. As the first author and main contributor, Frank

Zalkow developed the ideas and wrote the dataset article in collaboration

with his supervisor Meinard Müller. Several people have contributed to the

development of the dataset. Major contributions to data preparation and

annotations stem from Frank Zalkow, Stefan Balke, Vlora Arifi-Müller, and

Meinard Müller, who were assisted by several student associates, in particu-

lar Lena Krauß, Lukas Lamprecht, Anna-Luisa Römling, and Quirin Seilbeck.

Musical themes are essential elements in Western classical music. In this chapter, we present the musical
theme dataset (MTD), a multimodal dataset inspired by “A Dictionary of Musical Themes” by Barlow
and Morgenstern from 1948. For a subset of 2067 themes of the printed book, we created several
digital representations of the musical themes. Beyond graphical sheet music, we provide symbolic music
encodings, audio snippets of music recordings, alignments between the symbolic and audio representations,
as well as detailed metadata on the composer, work, recording, and musical characteristics of the themes. In
addition to the data, we also make several parsers and web-based interfaces available to access and explore
the different modalities and their relations through visualizations and sonifications. These interfaces also
include computational tools, bridging the gap between the original dictionary and MIR research. The
dataset is of relevance for various subfields and tasks in MIR, such as cross-modal music retrieval, music
alignment, optical music recognition (OMR), music transcription, and computational musicology.

5.1 Introduction

Western classical music is largely based on musical themes [54]. Such a theme is a musical idea used to
build a composition (or a part of it). Often, this idea is a prominent melody that is announced in the first
measures and is easily recognizable by the listener. Throughout the musical piece, usually, the theme
recurs in the form of repetitions and variations. Barlow and Morgenstern compiled “A Dictionary of
Musical Themes” that first appeared in 1948 [12]. In this book (referred to as BM in the following), the
authors listed nearly ten thousand musical themes from instrumental musical works. Figure 5.1a shows a
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Figure 5.1: The BM book and various derived data modalities from MTD. (a) Original book. (b) Clean sheet music engraving
of a musical theme. (c) Piano roll representation. (d) Alignment data. (e) Waveform of audio snippet.

page from the BM dictionary and a detailed view of the first theme of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5. John
Erskine explains in the book’s introduction that „the ten thousand themes [. . .] do not encompass the entire
literature of music, but they do include practically all the themes which can be found in compositions that
have been recorded.“ Though this statement from 1948 may not be valid today, it shows how ambitious
the book was perceived at the time.

This chapter describes a multimodal dataset, called MTD (musical theme dataset), that is inspired by the
original BM dictionary. Using a subset of 2067 themes of the BM book, we digitized and extensively
augmented the material, and provide several digital representations of the musical themes. Beyond
graphical sheet music (Figure 5.1b, similar to the BM dictionary), the dataset encompasses symbolic
encodings (Figure 5.1c) of the themes in various formats (MIDI, MusicXML, CSV). As one main
contribution of the MTD, we annotated the occurrences of the themes in audio recordings and provide
snippets from these recordings corresponding to the annotated occurrences (Figure 5.1e). We also
provide machine-readable metadata concerning the composer, work, recording, and musical characteristics.
As another major component, we manually time-aligned the symbolic encodings to the audio snippets
(Figure 5.1d). We provide alignment information as well as modified symbolic encodings that are
synchronized to the audio versions. These links can be seen as note-level annotations of the audio material,
yielding valuable fine-grained reference annotations for tasks such as audio transcription and cross-modal
retrieval. A special feature of the dataset is that the themes are monophonic, while they usually appear in a
polyphonic context in the recordings. The difference in the polyphony of the modalities allows for studying
tasks related to melody extraction and source separation. All the modalities are easily accessible through
our web-based interfaces. In addition, we provide basic tools for parsing, visualizing, converting, and
processing the various data modalities. In this way, we bridge the gap between the printed BM book and
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MIR research. We also provide our custom tools for manually aligning the symbolic and audio versions to
enable the users of the MTD to continue expanding the dataset.17

We refer to the dataset as multimodal because it contains representations on various semantic levels
(symbolic, audio, image). Other meanings of the term “modality” may instead refer to sensations like
vision, touch, hearing, and kinematics [191]. In this chapter (and throughout this thesis), we do not use
the term in the latter way.

The MTD is relevant to the MIR community in various ways. The correspondences between the
different modalities (symbolic, audio, image) can be used for cross-modal retrieval [136]. Actually,
preliminary versions of what have become the MTD already have been used for music retrieval experiments
[10, 215, 221]. The manual alignments constitute valuable material for automatic music alignment
[6, 88, 131]. The graphical sheet music can be used for OMR [33, 36, 156]. The dataset can also be useful
for music transcription [16] or melody extraction [167]. Finally, aspects of polyphony could be interesting
for the subfield of computational musicology [200].

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we discuss related datasets and summarize the
MIR literature that is related to aspects of the BM book. Then, in Section 5.3, we address the role of
musical themes in Western classical music and provide some examples from the BM book. As the main
contribution of this chapter, we describe in Section 5.4 the MTD and its modalities, and then introduce in
Section 5.5 our web-based interfaces and tools. Finally, to illustrate the potential of the MTD, we discuss
in Section 5.6 possible applications and future work.

5.2 Related Datasets and Literature

5.2.1 Datasets

A diverse range of research datasets has been published by the MIR community. The first larger music
dataset compiled specifically for research purposes is the RWCmusic database [69]. More recent examples
are the multitrack dataset MedleyDB [22] or the Erkomaishvili dataset for ethnomusicological research
[162].18 Serra [179] discussed the role of datasets for the MIR community. Specifically, he distinguishes
between rather unstructured datasets and curated research corpora. In particular, he introduces five criteria
(purpose, coverage, completeness, quality, reusability) that are essential for a research corpus. It that sense,
the MTD and many other datasets mentioned in this chapter, can be regarded as research corpora. In the
following, we discuss some datasets that are more closely related to the MTD.

17 We provide the raw data, an overview website, along with interfaces and tools on an accompanying website.
https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/MIR/MTD

18 A list of datasets for MIR is to be found at http://ismir.net/resources/datasets.
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Most of the BM themes have been available as symbolic versions (MIDI) at a website called TheMultimedia
Library, developed by Jacob and Diana Schwartz. Unfortunately, the page is now offline and the MIDI files
have been withdrawn due to copyright reasons. Currently, the page is only reachable with the Wayback
Machine without access to the MIDI files.19 The dataset was denoted as the electronic dictionary of
musical themes (EDM). While the EDM yields MIDI files for all ten thousand BM themes, the MTD
provides a wealth of different representations and tools for two thousand of these themes.

There are related datasets containing main melody annotations, such as the Orchset [27] for orchestral
music recordings, and MedleyDB [22] mainly for popular music recordings. Datasets with main melody
annotations also exist for purely symbolic music [180]. Although a musical theme can occur as a main
melody, the concepts are not identical. A main melody is a salient element in an excerpt of music and
does not necessarily play an important role in the composition. In contrast to that, a theme is a musical
idea that can occur in different ways within the musical context (see Section 5.3 for various examples).
Furthermore, a theme is important throughout the musical piece because it typically recurs in the form of
repetitions and variations in the course of the composition. Another distinction of the MTD is its diverse
instrumentation, which is not restricted to orchestral music but also contains instrumental solo pieces and
chamber music.

Several datasets for automatic music transcription (AMT) provide audio recordings of musical pieces
and symbolic encodings that are synchronous with the recordings. In particular, many datasets focus
on piano music. Examples are the MAPS database [57], the SMD [134], or the Maestro dataset [78].
For these AMT datasets, the alignments between the symbolic and audio representations are obtained by
using hybrid acoustic/digital player pianos. In contrast to that, the MTD contains audio from commercial
recordings that are manually aligned to the symbolic encodings. Another AMT dataset is MusicNet [190],
which provides audio recordings and symbolic encodings of Western classical music pieces in diverse
solo and chamber music instrumentations. For this dataset, the alignments between audio and symbolic
representations have been created fully automatically using dynamic time warping. A further related
dataset is MSMD containing MIDI representations, graphical sheet music, and synthesized audio for
classical piano pieces with note-level alignments between the modalities [53]. Though rather designed for
sheet music retrieval and score-following, it can also be used for AMT. Unlike the MTD, AMT datasets
(such as MAPS, SMD, Maestro, MusicNet, and MSMD) contain all note events of the polyphonic pieces.
In contrast, we provide the note events of the monophonic themes, even if they appear in a polyphonic
context. While the mentioned datasets are better suited for polyphonic music transcription, the MTD
is more appropriate, e.g., for melody estimation, or for studying questions concerning musical themes,
saliency, and polyphony.

Other related datasets are used for the MIR task of query-by-humming (see Section 5.2.2 for more details).
For example, the MTG-QBH dataset [166] contains monophonic recordings of melody excerpts from

19 https://web.archive.org/web/20160209045946/http://www.multimedialibrary.com/barlow/index.asp
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5.2 Related Datasets and Literature

Table 5.1: Categorization of theme/melody re-
trieval scenarios, according to modali-
ties.

Query Database Example Literature

symbolic symbolic [93]
audio symbolic [145]
symbolic audio [10]
audio audio [166]

amateur singers without symbolic representations. Given a set of polyphonic audio recordings where the
same melodies occur, one can compare the a cappella recordings with the polyphonic recordings.

5.2.2 Literature

The BM dictionary contains a book index for finding the musical themes in the dictionary. To get the index
term for a theme, one first transposes it to C (C major for major keys and C minor for minor keys). The first
pitches from the theme without octave information are then used as an index term. This concept (pitches
without octave information) is similar to the concept of pitch classes. However, for the index terms, one
keeps enharmonic spellings, which is not always done for pitch classes. For example, let us consider the
first theme of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony (see Figure 5.1), which does not need to be transposed because
it already is in the key of C minor. Its index term in the book is (G,G,G,E[, F, F). In the book, the index
term is paired with a theme identifier, which allows the reader to quickly find the page of the theme.

This indexing scheme influenced several algorithmic approaches to musical search. There exist many
different ways to realize an automated search engine for melodies and themes. One may categorize
search scenarios according to the modalities used for the query and the database. Table 5.1 shows such a
categorization, where a single reference for each category is provided as an example. An early example for
symbolic–symbolic search is Themefinder20, which provides a web-based interface for searching musical
themes or incipits [93]. A more recent example is the online music catalog RISM21, where a diatonic
incipit search used to be offered, using index terms similar to the BM index, but without accidentals [46].

An undertaking similar to the BM book is the dictionary by Parsons [140]. In this book, compared to
Barlow and Morgenstern [12], the indexing technique for musical melodies is further developed. The
index term for a theme is here defined by its contour, where one specifies for each note if its pitch goes up
(u), down (d), or repeats (r) compared to the previous note. The symbol * denotes the beginning of the
sequence. For our Beethoven example the index term is (*, r, r, d, u, r, r, d). Researchers from the field of
MIR investigated the benefits and limitations of the indexing schemes by Barlow and Morgenstern [20]
and Parsons [196]. Prechelt and Typke [145] used the Parsons code in their query-by-humming system
called Tuneserver. In this system, the user specifies a query by whistling or humming a melody. This
query is then transcribed and compared with the symbolic melodies of the dictionary using the Parsons
code. In this retrieval scenario, they used audio-based queries and a database of symbolic themes. There
20 http://www.themefinder.org
21 http://www.rism.info
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is also a kind of opposite retrieval scenario, where the query consists of a symbolic encoding of a musical
theme, which is then used to identify music recordings that contain this theme [10, 215, 221]. We will
describe this scenario in further detail in Section 5.6 and in the next chapter. Other retrieval scenarios use
audio representations for both queries and database documents [166].

The BM themes have also been used in the MIR community for classifying composers [144] and for
segmenting themes in polyphonic symbolic music [121]. London [110] examined the BM book in a
meta-study on building representative music corpora and considered it a useful collection. Of course, the
BM dictionary also influenced and inspired research outside music retrieval research. Examples are a
theoretical study about musical intervals [201], psychological music articles [181, 182], and a book about
the origin and evolution of speech and music [43].

5.3 Musical Themes in Western Classical Music

As Drabkin [54] describes, a theme is “the musical material on which part or all of a work is based.” Going
even beyond that, Reti [158] describes the thematic process in a composition as its main form-building
element, creating unity even across multiple movements of a work. The musical term “theme” originates
from the 16th century. As we understand it today, a theme is a musical idea that conveys a sense of
“completeness” and “roundedness,” in contrast to the shorter and more basic musical motif. An essential
aspect of Western classical music is the repetition and variation of thematic material throughout a musical
work. In musicology, it is not well defined if a theme is only a monophonic melodic line, independent
from the polyphonic context in which it occurs, or an entire polyphonic section [54]. However, in this
thesis, we always consider a theme as being monophonic. Sometimes, it can be subjective whether a
melodic line is a theme, and even musicologists may not agree upon this. In our context, we use the BM
dictionary as reference to identify musical themes.

Musical themes can have different degrees of prominence or salience within their polyphonic contexts.
In the following, we have a look at four different examples with a decreasing degree of salience. The
first example is again the famous “Fate motif” from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Figure 5.2a shows a
piano transcription of the section where the theme occurs. Although the name suggests that it is a motif,
it is classified as a theme in the BM book. One might consider the first four notes as a motif, while the
theme consists of two motif statements at different diatonic pitches. In this example, the theme is played
by all instruments, in different octaves. As a consequence, only a single pitch class is present at a time.
In the BM dictionary, the pitches of the upper staff constitute the theme (colored in red in Figure 5.2a).
As a second example, we consider the second theme in the first movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata
Op. 2, No. 2 (see Figure 5.2b). Here, a main melody appears with a harmonic accompaniment, which is a
typical situation for a musical theme. The sixteenth notes of the accompaniment present a minor triad
(E,G,B) in the first half and a diminished triad (F],A,C) in the second half. The theme is still prominent
since it contains the highest pitches and is the only melodic line in this section. The third example is the
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Figure 5.2: Various themes from the
MTD. (a) Beethoven:
Symphony No. 5 in
C minor, Op. 67, first
movement (piano tran-
scription), first theme.
(b) Beethoven: Piano
Sonata No. 2 in A ma-
jor, Op. 2, No. 2,
first movement, second
theme. (c) Schubert: Pi-
ano Sonata in B[ major,
D 960, first movement,
second theme. (d) De-
bussy: Reflets dans l’eau
(Images, Book 1, L 110,
No. 1), two themes.
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second theme in the first movement of Schubert’s Piano Sonata D 960 and is shown in Figure 5.2c, where
the red noteheads indicate the theme. This theme is less prominent because, first, it is in a middle voice
and, second, the upper voice also is a melodic line, though with less independence. The fourth example
(Figure 5.2d) is the beginning of the first piece of the suite Images by Debussy. This is a complex case
because two different themes are overlapping. One theme is played by the right hand (upper staff, colored
in red), and another short theme is played with the left hand (lower staff, colored in blue). In the BM book,
both themes are referenced with a single identifier. However, for MTD, we gave two identifiers for the
respective themes. Furthermore, the lower-staff theme again illustrates that there is no strict boundary
between a musical theme and a motif. One may argue that this basic three-note sequence is to be regarded
as a motif instead of a theme. However, Barlow and Morgenstern classified it as a theme in their dictionary.

5.4 Dataset

As our main contribution, in this section, we describe the MTD dataset. We start by discussing the origins
of the MTD in the BM book and the EDM (Section 5.4.1). Next, we explain our collected metadata
(Section 5.4.2). We then describe the various symbolic encodings of the MTD (Section 5.4.3) and the
audio recordings (Section 5.4.4). The alignment between the symbolic and audio representations is
then explained in Section 5.4.5. Finally, we summarize the directory and file structure of the MTD
(Section 5.4.6).
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5.4.1 BM and EDM

The BM book, which contains nearly ten thousand themes, is considered a good starting point for building
a representative corpus of classical music [110]. The book lists the themes along with an identifier and
basic information about the composer and the musical work. The electronic dictionary of musical themes
(EDM, see Section 5.2.1) contains the BM themes as MIDI files, which are named by a one- to four-digit
number. The enumeration does not follow the BM book’s order, which makes it hard to link the EDM
collection to the BM book.

The first step in processing the EDM files was to identify the corresponding themes in the BM book. We
then re-enumerated the MIDI files strictly in the order of the BM book. This new number is used as an
identifier for the MTD. Because our dataset contains not all themes, but a subset, the list of the MTD
identifiers has gaps.

The MTD was initially designed as a test scenario for cross-modal retrieval experiments. Then the dataset
was successively broadened by adding more modalities, metadata, and alignment data. This makes the
dataset a valuable testbed for various MIR tasks. Since the preparation of the modalities is labor-intensive,
we restricted ourselves to 2067 themes by well-known composers. When selecting the MTD themes,
we were guided by several practical considerations rather than musical guidelines. We preferred sets of
themes from the BM book that correspond to complete work cycles, e.g., Beethoven’s complete piano
sonatas. In particular, we considered musical works contained in comprehensive CD album collections
(e.g., Brilliant Classics’ “Complete Edition” of works by Beethoven), such that a single album collection
covers many themes of the MTD (see also Section 5.4.4). Furthermore, we selected works from the
standard repertoire, where many performances are easily available, such that users of the MTD can add
further audio occurrences to the dataset. Due to these considerations, the MTD is not musically balanced
in a stricter sense (e.g., in terms of periods or genres). Even though this imbalance may be problematic for
musicological studies, the variety of themes in the MTD is useful for MIR applications (such as described
in Section 5.6).

For the 2067 themes, we provide complete coverage of all modalities and metadata, described in the
following subsections.

5.4.2 Metadata

In the MTD, we provide detailed metadata on the composer, work, recording, and musical characteristics
of the themes, which are described in the following.

As a main contribution, we identified the catalog number for each musical work that contains a theme.
Consistent catalog-based work information is not specified in the BM book. For example, for Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony, the Opus number 67 is given in the BM book. But as another example, for all works by
J. S. Bach, the BM book does not provide a catalog number, such as BWV 1046 for the first Brandenburg
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1 5 25 125 625
# Themes

Others
Rimsky-Korsakov
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Wagner
Ravel
Bartók
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Tchaikovsky
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Dvořák
Mahler
Chopin
Debussy
Schubert
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Haydn
Brahms

Bach, J. S.
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Beethoven

132 / 4839
11 / 54
14 / 140
16 / 16
17 / 88
21 / 95
22 / 50
23 / 137
25 / 181
27 / 33
28 / 76
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31 / 263
36 / 169
54 / 92
63 / 210
64 / 64
74 / 203
78 / 137
95 / 274
96 / 119
115 / 423
119 / 383
123 / 378
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Figure 5.3: Various bar graphs for metadata of the themes. Numbers of themes on horizontal axes (logarithmic) are shown per
(a) composer (smaller-font numbers after the slash indicate the total number of themes per composer in BM book),
(b) theme instrumentation, (c) work instrumentation, and (d) ensemble type.

Concerto. In the case of the well-known BWV catalog of works by Bach from 1950, this was impossible
because it was first published after the BM book from 1948. For our MTD work identifiers, we always use
standard work catalogs when available. These identifiers relate to the movement level for multi-movement
works. For example, the work identifier for the first movement in Bach’s first Brandenburg Concerto is
BWV1046-01.

Overall, we have 54 composers in our dataset. Figure 5.3a shows a bar graph of the number of themes
per composer. In this figure, we only show composers with more than ten themes. We see that the most
prominent composer of the dataset is Beethoven, with 559 themes. The second most common composer is
Mozart, with 196 themes, followed by Bach, Brahms, and Haydn with a little more than 100 themes each.

Ourmetadata also contains several annotations regardingmusical instrumentation. We show the distribution
of these annotations in the Figures 5.3b–d. The bar graphs show the number of themes per instrumentation
of the theme melody, per instrumentation of the entire work, and per ensemble type. The BM book
specifies the instrumentation only to a certain degree. For example, a keyboard work by J. S. Bach could
be played by a piano or by a harpsichord. Figure 5.3b shows the instrumentation of the themes as they
occur in our selected recordings (the recordings are explained in Section 5.4.4). Note that a theme can be
played by more than one instrument. That is why the overall bar graph count amounts to more than 2067
themes. We see that the dominating theme instruments are violin, piano, and orchestral tutti. But there are
also several themes played by other instruments, such as harpsichord, oboe, cello, flute, or clarinet. It may
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Field Description

MTDID Identifier, used in the MTD
BMID Identifier, from original BM book
EDMID Identifier, used in the EDM
ComposerID Identifier, based on composer’s name
WorkID Identifier, usually based on catalog number
PerformanceID Identifier, based on main performer of recording
CollectionID Identifier, based on album collection
LabelID Identifier, based on recording label
WCMID Internal ID for audio recording
MusicBrainzID MusicBrainz release ID for album collection

ComposerBirth Composer’s year of birth
ComposerDeath Composer’s year of death
WorkTitle Sub-title, nickname, or non-numeric title for musical work
ThemeLabelBM Label for theme, from original BM book
ThemeInstruments Instrument(s) playing the theme
WorkInstruments Instrument(s) of the musical work
Ensemble Ensemble type
Polyphony Indication of musical texture
NameCD CD name in album collection
NameTrack Track name in the CD of the album collection
StartTime Start time of theme occurence in audio recording
EndTime End time of theme occurence in audio recording
MidiTransposition Pitch transposition difference between recording and

symbolic encoding
Comment Textual comment

Table 5.2: Overview of all metadata con-
tained in the MTD.

be surprising that the choir appears as a category because the BM book only covers instrumental musical
works. After the original BM book, Barlow and Morgenstern also published a separate dictionary of vocal
music [13], which we did not use for the MTD. However, in the BM book there are a few exceptions, such
as the choral finale of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.

Figure 5.3c shows a bar graph of the instrumentation of the musical works. This instrumentation now
refers to the entire piece of music and not just to the instruments which play the themes. For example,
the third theme in Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony is played by the horn, but the instrumentation of the
corresponding work is the entire orchestra. Finally, Figure 5.3d shows a bar graph of the ensemble type.
For nearly half of the themes (943) the ensemble is the full orchestra, and more than a quarter (582) of
them are from solo pieces. Another quarter of the themes are played by other types of ensembles, such as
quartets or duos.

As a further musical characteristic, we also provide annotations for the musical texture of the music
segments where the themes appear. Studying texture is a challenging topic on its own [67]. Following
the textbook by Benward and Saker [19], we annotate the texture of the themes according to the standard
categories of monophony, homophony, and polyphony. A monophonic texture consists of a single melodic
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line (possibly doubled by octaves). A homophonic texture is made up of a melody and an accompaniment.
A polyphonic texture comprises two or more independent melodic lines. According to Benward and
Saker [19], there is also the fourth category of homorhythmic texture with a similar rhythm in all voices.
However, for our annotations, we include cases of this category into homophony. Of course, more than
one texture can appear in a single theme. For example, the beginning of a fugue often starts by presenting
a musical theme (called the subject in the case of fugues) in a monophonic way. Still, the texture turns
polyphonic as soon as another voice joins in (which can be before the end of the subject). In such cases,
we assign multiple categories. Even though our coarse categorizations have to be taken with care, they
may serve, e.g., as a guiding principle when evaluating MIR applications using the MTD. One may decide
on a different category for border cases, but the annotations should be appropriate for unambiguous cases.

Table 5.2 shows all metadata fields of the MTD with a short description of each. The upper part of the
table shows various identifiers, and the lower part descriptive metadata fields. Some of the entries relate to
the audio recordings, which are described in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.3 Symbolic Encodings

We provide various symbolic encodings of the musical themes. As one main contribution, we newly
engraved the themes with the sheet music editor Sibelius. We denote this encoding by SCORE. Beyond
the Sibelius files, our dataset contains exports to PDF, MIDI, MusicXML, and CSV. Among these formats,
the only non-standard music format is our CSV representation, which encodes each note’s start, duration,
and pitch in a simple way.

While building the MTD dataset, we worked with the original EDM files parallel to engraving the SCORE
versions. For this reason, we also provide the original EDM files of the MTD themes (denoted by
EDM-orig). The EDM files often contain errors, e.g., wrong pitches and rhythms, or missing and incorrect
ornaments. As one of our contributions, we consistently corrected all wrong pitches in the MIDI files. We
also fixed some rhythm and ornament errors without being comprehensive here. We provide our corrected
EDM files (denoted by EDM-corr) additionally to the original ones.

In some cases, we also found errors in the original engraving of the themes, where the BM book
unintentionally deviates from the corresponding musical work’s score. In these cases, we corrected
the errors (for SCORE and EDM-corr) to be consistent with the score.22 A general principle of the
MTD is that a theme is always a monophonic note sequence. As for the BM book, however, there are
few exceptions, where the theme is notated in a polyphonic way. For these examples, we decided on a
monophonic representation of the theme (for EDM-corr).23

22 Out of 2067, this affects 30 themes, namely the ones with the MTD IDs 0770, 1033, 1109, 1143, 1484, 1501, 1737, 1742,
1788, 2609, 2619, 2966, 3944, 4287, 4305, 5323, 5566, 5753, 6008, 6840, 7636, 7670, 8111, 8137, 8141, 8355, 8549, 8560,
9130, and 9516-2.

23 Out of 2067, this affects 18 themes, namely the ones with the MTD IDs 0261, 0389, 0411, 0429, 0433, 0435, 0765, 0957,
1035, 1067, 1162, 2583, 2597, 6803, 7232, 7718, 8470, and 8780.
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(a)
# Themes 2067
# Composers 54

Symbolic
Σ Dur. (quarters) 29 359.8
� Dur. (quarters) 14.2 ± 6.0

Audio
Σ Dur. (hh:mm:ss) 4:57:48.3
� Dur. (seconds) 8.6 ± 5.6
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Figure 5.4: Dataset overview. (a) Main statistics of dataset. Average information (�) given as mean ± standard deviation.
(b) Histogram of theme durations in quarter notes and (c) in seconds.

We also always assume that a theme is a continuous sequence of notes and rests. In almost all cases,
this assumption is fulfilled in the BM dictionary. However, for a few instances in the BM book, a single
identifier is used to denote two themes. In these cases, the themes are either separated by a gap of several
measures or overlapping in time (we discussed such a situation in Section 5.3, Figure 5.2d). For these
exceptions, we deviate from the BM book and give individual identifiers for the themes.24

Both EDM-orig and EDM-corr are symbolic representations that do not focus on the sheet music layout.
In contrast, our new SCORE engravings are created with Sibelius and can be used for graphical purposes.

We now discuss some statistical aspects of the symbolic encodings of the MTD themes. Figure 5.4a shows
some general statistics of the dataset. The average duration of the 2067 themes is 14.2 quarter notes. The
entries for the audio representations will be explained in Section 5.4.4. Figure 5.4b shows a histogram of
the themes’ durations (based on EDM-corr), measured in quarter notes. Most themes have a length of 6
to 18 quarter notes. However, a few themes have a short duration of below four quarter notes or a long
duration of more than 30 quarter notes. Of course, in different time signatures, quarter notes have different
meanings. In the bar graph of Figure 5.5, we show the number of themes for different time signatures. In
the case of multiple time signatures for a single theme, we only use the first one for this figure.25

5.4.4 Audio Recordings

For each musical work of the MTD themes, we selected a recording contained in a comprehensive CD
album collection, where a single collection typically covers many themes in the MTD. Overall, the 2067
occurrences are to be found in 61 album collections. To identify these collections, we provide MusicBrainz
IDs [189] in our metadata. The full list of MusicBrainz IDs is also available as a MusicBrainz user
collection.26

24 This is the case for 9 BM IDs, which we split into 18 MTD IDs, namely 0739-1/2, 0755-1/2, 0768-1/2, 2255-1/2, 2332-1/2,
2338-1/2, 2631-1/2, 9164-1/2, and 9516-1/2.

25 Out of 2067 themes, 16 have multiple time signatures, namely the ones with the MTD IDs 0579, 0585, 3622, 5332, 5337,
5354, 5364, 6777, 7230, 8052, 8131, 8147, 8150, 8782, 8794, and 8795.

26 https://musicbrainz.org/collection/57faf42e-045e-415d-9f1d-dd5d0699b689
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Figure 5.5: Time signatures in the MTD.
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For each theme, we decided on one prominent occurrence in the recording. Typically this is the first
occurrence of the theme. Then, we annotated the beginning and end of the theme occurrence in the
recording. We generated audio excerpts corresponding to these occurrences, which are a central component
of MTD. Since these excerpts are concise, we consider providing the audio files as fair use. As shown in
the table of Figure 5.4a, the occurrences have an average duration of 8.6 seconds. Figure 5.4c shows a
histogram of the durations of the audio snippets. This distribution is strongly skewed, with most themes
having a duration between 4 and 6 seconds.

We observed that several theme occurrences are transposed compared to the versions in the BM book. The
reason for this may be that the entire recording is transposed or that the reference for the BM book is a
different occurrence of the theme. We consistently annotated the transposition differences in semitones.

5.4.5 Alignment Data

As a further main contribution, we manually aligned the symbolic themes (EDM-corr) to the audio
recordings. To support this process, we created a custom web interface for editing the alignment and
listening to the result in the form of a superposition of the audio snippet and a synthesized version of the
aligned theme (more details in Section 5.5). This sonification helped us to check the edited alignment. We
created alignment paths that consist of pairs of corresponding time points in the audio and the symbolic
representations, respectively. They enabled us to synchronize the symbolic representations (EDM-corr)
to the audio recordings. We additionally provide these modified symbolic representations (denoted by
EDM-alig).

5.4.6 Directory and File Structure

The structure of the MTD with regard to its modalities yields a natural directory structure. There are
several directories on the top level, each containing a different data modality for all themes. Table 5.3
lists the directories of the MTD. All files inside the directories are consistently named using the MTD ID,
composer, and work identifiers, e.g., MTD1066_Beethoven_Op067-01.
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Directory Description Format

data_EDM-orig_CSV
Original EDM files

CSV
data_EDM-orig_IMG PDF
data_EDM-orig_MID MIDI

data_EDM-corr_CSV
Corrected EDM files

CSV
data_EDM-corr_IMG PDF
data_EDM-corr_MID MIDI

data_EDM-alig_CSV
Aligned EDM files

CSV
data_EDM-alig_MID MIDI

data_SCORE_CSV

SCORE files

CSV
data_SCORE_IMG PDF
data_SCORE_MID MIDI
data_SCORE_SIB Sibelius
data_SCORE_XML MusicXML

data_ALIGNMENT Alignment data CSV
data_AUDIO Audio snippets WAV
data_META Metadata JSON

Table 5.3: Overview of the MTD directory structure.

5.5 Interfaces and Tools

We provide access to the MTD in three different ways.17 The first way is to download an archive with the
raw data (see also Table 5.3). The second way is a website that presents the different data modalities of
the dataset. Third, we provide a Jupyter notebook containing Python code for parsing, visualizing, and
sonifying the data. In this section, we introduce the website and the Jupyter notebook. Furthermore, we
also describe our custom tool for aligning the symbolic and audio representations.

On the website’s start page, we list all 2067 themes of the MTD in a table, see Figure 5.6a. For each theme,
there is a dedicated subpage. The subpages can be accessed by clicking on the MTD ID in the table. For
example, in Figure 5.6a, we highlighted the link for the MTD ID 1066. Figure 5.6b shows a screenshot of
the subpage of this theme. On the top, we display three variants of graphical sheet music (EDM-orig,
EDM-corr, and SCORE) along with corresponding MIDI playback buttons.27 Note that the images for
EDM-orig and EDM-corr are generated from MIDI (using the software MuseScore), which is not meant
for graphical sheet music rendering. Even though the corresponding piano roll representations are accurate,
the graphical rendition may not be musically meaningful. However, the images of the SCORE versions
are of consistent quality because we directly engraved the sheet music using Sibelius. Furthermore, we
offer two versions of the theme’s occurrence in an audio recording: the first version is the respective
audio excerpt, and the second one is a mixture of the same excerpt and a sonification of the aligned theme
(EDM-alig). Finally, we show a table with the metadata.

27 The MIDI playback is realized with the Javascript libraries MidiPlayerJS (https://github.com/grimmdude/
MidiPlayerJS) and soundfont-player (https://github.com/danigb/soundfont-player).
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(c)
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z

x_wav, _ = librosa.load(fn_wav, sr=Fs, mono=True)
X = librosa.cqt(x_wav, sr=Fs, fmin=librosa.midi_to_hz(0),

bins_per_octave=12, n_bins=9*12, hop_length=H)

D = librosa.amplitude_to_db(np.abs(X), ref=np.max)

df_symbolic = pd.read_csv(fn_csv_alig, sep=';‘)

librosa.display.specshow(D, cmap='gray_r', x_axis='s', sr=Fs,

hop_length=H)

plot_pianoroll(df_symbolic)

In [13]:

localhost:8888/

MTD Demo
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aligned left/right

Figure 5.6: Screenshots of our web-based interfaces. (a) Overview table of web page. (b) Subpage for the theme with MTD ID
1066. (c) Jupyter notebook. (d) Alignment tool.

The website is an easy way to explore the MTD, but it is static. In contrast to that, our Jupyter notebook
allows for interaction with the data. We build upon standard Python packages such as pretty_midi [151] and
librosa [119], and use the Jupyter framework, which is common in the MIR community [130]. Figure 5.6c
shows a screenshot of the notebook. In this part of the notebook, we first load the audio snippet for the
first theme of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Then, we compute a spectral representation with logarithmic
frequency spacing [171]. We visualize the spectral matrix as a grayscale image. Because the frequency
bandwidth corresponds to a semitone, the frequency axis can also be used as the pitch axis of a piano roll
representation. Using the aligned symbolic music encoding (EDM-alig), we can superimpose a piano
roll visualization (red color) on the image. Thus, we highlight the spectral bins that coincide with the
fundamental frequencies of the theme’s notes.

We also provide our custom alignment tool for manually creating the alignments between the audio
snippets and the MIDI files. This web-based tool is not a general-purpose product, but its source code
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may be useful for the MTD users who want to further refine the alignments or add further themes to the
dataset. The tool is a client-server application that uses the Python web development package Flask28 for
its back end and the Javascript canvas library Fabric.js29 for the graphical elements in the web front end.
Figure 5.6d shows a screenshot of this web-based tool, which visualizes chromagrams for the audio snippet
(upper) and the MIDI file (lower). In between, there are red lines that are connected to the chromagrams
by red dots. These red dots indicate the time positions of the theme’s note onsets in the representations of
the respective chromagrams. In this way, the connecting lines define an alignment path between both
representations.

The red dots are fixed in the MIDI version and flexible in the audio version. By moving the red dots in
the audio version, the user can specify the onsets’ time positions and, therefore, change the alignment.
The alignment for all time points not related to note onsets is then obtained by linear interpolation. After
clicking on the button for processing, a sonification is automatically generated that helps to evaluate
the overall alignment accuracy. Finally, the alignment can be saved as a CSV file (same format as
data_ALIGNMENT in the MTD). We also provide further Python scripts that use this CSV file to generate
the time-aligned symbolic formats (data_EDM-alig_CSV and data_EDM-alig_MID).

There are many tasks where temporal annotations of high resolution are beneficial. As future work, our
alignment tool may be modified to be useful for other applications, such as bird song recognition [125]
and audio event detection [64].

5.6 Applications and Future Work

Due to its multimodal nature, the MTD can be useful for many MIR tasks. In this section, we discuss
some possible applications and indicate future work directions.

Being inspired by the BM dictionary, our dataset offers links between the sheet music in the printed
book and new digital engravings. This is an interesting testbed for OMR [33, 36, 156]. On the one hand,
the monophonic themes constitute a relatively simple OMR scenario. On the other hand, the difference
between modern versions and old engravings from the 1940s can be challenging. Balke et al. [9] already
presented a study using OMR for the printed BM book. They report on retrieval experiments, where they
aimed at finding relevant MIDI files in the EDM collection. The queries were generated using OMR and
OCR processing of the BM book.

The new engravings of the MTD go along with symbolic representations. The correspondences between
these symbolic representations and the audio occurrences open up possibilities for exciting cross-modal
retrieval scenarios. For example, in one such task, using a theme’s symbolic encoding as a query, the
aim is to identify all relevant audio recordings that contain an occurrence of the query theme in an audio

28 https://flask.palletsprojects.com
29 http://fabricjs.com
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database. In this retrieval scenario, main challenges are the differences in modality (symbolic vs. audio)
and musical characteristics (monophonic vs. polyphonic). Several studies approached this task, and some
already used preliminary versions of what have become the MTD [10, 215, 221]. The next chapters
(Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) cover related retrieval approaches based on enhanced chroma features and local
alignment techniques.

Another task that also involves symbolic and audio representations is to estimate the fundamental frequency
(F0) contours of the themes in the audio occurrences. This task is closely related to melody estimation [167].
A typical approach for this task is to first compute a pitch salience function, which is a time–frequency
representation where the melody’s F0 components are enhanced, and other components are attenuated.
In the second step, F0 contours are tracked in the salience representation. Bittner et al. [23] proposed
a machine-learning strategy to compute a salience representation using a CNN. Using such techniques,
one may learn a salience function for musical themes employing the audio occurrences and the aligned
symbolic representations of the MTD as a training set.

In even more challenging scenarios, one may aim to find direct correspondences between the audio
recordings and the sheet music images, without utilizing symbolic representations. If the alignment of
these modalities is performed online, the application is also known as score following. There are first works
to learn representations for score following with data-driven approaches in an end-to-end fashion [51]. The
correspondences between sheet music images and audio excerpts of the MTD can be used as additional
training and test data for such approaches. A further challenge here is the monophonic–polyphonic
discrepancy between the score–audio pairs.

A general problem in data-driven approaches is the need for aligned training data. The correspondences
between audio excerpts and symbolic encodings in the MTD may serve different purposes since they are
both weakly aligned (theme level) and strongly aligned (note level). For example, the MTD may serve as a
testbed to develop and evaluate alignment approaches within deep-learning frameworks. An example of
such an approach is the CTC loss [71], which can be used to train a neural network with weakly aligned
data. Stoller et al. [185] used this loss to align music recordings to textual lyrics, where they only used
weakly aligned audio–lyrics pairs for training. In another study, the CTC loss was used for OMR of
monophonic music [34]. In Chapter 7, we use the weak and strong alignments of the MTD to develop and
test a CTC-based learning approach within a challenging musical scenario.

As another application, the MTD alignments between the symbolic scores and audio recordings can be
used for detailed analyses of the music performances [102], in particular in terms of tempo and timing
[47]. For example, MIR researchers used alignment information to compute tempo curves that visualize
the tempo change throughout the performance of a musical piece [133]. A web-based tool for tempo
comparison was created by Peachnote.30 Using the MTD, one may analyze the tempo characteristics of
performances of musical themes.

30 https://www.tuttitempi.com
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Given the rich metadata of the MTD, the dataset may as well be valuable for various music recommendation
and classification tasks. Examples are composer classification [198] and instrument identification [58].

In summary, the MTD offers a rich and diverse cross-modal dataset for music processing. The dataset may
trigger future research on exploring the potential of musical themes and multimodality for MIR research.
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6 Evaluating Salience Representations for
Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

This chapter is based on [221]. The first author Frank Zalkow is the main

contributor to this article. In collaboration with his supervisor Meinard Müller

and his colleague Stefan Balke, he developed the ideas and wrote the

paper. Building upon the previous work of Stefan Balke [10], Frank Zalkow

implemented the approaches and conducted the experiments.

In this chapter, we consider a cross-modal retrieval scenario of Western classical music. Given a short
monophonic musical theme in symbolic notation as a query, the objective is to find relevant audio
recordings in a database. A major challenge of this retrieval task is the possible difference in the degree
of polyphony between the monophonic query and the music recordings. Previous studies for popular
music addressed this issue by performing the cross-modal comparison based on predominant melodies
extracted from the recordings. For Western classical music, however, this approach is problematic since
the underlying assumption of a single predominant melody is often violated. Instead of extracting the
melody explicitly, another strategy is to perform the cross-modal comparison directly on the basis of
melody-enhanced salience representations. As the main contribution of this chapter, we adapt and evaluate
several conceptually different salience representations for our cross-modal retrieval scenario. Our extensive
experimental results, which have been made available on a website, comprise more than 2000 musical
themes and 100 hours of audio recordings.

6.1 Introduction

Ongoing digitization efforts create large amounts of music data in different modalities, such as audio
recordings, symbolic representations, or graphical sheet music. Accessing this data in a convenient way
requires flexible retrieval strategies that are able to cope with the different modalities. In the last decades,
many systems for audio retrieval based on the query-by-example paradigm have been suggested. Given a
fragment of a symbolic or acoustic music representation as a query, the task is to automatically retrieve
documents from a music database containing parts or aspects that are similar to the query [40, 73, 152, 194].
One such retrieval scenario is known as query-by-humming [164, 166], where the user specifies a query by
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singing or humming a part of a melody. The objective is to identify all audio recordings (or other music
representations) that contain a melody similar to the specified query. In related retrieval scenarios, a short
symbolic query is given, e.g., taken from a musical score, and the task is to identify another symbolic
music representation [101, 112] or an audio recording [10, 60, 81, 143, 188].

Many pieces from Western classical music contain short melodies or musical gestures that are especially
prominent and memorable (e.g., the famous “Fate Motif” at the beginning of Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 5). Finding such musical themes in audio recordings with computational methods constitutes a
challenging retrieval scenario. In particular, given a symbolic representation of a musical theme as a query,
the retrieval task is to find all recordings within a database of classical music recordings that contain this
theme. Major challenges are due to the differences in modality (symbolic vs. audio), tuning, transposition,
tempo, and degree of polyphony between the query and the database documents [10].

In this chapter, we built upon the results presented in [10], where the database and the queries are compared
on the basis of chroma features. We take this work as a baseline for our follow-up study. In particular, we
address a major issue of the previous work, which is the compensation of the difference in the degree of
polyphony between the queries and the database documents. Instead of deriving chroma features from the
full spectral content, we consider in this chapter several kinds of enhanced time–frequency representations,
so-called salience representations, which emphasize certain tonal frequency components [128, Chapter
8] and enhance melodic structures in the spectrogram [11, 23, 26, 55, 165]. Previous studies [166] first
extracted the predominant melody and bass line of the audio on the basis of salience representations. Then
these representations are mapped to chroma features for performing the retrieval. However, in Western
classical music, the underlying assumption of a single predominant melody is often violated, which has a
negative impact on the robustness of melody extraction algorithms [167]. We propose not to extract the
melodies but to map the salience representations directly to chroma features for retrieval.

The main contribution of this chapter is to evaluate several state-of-the-art salience representations—
originally designed for melody extraction—for the given retrieval scenario, and conduct an extensive
quantitative study exploring the potential of these representations. In Section 6.2, we describe the dataset
used for the experiments. The feature representations used throughout this study are introduced in
Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we describe the retrieval procedure, report on results, and discuss the effects
of the representations on the retrieval results by means of a new evaluation metric, called separation
indicator. The results of our experiments have been made publicly available on an interactive website.31

Finally, Section 6.5 presents a short conclusion.

31 https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/MIR/2019-ICASSP-BarlowMorgenstern
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6.2 Dataset

Table 6.1: Overview of the dataset. Dura-
tion format: hh:mm:ss.

Queries Database Composers
# Mean Dur. Total Dur. # Mean Dur. Total Dur. #

2045 00:00:09 05:00:03 1114 00:06:25 119:15:19 52

6.2 Dataset

The dataset considered in this study is a preliminary version of the MTD (introduced in Chapter 5). For
convenience, we shortly describe the content of the dataset used in the experiments of this chapter.

As shown in Table 6.1, the dataset consists of 2045 themes (instead of 2067 themes as in the final MTD).
A preliminary version of the MTD was also used in previous work [10]. Compared to this prior study, we
substantially extended the dataset by annotating the occurrences of these themes in an audio collection,
including the durations and possible transpositions. We designed the audio database in such a way that
there is precisely one relevant music recording in the database for each query theme. Note that there can
be more queries for a given audio recording: e.g., for the first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No.
5, there are six themes. The newly annotated audio material enables us to perform large-scale retrieval
experiments in a controlled and systematic fashion, focusing on the monophonic–polyphonic matching
problem. All queries of the dataset can be accessed through the accompanying website.31 For more details
on the MTD, we refer to Chapter 5.

6.3 Feature Representations

In this chapter, we consider various time–frequency representations that emphasize specific tonal frequency
components. The considered approaches, which are well known in the literature, are listed in Table 6.2,
with links pointing to implementations. Details and properties of the time–frequency representations are
discussed in the next paragraphs. We convert these representations to time–chroma representations by
suitably mapping the frequency bins to the twelve chromatic pitch classes, see [14, 68, 128]. In our study,
we use a consistent feature rate of 10Hz (applying median aggregation for representations with a higher
feature rate). Furthermore, all frames of the chroma features are `2-normalized. Figure 6.1 visualizes the
time–frequency representations (left column) and their derived chroma features (right column) for a music
example.

In the case of a MIDI query, the feature extraction is straight-forward, see Figure 6.1a. While using
a single feature representation for the MIDI query, we compare several chroma variants for the audio
recordings. As a baseline, we use a time–frequency representation SIIR similar to a spectrogram with a
logarithmically spaced frequency axis by using a bank of elliptic IIR filters (originally introduced in [127,
Chapter 3], see also Section 2.4). This representation was also used for the experiments in [10]. Obviously,
this approach is influenced by the complete spectral content present in the audio, such as harmonics or
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6 Evaluating Salience Representations for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

Ref. Source for Implementation

SIIR [127, 129] http://github.com/librosa/librosa [119]

SMEL [165] http://www.upf.edu/web/mtg/melodia

SSFM [55] http://github.com/juanjobosch/

SourceFilterContoursMelodySBG1 [26]

SDNN1 [11] http://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/MIR/

2017-ICASSP-SoloVoiceEnhancementSDNN2

SCNN [23] http://github.com/rabitt/ismir2017-deepsalience

Table 6.2: Table of implementations, used for comput-
ing the salience representations.

noise-like signal components. For instance, the beginning of CIIR in Figure 6.1b has strong energy in the
G-band, which corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the first note, but also in the D-band and in
the B-band, which correspond to the third and fifth harmonics, respectively. A well-known approach that
puts more emphasis on the predominant melody’s fundamental frequency is harmonic summation, which
is, e.g., used in MELODIA [165]. As shown in Figure 6.1c (first column), harmonic summation enhances
the predominant melody in SMEL, but also introduces additional noise. Note that this representation (as
well as many of the other salience representations) was designed to serve as input to a subsequent melody
extraction step. Further traditional signal-processing approaches include a source-filter signal model SSFM,
introduced by Durrieu et al. [55], and a combination of MELODIA with Durrieu’s source-filter model
SBG1, proposed by Bosch and Gómez [26]. For extracting SBG1, we use a threshold parameter setting
(denoted by “BG1”), which turned out to be specifically suited for orchestral music [25].

Recently, deep learning became ubiquitous for computing salience representations. For instance, Balke et
al. [11] used a fully connected neural network that was trained on jazz music for computing a salience
representation specifically tailored to this kind of music, denoted as SDNN1. Since deep learning is highly
data-adaptive and the network was not trained on Western classical music at all, we re-trained the model,
following the training procedure as described in [11], using the publicly available Orchset dataset [27].
We applied pitch shifting as well as time scale modification to generate several versions of the dataset
in different tempi and keys. As a result of this augmentation process, the data used for training was
increased from 23.5 minutes to 820.5 minutes. The resulting salience representation is denoted as SDNN2.
A more advanced deep-learning approach for computing a salience representation SCNN was introduced by
Bittner et al. [23]. They proposed a CNN architecture that uses a custom feature representation as input,
called HCQT (see Section 2.5). The network was trained on classical, popular, as well as jazz music and
outperformed state-of-the-art approaches in melody extraction.

Most salience representations were designed for a subsequent melody extraction step. We also perform
this step for the three representations SMEL, SBG1, and SCNN, with the respective methods proposed by the
original literature [23, 26, 165]. We consider all frames as voiced since this is the case for most queries.32

32 Additional experiments (not reported here) showed that automatic voicing estimation leads to a drastic drop in retrieval
quality in all three cases.
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6.3 Feature Representations

Figure 6.1: Overview of different time–
frequency representations and
their derived chroma features
for the beginning of the first
Promenade of Modest Mus-
sorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhi-
bition. The first half of this
example presents monophonic
melody and the second half
repeats it along with a homo-
phonic brass section.
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6 Evaluating Salience Representations for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

The extracted melodies are mapped to chroma features, just like for the time–frequency representations,
resulting in C∗MEL, C∗BG1 and C∗CNN. As we will see in our experiments in Section 6.4.2, the melody
extraction step is not beneficial within our retrieval scenario.

6.4 Experiments

In this section, we first summarize our retrieval procedure and describe our experiments. We then study
how the different feature representations from Section 6.3 can cope with the difference in the degree
of polyphony between the monophonic symbolic themes (queries) and polyphonic music recordings
(database documents). Finally, we evaluate the approaches in depth.

6.4.1 Retrieval Procedure

We formalize our retrieval task following Balke et al. [10]. Similar procedures for synchronizing sheet
music and audio recordings were described in the literature [60, 128, 188]. We use a collection of musical
themes, where each theme Q is regarded as a query. Furthermore, let D be a set of audio recordings, which
we regard as a database collection consisting of documents D ∈ D. Given a query, the retrieval task is to
identify the semantically corresponding documents. Note that in our experimental setting, there is only a
single relevant document for each query. To compare a symbolic query Q to a database document D ∈ D,
we convert the query and the document into chroma sequences. Then, we use a standard technique known
as subsequence dynamic time warping (SDTW) to compare the query with subsequences of the document,
see [128, Chapter 7]. In particular, we use the cosine distance (for comparing `2-normalized chroma
feature vectors), the step size condition Σ := {(2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 1)}, as well as the weights wvertical = 2 and
whorizontal = wdiagonal = 1 in the SDTW.

As the result of SDTW, one obtains a matching function ∆Q
D for a query Q and document D. Local minima

of this function point to locations with a good match between the query Q and a subsequence of the
document D. For a given query Q, the retrieval task can be solved by computing matching curves for all
documents D, and by taking the minimum δQ

D ∈ R≥0 for each of the matching functions ∆Q
D. The values of

these minima yield a ranking of the database documents, which can then be presented in the form of an
ordered list. The position of a document D ∈ D in this list is called the rank of D. The rank of the relevant
document is denoted as r ∈ N.

Having a single relevant document for each query, the top-K evaluation metric gives the proportion of
queries for which r ≤ K for a given K ∈ N. Furthermore, we report the mean reciprocal rank (MRR),
which is the average of 1/r over all queries.
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6.4 Experiments

Table 6.3: Retrieval results for our dataset (consisting of
2045 themes).

Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 MRR

CIIR 0.470 0.593 0.648 0.699 0.792 0.531
CMEL 0.231 0.363 0.430 0.500 0.599 0.299
CSFM 0.742 0.818 0.839 0.863 0.894 0.779
CBG1 0.754 0.835 0.861 0.885 0.913 0.792
CDNN1 0.417 0.534 0.576 0.633 0.708 0.474
CDNN2 0.552 0.661 0.701 0.748 0.800 0.605
CCNN 0.693 0.788 0.823 0.853 0.896 0.739

C∗MEL 0.421 0.522 0.574 0.630 0.714 0.474
C∗BG1 0.734 0.816 0.843 0.867 0.899 0.774
C∗CNN 0.680 0.773 0.802 0.837 0.881 0.724

6.4.2 Retrieval Results

In this study, we want to focus on the aspect of monophonic–polyphonic matching. In [10], it was
shown that factors such as tuning, transposition, and query length have a major impact on the retrieval
results. To reduce the effect of these factors, we modify each MIDI query such that its duration and key
matches the corresponding audio excerpt in the database. We could reproduce the results reported in
the previous study [10] for their smaller dataset based on 177 queries (best reported top-1 rate 0.684)
using the conventional chroma representation CIIR. However, in our experiments with the smaller dataset,
we could achieve a significant improvement compared to prior work, reaching a top-1 rate of 0.876 by
using the enhanced feature representation CBG1. This increase means that about 19% more queries of the
smaller dataset achieve a top-1 rank due to the improved feature representation.

We now systematically analyze the impact of the various time–frequency representations on the retrieval
results by considering our larger dataset based on 2045 queries. The results are summarized in Table 6.3.
The first row of the table shows the evaluation metrics for the baseline CIIR. The top-1 rate (0.470) means
that even for this simple approach, nearly half of the themes achieve a rank of 1. About 70% of the
queries yield a rank of at least 20 (top-20: 0.699). Harmonic summation performs worse, yielding a top-1
rate of 0.231 for CMEL. We want to note that it is not fair to directly compare this representation with
the others since harmonic summation amplifies many time–frequency components that do not belong
to the predominant melody. The source-filter model CSFM brings a major boost in performance with a
top-1 rate of 0.742 and a top-20 rate of 0.863. CBG1, which is a combination of harmonic summation
and the source-filter model, further increases the top-1 rate to 0.754. About three-quarters of the 2045
themes yield a rank of 1, and about 89% achieve a rank of at least 20 (top-20: 0.885), which is a major
improvement compared to the baseline approach. The fully connected network CDNN1, trained on jazz
music, falls below the baseline for this task with a top-1 rate of 0.417. However, the version CDNN2, which
was re-trained on classical music, shows an increase of about 14% in the top-1 rate (0.552) compared to
the original version of the network. This increase reconfirms the obvious fact that such neural networks
are highly data-dependent. Note that both networks have a simple architecture and do not exploit temporal
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6 Evaluating Salience Representations for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

context. The more advanced neural network approach CCNN, which involves convolutional layers covering
more audio context, performs better than the simple networks. CCNN achieves a top-1 rate of 0.693 and is
close, but yet worse than the best model-based approaches CSFM (0.742) and CBG1 (0.754).

In further experiments, we also performed melody extraction as an intermediate step, which turned out to
typically worsen the overall retrieval result for our Western classical music scenario. Only CMEL improved
(an increase of top-1 rate from 0.231 to 0.421 with C∗MEL), but this result is still below the baseline. In the
case of the other representations, the results slightly worsen, i.e., we observe a drop of top-1 rate from
0.754 (CBG1) to 0.734 (C∗BG1) or from 0.693 (CCNN) to 0.680 (C∗CNN).

As another contribution of this chapter, we set up an extensive website presenting the ranks and sonifications
for all 2045 queries, as well as visualizations of the corresponding feature representations.31

6.4.3 Discussion of Matching Quality

The rank-based evaluation metrics are rather coarse indicators of the matching quality. In the following,
we want to examine it on a more fine-grained level. To this end, we introduce a novel evaluation metric
called separation indicator. For a given query Q, we obtain an ordered list of documents (D1,D2,D3, . . . ).
The position of the relevant document in this list is denoted as rank r ∈ N. The matching quality is good
when the matching cost of the relevant document δQ

Dr
is significantly lower than the matching cost for the

non-relevant document with the highest rank. The separation indicator ρ ∈ R≥0 quantifies the quality of
the matching as follows:

ρ =


δQ

D1
/δQ

D2
if r = 1,

δQ
Dr
/δQ

D1
otherwise.

(6.1)

Intuitively speaking, a low ρ below 1 implies a good matching quality since it indicates a distinct separation
between the matching costs of the relevant document (with a rank of 1) and the first non-relevant document
(with a rank of 2). The smaller ρ, the better the relevant document is separated from the non-relevant
documents. A ρ close to 1 indicates that the top-1 decision is unstable for this query, and ρ > 1 implies
that the query Q does not achieve rank 1. The distribution of ρ values across all queries is a good indicator
of the stability of top-1 decisions.

Figure 6.2a and b show histograms of ρ values for the baseline CIIR and the best performing representation
CBG1, using a logarithmic scaling of the horizontal axis. For CIIR, the ρ values are centered around
1, indicating instability for the top-1 decisions. For CBG1, the distribution is skewed to the left, which
indicates that the increase in the top-1 rate of CBG1 is not due to small random-like changes of the matching
costs, but to a substantial improvement in matching quality. Figure 6.2c shows boxplots of the distributions
of ρ values for all considered feature representations. In this figure, the first and fourth rows correspond
to the histograms shown in Figure 6.2a and b, respectively. For CMEL (second row), the distribution is
strongly centered just above 1.0, meaning that most queries do not achieve a rank of 1. The corresponding
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6.5 Conclusions

Figure 6.2: (a) Histogram of ρ values for
CIIR and (b) CBG1. (c) Box-
plots of ρ values for all repre-
sentations. Queries to the left
of the red line (ρ = 1) yield a
top-1 match.
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melody extraction C∗MEL (eighth row) has a strong effect on the distribution: Though the median is located
to the right of the red line (i.e., less than half of the queries achieve rank 1), it shows that the queries cover
a wider range of matching qualities. The best performing representations CSFM, CBG1, and CCNN (third,
fourth, and seventh row) show similar tendencies: Most queries are located on the left side of the red line
(ρ < 1) and cover a wide range of ρ values in that region, including queries with a high matching quality
of ρ < 1/2. The comparison of CBG1 and C∗BG1 reveals that melody extraction improves the separation
indicator for many queries. However, the top-K rates are worse for C∗BG1. This may be explained as
follows: For cases where the music has a low degree of polyphony, the intermediate melody extraction
step lowers the separation indicator significantly. But, in more complex cases, the step does more harm
than good.33 As an effect, the overall retrieval result is better without melody extraction.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we considered a cross-modal retrieval scenario with the goal to find the relevant audio
recording in a database, given a monophonic symbolic theme of Western classical music as a query.

33 See https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/MIR/2019-ICASSP-BarlowMorgenstern/example for
two illustrative examples.
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6 Evaluating Salience Representations for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

Extending previous work [10], we showed that salience representations, originally designed for melody
extraction, are suited for the given task. Furthermore, unlike related work [166], we showed that in
our retrieval scenario, it is beneficial to avoid an explicit melody extraction step and to perform the
chroma reduction directly on the salience representations. In an extensive quantitative study, we compared
various state-of-the-art salience representations and showed their benefits and limitations for the given
task. Especially, the salience representation by Bosch and Gómez [26] turned out to be well-suited for
monophonic–polyphonic matching. The results of our experiments have been made available on an
accompanying website.31 The following chapter will deal with the design of specialized representations
for further improving the retrieval results.
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features
for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

This chapter is based on [215] and [217]. Frank Zalkow is the first author of

and the main contributor to both papers. In collaboration with his supervisor

Meinard Müller, Frank Zalkow formalized the problem, developed the

ideas, and wrote the papers. Furthermore, Frank Zalkow implemented the

approaches and conducted the experiments.

In the previous chapter, we adapted several melody-enhanced pitch salience representations from the
literature for a cross-modal music retrieval task where we aim to find relevant audio recordings of Western
classical music, given a short monophonic musical theme in symbolic notation as a query. Our retrieval
strategy was based on chroma features, which capture melodic and harmonic properties. In this chapter,
we propose to learn a task-specific chroma variant for the theme-based retrieval task. Several recent studies
demonstrated the effectiveness of DNNs that learn task-specific mid-level representations for different
music retrieval applications. Usually, such supervised learning approaches require score–audio pairs
where individual note events of the score are aligned to the corresponding time positions of the audio
excerpt. However, in practice, it is tedious to generate such strongly aligned training pairs. In this chapter,
we use weakly aligned training pairs, where only the time positions of the beginning and end of a theme
occurrence are annotated in an audio recording, rather than requiring local alignment annotations. As one
contribution, we show how to apply the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss in the training
procedure, which only uses such weakly aligned training pairs. We evaluate the resulting features in our
theme retrieval scenario and show that they improve the state of the art for this task. As a main result, we
demonstrate that with our CTC-based training procedure using weakly annotated data, we can achieve
results almost as good as with strongly annotated data. Furthermore, we assess our chroma features in
depth by inspecting their temporal smoothness or granularity as an important property and by analyzing
the impact of different degrees of musical complexity on the features.
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Network input during training:
Weakly aligned score–audio pairs

Convolutional neural network
Trained with the CTC loss

Post-processed output of trained network:
Enhanced chroma representation

Figure 7.1: Illustration of a weakly aligned score–
audio pair as the input to a CNN during
training, and an enhanced chroma repre-
sentation as the post-processed output of
the network after training. Music exam-
ple: First movement of Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony, first theme.

7.1 Introduction

Audio recordings and symbolic scores are important music representations in many MIR tasks. A typical
MIR application is cross-modal retrieval, where a symbolic score is given as a query, and the task is to
identify relevant audio recordings [10, 81, 143, 188, 221]. In this chapter, we use monophonic musical
themes in symbolic encodings as queries and aim to find all recordings, where these themes are played, in
an audio database of Western classical music [10, 221]. A famous theme is, for example, the beginning of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, which we show in Figure 7.1 in a score representation and as a waveform of
a performance. Our retrieval scenario is challenging due to various reasons. One important aspect is that
the queries are monophonic, but the themes usually appear with additional musical voices in the audio
recordings.

Typical cross-modal retrieval strategies employ a common mid-level representation to compare the
different modalities. In traditional music processing, chroma features are widely used as mid-level
representation [14, 68, 128]. These features, which capture the energy in the twelve chromatic pitch class
bands, are robust to a certain degree against changes in octave, instrumentation, and timbre. In general,
computing chroma features with traditional signal-processing techniques involves many design choices.
As our main contribution, we learn a task-specific chroma representation from training data.
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7.1 Introduction

Several studies have shown the benefits of deep-learning models to compute enhanced mid-level repre-
sentations [23, 94, 95, 161]. These learned features have proven their effectiveness in many scenarios,
such as audio–audio retrieval [48, 211, 216], chord recognition [94, 95, 206], or melodic pitch track-
ing [11, 15, 23]. Usually, training DNNs for these tasks requires aligned training pairs of audio recordings
and corresponding annotations where, for each time position (or frame) of the audio recording, one has an
annotation (or class label) to be learned by the model. We denote such pairs as “strongly aligned.” For
example, recordings with strongly aligned chord annotations have been used to train DNNs for computing
chroma-like mid-level features for chord recognition [94, 95]. In general, strongly annotated datasets
are crucial for learning meaningful music representations [22, 82]. However, creating strongly aligned
training pairs is labor-intensive, and, for many music scenarios, data of this kind is hardly available. Rather
than providing local alignments, it is much easier to annotate global correspondences, i.e., the beginning
and end time positions of an annotated segment. We denote globally corresponding training pairs without
local alignment as “weakly aligned.” Figure 7.1 illustrates such a weakly aligned score–audio pair for our
Beethoven example, where the beginning and end time positions of a theme occurrence are annotated in
an audio recording without local alignment in between.

To utilize such weakly aligned training data, we use the connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss to
train a neural network. Graves et al. [71] originally introduced this loss for labeling unsegmented feature
sequences with recurrent DNNs in the context of speech recognition. In the CTC training procedure, a
kind of local alignment is computed as part of the loss function rather than having alignment annotations
in the training data. We train a neural network with the CTC loss to compute enhanced audio chroma
features (see Figure 7.1), which are as close as possible to the chroma representations of the symbolic
themes. Our network architecture is inspired by a CNN that was originally used to compute melodic pitch
salience representations [23].

As a main result, we demonstrate that the CTC-based features improve the state of the art for our
cross-modal theme retrieval application. As another major contribution, we compare our CTC-based
results (using weakly annotated data) with results obtained by a standard training strategy (using strongly
annotated data). We show that the retrieval quality achieved with our CTC-based model is almost as
high as with a model that we trained with strongly aligned data. We conclude that one can save a lot
of tedious annotation work and access much more training data easily by using the CTC loss. To get
a deeper understanding of these results, we present several quantitative and qualitative analyses of our
CTC-based chroma representation. We show that different features have distinct properties in terms of
temporal granularity (or smoothness) and that these properties have an impact on the retrieval results. We
also investigate how the musical texture (such as monophonic, homophonic, and polyphonic) affects the
retrieval results.

In modern MIR research, reproducibility is an important aspect [120]. To make our results transparent
and accessible, we provide a website with various tools and interfaces.34 First, we make all details of our

34 https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/MIR/2020_IEEE-TASLP-ctc-chroma
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

retrieval results available on an interactive web interface. Second, we provide pre-trained models and
code to apply them. Third, we use the MTD (described in Chapter 5) as training data, which is publicly
accessible.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we discuss our cross-modal retrieval
application, including related work (Section 7.2.1), our dataset (Section 7.2.2), and our retrieval approach
(Section 7.2.3). Then, in Section 7.3, we review deep salience and deep chroma models used in previous
work (Section 7.3.1) and our study (Section 7.3.2). We then describe the CTC loss used to train our
network in Section 7.4. Next, in Section 7.5, we present an evaluation of our CTC-based features in the
context of our retrieval application. As a further main contribution, we analyze in Section 7.6 the effect of
our CTC strategy by comparing it with standard approaches to train neural networks. Furthermore, in
Section 7.7, we analyze the features’ temporal granularity. Then, in Section 7.8, we come back to our
retrieval application and analyze the impact of musical complexity on the retrieval results. Finally, we
conclude with Section 7.9.

7.2 Cross-Modal Retrieval Application

Closely following Chapter 6, this section describes our cross-modal retrieval application, which is our
motivating scenario for learning enhanced chroma features. Readers familiar with cross-modal retrieval
may skip this section at first reading if they want to get straight to our main contributions. In the following,
we review related work on theme-based retrieval, describe our dataset, and outline a typical retrieval
pipeline. This basic retrieval procedure is used later in the experiments to evaluate our learned features.

7.2.1 Related Work

In cross-modal music retrieval scenarios, the aim is to find correspondences between different types of
music representations [136], such as audio recordings, symbolically, or graphically encoded sheet music.
For example, an audio-visual retrieval task is to find audio excerpts that match a given graphical sheet
music representation (or vice versa) [53]. In our retrieval application, we aim to find relevant audio
recordings for a given symbolically encoded musical theme as a query. Several studies already addressed
theme-based music retrieval [10, 145, 215, 221]. A previous study [10] pointed out the challenges of
the task, which are due to the differences in modality (symbolic vs. audio), tuning, transposition, tempo,
and musical texture between the query and the recordings. The difference in musical texture is a major
challenge because the themes are monophonic, but they usually appear in a polyphonic context in the
recordings. Our experiments of Chapter 6 have shown that pitch salience representations are suitable
mid-level features to compare the audio recordings with the symbolic themes. In this chapter, building
upon these findings, we introduce an approach for learning a task-specific salience representation for our
theme-based retrieval task.
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7.2 Cross-Modal Retrieval Application

Table 7.1: Dataset overview.
Duration format: hh:mm:ss.

Themes Audio Recordings
# Mean Dur. Total Dur. # Mean Dur. Total Dur.

2067 00:00:09 04:57:48 1126 00:06:24 120:03:03

7.2.2 Dataset

For our experiments, we use the MTD described in Chapter 5. For each theme, the MTD provides a
symbolic encoding and an occurrence in an audio recording. Furthermore, it comprises annotations about
differences in transposition between the symbolic and audio versions. For our retrieval experiments, we
also use the entire audio recordings, where the occurrences have been annotated. In total, the audio
database consists of 1126 audio recordings with a duration of about 120 hours. A theme corresponds to
precisely one recording, which, in turn, can contain the rendition of several themes. Table 7.1 shows some
statistics for our dataset.

7.2.3 Basic Retrieval Procedure

We use the same retrieval procedure as described in Section 6.4.1 to evaluate our learned chroma features.
For convenience, we summarize our retrieval pipeline and our evaluation measures. First, we have a set of
symbolic encodings of musical themes, which serve as queries. Furthermore, we have a collection of
audio recordings, which we denote as database documents. For each query, there is exactly one audio
document that contains a globally corresponding rendition of the query theme (i.e., matching duration and
transposition). For a fixed symbolic query, the aim is to retrieve the corresponding audio document. To
compare the query with a document, we convert both into chroma sequences. For the symbolic query,
we simply compute a binary chroma representation. For converting the audio recording, we employ an
enhanced chroma representation (from our CTC or a baseline approach, as described later). Then, we use
SDTW to compare the query with subsequences of the document [128]. Inspired by [10, 221], we use the
cosine distance, the step size condition Σ := {(2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 1)}, as well as the weights wvertical = 2 and
whorizontal = wdiagonal = 1. As a result of SDTW, one obtains a matching function, where local minima
point to locations with a good match between the query and a document subsequence. We consider the
minimal value of the matching function as the distance between query and document.

To solve the retrieval task, we compute distances between all documents and the query. We then order the
documents according to ascending distance values. A document’s position in this ordered list is called the
rank r ∈ N of the document. Recall that our dataset contains exactly one relevant recording for each query.
The top-K evaluation metric yields a value of one if this relevant document is among the top K matches
(i.e., r ≤ K), and zero otherwise. We then average this metric across all queries. Furthermore, we report
the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which is the average of 1/r across all queries.
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

7.3 Deep Salience and Deep Chroma Models

This section summarizes deep salience and deep chroma models as used in previous work. We then
describe our adaptation of a deep salience model to compute an enhanced chroma representation for our
cross-modal retrieval application.

7.3.1 Related Work

In MIR, many studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of using deep-learning models to compute
task-specific feature representations [83]. One example is the use of deep salience models to compute
enhanced time–frequency representations (measuring the saliency of frequencies over time) for tasks such
as melody [11, 15, 23] or multi-pitch tracking [23]. Another example is the use of deep chroma models
for computing enhanced chroma features (encoding the energy in the twelve chromatic pitch class bands)
for chord recognition [94, 95, 117, 206]. This chapter is inspired by the deep salience approach by Bittner
et al. [23], who introduced a feature representation named HCQT as input for a CNN (see Section 2.5 for
more details). The HCQT is a three-dimensional tensor, where the three dimensions are time, frequency
(logarithmic scaling), and harmonics. The third dimension ensures that harmonically related frequency
bins are neighbors across the depth of the tensor. This way, the convolutional kernels of the network can
easily exploit harmonic frequency relationships. Many studies use this deep salience representation as a
baseline [15, 186] or build upon this model for diverse tasks such as polyphonic fundamental frequency
estimation [45], dominant melody estimation [161], instrument recognition [85], tempo estimation [1], or
chord recognition [207].

The study of Wu et al. [207] is related to ours in two respects. First, they also use the HCQT representation,
and, second, they use weakly aligned training data. However, they aim for chord recognition instead of
learning a mid-level representation for cross-modal retrieval. In contrast to our contribution, they take a
three-step approach: First, they use a pre-trained deep chroma extractor to compute features. Second, they
automatically align their chord labels to the chroma features using an HMM. Third, they use a frame-wise
DNN classifier for chord recognition. In this chapter, we present a single-step approach to realize the
alignment within the DNN training procedure.

7.3.2 Deep Salience Model Adaptation

In this section, we explain our adaption of the deep salience model by Bittner et al. [23], who approached
the task of melody and multi-pitch tracking using a strongly aligned dataset of 10 hours. In our case, we
aim to learn an enhanced chroma representation for cross-modal retrieval, employing our weakly aligned
5-hour dataset of 2067 themes. To avoid overfitting to our smaller dataset, we simplified the original
model in several ways by reducing the number of parameters and memory requirements. Additionally, we
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7.3 Deep Salience and Deep Chroma Models

Figure 7.2: Network architectures.
(a) Illustrations of the
original architecture
proposed by Bittner
et al. [23] and (b) our
adapted architecture
used in this chapter.
Illustrations inspired
by [23]. (c) Details for
our adapted architecture
(72 970 parameters in
total).
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Layer Output Shape Activation Parameters

Input (N , 216, 6)

Conv2D 64 × (3, 3, 6) (N , 216, 64) LReLU 3520
Conv2D 32 × (3, 3, 64) (N , 216, 32) LReLU 18 464
Conv2D 32 × (3, 3, 32) (N , 216, 32) LReLU 9248
Conv2D 32 × (3, 3, 32) (N , 216, 32) LReLU 9248
Conv2D 8 × (3, 42, 32) (N , 216, 8) LReLU 32 264
Conv2D 1 × (1, 1, 8) (N , 216, 1) Sigmoid 9

Pooling (N , 13) Softmax 217

adapted the network such that it can be trained with the CTC loss and used as a deep chroma extractor.
Figures 7.2a and b illustrate the original network architecture and our adapted version, and the table
in Figure 7.2c gives further details for our version. Compared to the model by Bittner et al. [23], we
introduce the following modifications: First, we use a feature rate of 25Hz instead of 86Hz. Second, we
use a frequency resolution of a third semitone instead of a fifth semitone. The high time and frequency
resolutions of the original model may be beneficial in the application of melody estimation, but are not
needed for our task (learning chroma features for retrieval). The decreased frequency resolution results in
216 instead of 360 frequency bins. As third modification, we reduced the number of filter kernels as well as
the size of some of the filter kernels. The latter reduction accounts for the decreased frequency resolution.
Fourth, we use leaky ReLU activations instead of ReLU activations to avoid zero gradients [113]. Fifth,
we do not use batch normalization, which was used at the input to each layer in the original model. Instead,
we `2-normalize all columns of the input to the network for being invariant to dynamics. Sixth, we add a
pooling layer at the end, which we explain in the next paragraph.

After the last convolutional layer (with sigmoid activation), we obtain a representation that we could
interpret as a kind of pitch salience of size N × 216, where N ∈ N is the number of time steps. In our
retrieval scenario, where we want to learn chroma-based mid-level features, we aim for an output size of
N × 13. Here, each of the N columns encodes a probability vector over the set of the twelve chroma labels
and an additional blank symbol, which means that no chroma label is active (more details in Section 7.4.1).
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

Let us consider a single column of size 216 as input, which we want to transform to a probability vector
of size 13. To compute the first twelve entries, we add up all pitch bins corresponding to the respective
chroma bins. This fixed pooling has no learnable parameters. To compute the last entry for the blank
symbol, we apply a standard dense layer (linear activation) to the input column. This layer has 217
learnable parameters (216 weights and a bias). Finally, we apply the softmax function to the resulting
13-dimensional vector. We transform all columns of the input using this pooling procedure.

In summary, our adapted model differs from the original model [23] in two important aspects: First, we
reduced the number of parameters from 406 921 to 72 970. Second, the model’s output is a sequence of
probability vectors over 13 dimensions (encoding chroma vectors at a semitone-resolution) rather than
360 dimensions (encoding a pitch salience at a fifth semitone resolution).

7.4 CTC Loss

In this section, we introduce the CTC loss used to train our adapted model. Originally proposed for the task
of speech recognition [71], CTC has been adopted to several MIR applications, including OMR [34, 35],
monophonic audio-to-score transcription [160], lyrics alignment [74, 185, 197], and audio tagging [80].
An alternative to CTC for sequence learning without aligned training data is the usage of an attention
mechanism, which was used for, e.g., monophonic singing voice transcription [137]. We now describe
how to use the CTC loss for learning enhanced chroma features.

7.4.1 Loss Computation

In the following, we present the main idea of the CTC loss function introduced by Graves et al. [71]. We
describe the CTC loss computation for a single pair consisting of an audio feature sequence and a label
sequence. Let

X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) (7.1)

denote the feature sequence of length N ∈ N, which consists of feature vectors xn ∈ RD for n ∈ [1 : N] B
{1, 2, . . . , N} and dimensionality D ∈ N. The second sequence of the pair is a label sequence

Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yM ) (7.2)

of length M ∈ N, where typically M � N . This sequence consists of elements ym ∈ A for m ∈ [1 : M].
The alphabet A is the set of symbols that can occur in the label sequence. For example, in the case of
lyrics alignment, the alphabet is the set of all possible characters [185]. In our case, it is the set of the
twelve different chroma labels:

A B {C,C#,D, . . . ,B}. (7.3)
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7.4 CTC Loss

A DNN fθ with parameters θ transforms the feature sequence X to a sequence of probability distributions

fθ(X) = (p1, p2, . . . , pN ) (7.4)

having the same length N as the feature sequence. Each element of the sequence pn : A′→ [0, 1] maps a
symbol from the modified alphabet A′ to a probability value. The modified alphabet

A′ B A ∪ {ε} (7.5)

contains an additional blank symbol ε , which encodes that no symbol is active. We further explain the
role of this symbol later in this section.

When we align the feature sequence X and the label sequence Y , we assign a suitable symbol to each time
frame. Intuitively, we can consider this alignment as an expansion of the label sequence Y to the length of
the feature sequence. More formally, an alignment is represented by a sequence

A = (a1, a2, . . . , aN ) (7.6)

of elements an ∈ A′ and length N that satisfies the following condition. When removing all consecutive
duplicates and then all blank symbols ε , the alignment sequence A is reduced to the label sequence Y .

Given an alignment A and the sequence of probability distributions, we can compute the probability

P(A|X) =
N∏
n=1

pn(an) (7.7)

of the alignment. When computing the CTC loss, we do not explicitly know the correct alignment, but
only the label sequence. Because a label sequence can correspond to multiple alignments, all possible
alignments between X and Y are considered. Let us denote the sum of probabilities for all these alignments
as P(Y |X). The final CTC loss for a single training pair is

Lθ(X,Y ) = − log P(Y |X). (7.8)

This loss function is used in mini-batch gradient descent to update the parameters θ by averaging the
loss value over all training pairs in a mini batch. By this procedure, the network’s parameters improve to
produce probability sequences that make the ground-truth label sequences of the training set more probable.
Graves et al. [71] described how to compute P(Y |X) in a differentiable and efficient way using dynamic
programming, similar to the forward algorithm for HMMs [76, 150]. We summarize this computation in
Appendix B.

Finally, we want to clarify the role of the blank symbol ε . We already mentioned one role for ε , namely
the indication of no active symbol, i.e., a rest in our music application. But as an additional role, the
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Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. (a) Score of
monophonic theme. (b) HCQT input repre-
sentation X (front slice corresponding to the
first harmonic). (c) Network output. (d) Fea-
tures used for matching.

symbol also indicates repetitions. Let us illustrate this role using the first theme of Beethoven’s famous
Fifth Symphony as an example (Figure 7.3a). We only consider the beginning of the label sequence for
brevity, i.e., Y = (G,G,G,E[). An alignment of A = (G,G,G,E[) would not correspond to this label
sequence because we remove the consecutive duplicates when converting an alignment to a label sequence.
Rather, this alignment corresponds to the label sequence Y = (G,E[). To represent repeated symbols in
the label sequence, we need to separate them by a blank. A valid alignment for the Beethoven excerpt is,
e.g., A = (G, ε,G, ε,G,E[).

7.4.2 Chroma Feature Computation

We train our model described in Section 7.3.2 with the CTC loss. The network’s input is an HCQT tensor
computed for an excerpt from an audio recording, where a musical theme is played. As an example,
Figure 7.3a shows the score of our Beethoven theme. Figure 7.3b shows a slice of the HCQT features for a
recording of this theme. The corresponding label sequence is the sequence of chroma labels of the theme
with neither rhythmic information nor temporal alignment to the input (see also Figure 7.1). For this
Beethoven example, the sequence is Y = (G,G,G,E[, F, F, F,D). The network’s output is a sequence of
probability distributions, visualized in Figure 7.3c for the Beethoven example. We see that the ε symbol
has the largest probability most of the time, and the chroma labels only have large probabilities at the
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7.5 Retrieval Experiments

Table 7.2: Retrieval results of the baseline methods
(a) using a feature rate of 10Hz as reported
in Chapter 6, (b) using a feature rate of
25Hz.

(a)

(b)

Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 MRR

CBG1 0.754 0.835 0.861 0.885 0.913 0.792
CBit 0.693 0.788 0.823 0.853 0.896 0.739

Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 MRR

CBG1 0.824 0.894 0.911 0.925 0.952 0.857
CBit 0.767 0.846 0.868 0.895 0.930 0.805

beginning of the corresponding note events. To use the network output as a feature representation, we
remove the row corresponding to the ε symbol and interpret the resulting matrix as chroma features.
Finally, we `2-normalize the 12-dimensional chroma vectors to compensate for the removed ε symbol. The
`2 norm was chosen because the features are used later for SDTW, where the cosine distance is applied.
Figure 7.3d shows the normalized chroma features, which correspond well to the label sequence.

7.5 Retrieval Experiments

We now evaluate the CTC-based chroma features in the context of our retrieval application. This task allows
us to evaluate the features with quantitative evaluation measures. Using such measures, we also compare
our learned representation with other features, computed by a traditional method and a deep-learning
approach not adapted to the theme retrieval task.

7.5.1 Baseline Experiments

To compare our approach with prior work on cross-modal retrieval, we use the best-performing chroma
representations from the study of Chapter 6. The first baseline chroma variant (CBG1) is based on
a traditional salience representation by Bosch and Gómez [26], which is computed by combining a
source-filter model with harmonic summation, using threshold parameters that are particularly suited
for orchestral music [25].35 The second baseline chroma variant (CBit) is based on the original deep
salience representation for melody estimation by Bittner et al. [23].36 The network used to compute this
representation was not adapted to our task and trained with a standard strongly aligned approach.

Table 7.2a cites the results from Chapter 6 (see Table 6.3 on p. 99), where a 10Hz feature rate was used.
According to this study, three quarters of the themes (75.4%) yielded the relevant document on the first
rank using CBG1. For CBit, this is the case for 69.3% of the themes. We checked whether the feature
rate is appropriate for the given retrieval task and found that an increased time resolution is beneficial
for the retrieval quality. A rate of 25Hz turned out to be a good trade-off between retrieval accuracy
35 The specific parameter setting is named “BG1” in [25].
36 Original weights (“Melody 2”). CBit was denoted by CCNN in Chapter 6. We rename it because we address several

CNN-based representations in this chapter.
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

and efficiency. We repeated the experiments for CBG1 and CBit with the increased feature rate and show
our results in Table 7.2b. Just by changing the temporal resolution, we see a substantial improvement
in the results. For example, for CBit, the top-1 rate increases from 0.693 to 0.767, which means that the
number of query themes with a correct top match increased by about 7%. The reason for this may be
the following: A fast tempo of Presto corresponds to up to 200BPM. Having a quarter-note beat in such
a tempo, a sixteenth note has a duration of 75ms, which is shorter than the length of a frame given the
feature rate of 10Hz. In such cases, the increased feature rate is necessary to represent the musical content
in a more meaningful way. For this reason, we use the feature rate of 25Hz in all subsequent experiments.

Compared to the experiments of the previous chapter (which used a preliminary version of the MTD), the
dataset was revised and slightly extended, accounting for up to 2% improvements in the accuracy. Still,
the main improvements are due to the increased time resolution.

For both feature rates, the representation CBG1 performs better than CBit. For example, the respective
top-1 rates are 0.824 and 0.767 for the 25Hz rate. The results for CBit may be lower because the training
data of the underlying DNN consisted mainly of popular music (for overall 240 training tracks, only 22
are tagged as “classical” in version 1 of MedleyDB [22]). Another possible reason is that the saliency
characteristics in the training data (coming from the “Melody 2” definition of MedleyDB) are different
from the characteristics of musical themes.

7.5.2 Training Details

We split the 2067 score–audio pairs of our dataset (see Section 7.2.2) into five folds, where we use three
folds for training, one for validation, and another one for testing. We ensure that all themes by a composer
are part of precisely one fold. As a consequence, we do not use themes from the same composer for
training and evaluation in order to avoid overfitting to the characteristics of particular composers. The
first fold contains more themes (559) than the others because it contains all MTD themes by Ludwig van
Beethoven, which is the most prominent composer of our dataset, as described in Chapter 5 (in particular,
see Figure 5.3a on p. 83). The other folds have fewer themes (377) and are more diverse in terms of
composers, having 12 to 14 different composers each.

During training, we apply circular shifts along the chroma axis as data augmentation to simulate
transpositions (up to a minor third upwards and downwards). We perform mini-batch gradient descent with
a mini-batch size of eight using the Adam optimizer [89] and a learning rate annealing procedure. In the
first phase of this procedure, the initial learning rate is 0.001, and we train the model until the loss for the
validation fold does not improve for five epochs. In the next phase, we halve the learning rate and continue
the training with the model that has the lowest validation loss among the models of all previous epochs.
We repeat ten such phases. When we finished training, we use the model with the lowest validation loss as
a chroma feature extractor, and evaluate its effectiveness in the retrieval scenario. We only use the query
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Table 7.3: Retrieval results for CCTC. Fold Queries Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 MRR

1 559 0.875 0.941 0.957 0.964 0.970 0.903
2 377 0.828 0.891 0.905 0.926 0.947 0.859
3 377 0.859 0.918 0.934 0.952 0.966 0.884
4 377 0.899 0.947 0.958 0.968 0.981 0.922
5 377 0.873 0.931 0.950 0.958 0.981 0.900

� 0.867 0.927 0.942 0.955 0.969 0.894

Table 7.4: Retrieval results (�) for an
oracle of the baseline by
Bosch and Gómez [26] and
our CTC approach.

Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 MRR

CBG1 0.824 0.894 0.911 0.925 0.952 0.857
CCTC 0.867 0.927 0.942 0.955 0.969 0.894
Oracle 0.907 0.947 0.960 0.970 0.983 0.925

themes from the respective test fold and all 1126 documents of our database for retrieval. The reported
average evaluation measures (�) are weighted with the number of queries from the respective test fold.

7.5.3 CTC-Based Results

We now discuss the results we achieved with our CTC-based approach CCTC. Table 7.3 shows the
evaluation results for the five cross-validation iterations. The second column gives the number of query
themes in the respective test fold. The retrieval results vary, ranging from a top-1 rate of 0.828 for the
second test fold up to 0.899 for the fourth test fold. The last row of the table shows an average of the
results, weighted by the number of queries used. Overall, we see a substantial improvement compared to
the baseline approaches (Table 7.2b). For example, the average top-1 rate is 0.867 for CCTC, compared to
0.767 for CBit and 0.824 for CBG1. There are also improvements for larger ranks, such as in the top-50 rate
(0.969 compared to 0.930 and 0.952, respectively). When repeating our training and evaluation procedures
with different random initializations of the network weights, we only observed minor variations in the
average evaluation measures (below 1%). The results show that our approach is able to outperform the
baselines, which are the state of the art for the given retrieval task [221].

7.5.4 Oracle Experiment

The traditional salience approach CBG1 also shows excellent performance for this task. To investigate
the relationship between CBG1 and CCTC, we evaluated both strategies with an oracle fusion procedure.
For each query, we took the better rank: either achieved with the baseline or the CTC-based approach.
Table 7.4 repeats the results for CBG1 and CCTC for convenience and shows the oracle results in the third
row. The oracle further improves the results for CCTC. For example, the top-1 rate is 4% larger (0.907
instead of 0.867). For top-K rates with larger K , there are still some small improvements. The oracle
indicates that CBG1 and CCTC behave differently on different queries by capturing different aspects. For
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Figure 7.4: Second theme of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata
Op. 2, No. 2, first movement. (a) Full
score with the theme’s notes colored in
red, along with the chroma sequence of the
theme. (b) Standard chroma features using
the full spectral content. (c) CBG1. (d) CBit.
(e) CCTC.

some queries, CBG1 is a slightly better feature representation than the CTC-based approach. We conclude
that there is still some room for improvement in the given retrieval scenario for future work, e.g., by fusing
different feature representations.

7.5.5 Representative Example

To illustrate the properties of our CTC-based features, we close this section by comparing various mid-level
representations for a representative example.

Figure 7.4a shows the full score and the chroma sequence for the second theme in the first movement
of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata Op. 2, No. 2. In this case, the theme is played by the right hand (upper
staff), and the left hand (lower staff) plays an accompaniment. The sixteenth notes of the accompaniment
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7.6 Effect of CTC Loss

present a minor triad (E,G,B) in the pickup and first measure, and a diminished triad (F],A,C) in the
second and third measure. Ideally, for our retrieval scenario, we aim for a chroma representation that
only captures energy from the theme and not from the accompaniment. Figures 7.4b–e show chroma
features for the full spectral content, the baseline salience approaches CBG1, CBit, and our CTC strategy
CCTC, respectively. The accompaniment is strongly represented in the representation using the full spectral
content (Figure 7.4b). For example, in the beginning, most energy is in the E, G, and B bands, which
correspond to the accompaniment’s E minor triad. In the representation CBG1 (Figure 7.4c), the main
notes of the theme are well represented. However, some shorter notes of the theme (e.g., fourth note G or
seventh note F]) are not salient in this representation. CBit (Figure 7.4d) does not capture the theme well.
This is especially the case in the second half, where the chroma bin A has the highest energy, which is part
of the accompaniment. Among all representations, the theme is most evident in CCTC (Figure 7.4e). In
general, CCTC attenuates the energy in the chroma bands corresponding to the accompaniment. The ability
to represent the chroma energy of a musical theme is the main reason why our CTC-based features are a
powerful tool for cross-modal melody-based retrieval.

7.6 Effect of CTC Loss

We showed that our CTC-based chroma representation outperforms the baseline approaches in our retrieval
application. To further analyze the effect of the CTC strategy, we performed additional experiments, where
we learned features without the CTC loss function. Instead, we trained our adapted DNN model using a
standard loss function (categorical cross-entropy). This training procedure requires strongly annotated
training data and implies classifying each spectral frame with respect to the twelve chroma labels.

7.6.1 Comparison with Linear Scaling

To treat our task as a classification problem, we have to assume a particular temporal alignment between
the symbolic themes and the corresponding excerpts in the audio recordings. As a first alignment
approach (Clinear), we assume a constant tempo throughout the theme occurrence. We used binary chroma
representations as output labels by temporally scaling the symbolic themes to the same length as the
corresponding audio excerpts in a linear way. Similar to the CTC strategy, this approach uses weakly
aligned data, but we also used the rhythm information and note durations from the MIDI files (which we
did not use for CCTC). The blank symbol now only indicates rests in a theme. Since the assumption of a
constant tempo is not realistic, we expect this to yield a sort of lower limit for the performance of our
CTC-based approach.

We trained the model with the linearly scaled training data, used it as a chroma extractor, and then
evaluated this strategy in the theme retrieval context. The first row of Table 7.5 repeats the average
evaluation measures from Table 7.3 for convenience, and the second row presents the average results for
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Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 MRR

CCTC 0.867 0.927 0.942 0.955 0.969 0.894
Clinear 0.829 0.897 0.914 0.929 0.953 0.863
Cstrong 0.882 0.927 0.939 0.945 0.961 0.904

Table 7.5: Retrieval results (�) using cross-entropy.

the classification strategy with linear scaling (Clinear). For Clinear, the evaluation measures are lower than
the CTC-based results, e.g., having a top-1 rate of 0.829 compared to 0.867. This difference is due to the
non-linear temporal correspondence between the audio recordings and the symbolic themes.

7.6.2 Comparison with Strongly Aligned Data

As a second alignment approach (Cstrong), we use manually aligned correspondences between the symbolic
themes and the audio occurrences. In contrast to the previous strategies, this is a standard strongly aligned
approach to train a neural network, similar to the training procedure used for the original deep salience
model [23]. Creating the strong alignment annotations was highly labor-intensive because it implied
annotating the onset time position for every note in each theme. We expect that training with strongly
aligned data yields an upper limit for the performance of our CTC-based approach.

The third row of Table 7.5 shows the results for the classification approach using the manual alignments
(Cstrong). The strongly aligned approach slightly improves the results compared to the CTC strategy. For
example, the top-1 rate is 0.882 compared to 0.867. For higher ranks, both strategies are on par with each
other, e.g., yielding top-10 rates of 0.939 and 0.942, respectively. The fact that our CTC-based results are
closer to the upper limit (Cstrong) than the lower limit (Clinear) demonstrates that the CTC loss implicitly
handles the alignment problem well in the training procedure. Without CTC, one has to take care of the
alignment at the input level, using annotations, which are often not available or hard to generate.

7.6.3 Qualitative Comparison

Figure 7.5 shows the score and four audio feature variants for a monophonic theme by Bach. The first
representation (Figure 7.5b) is based on a symbolic encoding, manually aligned to the audio occurrence.
Figure 7.5c shows our CTC-based representation. Despite some noise, we see that CCTC is similar to
CMID, which is not surprising for a simple monophonic theme. Figure 7.5d shows the representation
Clinear from the weakly aligned classification approach, which is smoother compared to CCTC. In fact,
the representation Clinear is strongly over-smoothed. The features have this property because there is no
accurate temporal correspondence between the input and output representations in the corresponding
training strategy. As a consequence, the model temporally smears the active chroma bins. In the next
section, we will further analyze the feature’s temporal granularity and smoothness. The features from the
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Figure 7.5: Feature representations for the theme of
J. S. Bach’s Fugue in C minor, BWV 847
(TheWell-Tempered Clavier). (a) Score. (b)
CMID. (c) CCTC. (d) Clinear. (e) Cstrong.
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strongly aligned classification approach Cstrong (Figure 7.5e) are cleaner and sharper compared to the other
two audio representations.

7.7 Temporal Granularity

In the previous section, we showed that differently learned features have distinct properties. In particular,
we observed different degrees of temporal granularity and smoothness in the feature representations.
To better understand how these differences impact our retrieval results, we now compare the chroma
representations CCTC and CBG1 in terms of temporal granularity.
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of granularity values for
(a) CCTC and (b) CBG1. The red dotted
lines indicate the median value of the re-
spective distribution.

7.7.1 Granularity Measure

We now introduce a measure to quantify the temporal granularity of a feature representation on a scale
from low granularity (i.e., smooth) to high granularity (i.e., fine-grained). To this end, we compare a
sequence of `2-normalized chroma feature vectors

C = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) (7.9)

of length N ∈ N, having elements cn ∈ R12 for n ∈ [1 : N], with a smoothed variant of C. To
compute this variant, we apply a temporal average filter of 6 frames (corresponding to 240ms) and then
again `2-normalize each vector. We apply the smoothing in a centric way, using suitable zero-padding
conventions. As a result, the smoothed sequence

Csmooth = (csmooth
1 , csmooth

2 , . . . , csmooth
N ) (7.10)

has the same length N as the original sequence. Then, inspired by the distance measure used for SDTW,
we compute as a measure of temporal granularity Γ : R12×N → [0, 1] the average cosine distance

Γ(C) = 1
N

N∑
n=1

(
1 − 〈cn, csmooth

n 〉
‖cn‖ ·

csmooth
n


)
. (7.11)

High Γ values indicate fine-grained features since the features are dissimilar to their smoothed variants.
Low Γ values indicate smooth features since they are similar to their smoothed variants. Figure 7.6 shows
the distribution of Γ values for the 2067 themes of our dataset. For the CTC approach (Figure 7.6a), the
median Γ is around 0.09, and for CBG1 (Figure 7.6b), it is approximately 0.05. This difference shows that
the CTC approach is more fine-grained.
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7.7 Temporal Granularity

Figure 7.7: Distribution of median note durations for (a) all 2067
themes, (b) the set of difficult themes (color and
hatches based on CCTC), and (b) the set of difficult
themes (color and hatches based on CBG1).
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7.7.2 Effect on Retrieval

How does the difference in temporal granularity of our features impact the retrieval results? A possible
disadvantage of smooth features is that they hardly capture short note events. Since such events only
span a short period, they may not be represented well in smooth features. Therefore, the CTC model’s
fine-grained features may perform better for themes with short note events. To examine this hypothesis,
we relate the theme’s note durations to the retrieval results. We compute the median note duration (using
the manual alignments) for each theme and show the resulting distribution in Figure 7.7a. Most of the
themes have a median note duration between 0.1 and 0.6 seconds.

Both feature representations CCTC and CBG1 perform well in the retrieval application for many themes. For
1623 of the 2067 themes, the relevant document is ranked at the top (rank 1) in both approaches. We now
consider only the remaining 444 themes yielding a non-relevant top match in at least one of the approaches.
These themes constitute the more difficult part of our dataset. Only using this part, we again show the
distributions of median note durations in Figures 7.7b and c. The distribution shape corresponding
to the 444 themes is similar to the distribution shape corresponding to the total dataset (Figure 7.7a).
The histogram’s colors and hatches indicate the rank that a theme yielded in the two strategies CCTC

(Figure 7.7b) and CBG1 (Figure 7.7c). We see that most themes with a short median note duration of below
0.5 have better ranks in the CTC-based approach than for CBG1. But, we have no substantial differences
between the procedures for themes with a median note duration of above 0.5. Apparently, the fine-grained
CTC-based features better represent themes with short note durations.
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

7.8 Musical Evaluation

After having analyzed the effect of the CTC loss and the features’ properties, we now come back to our
music retrieval application. A main challenge of the retrieval scenario is the fact that the queries are
monophonic, and the audio recordings are polyphonic. In this section, we review categories of musical
texture that help us to specify this monophony–polyphony discrepancy. Then, we analyze our retrieval
results in terms of musical texture.

7.8.1 Musical Texture

We categorize the themes according to their musical texture, using the standard texture categories of
monophony, homophony, and polyphony. We expect that more complex musical textures go along with
decreased retrieval evaluation measures.

Closely following Chapter 5, we shortly review our used musical terminology. A monophonic texture
consists of a single melodic line (possibly doubled by octaves). A homophonic texture is made up of
a melody and an accompaniment. Themes with similar rhythm in all voices are also included into this
category. A polyphonic texture comprises two or more independent melodic lines. Of course, different
textures can appear in a single theme. For example, the beginning of a fugue often starts by presenting a
musical theme in a monophonic way. Still, the texture turns polyphonic as soon as another voice joins
in. For our analyses, we assign a single category to each theme, where we always use the most complex
texture that occurs for that theme. Thus, the previous example (fugue theme starting monophonic and
getting polyphonic later) is considered polyphonic. For musical examples and a further discussion on
these categories, we refer to Chapter 5.

7.8.2 Analysis of Retrieval Results

Table 7.6 shows the evaluation results according to the categories monophony (M), homophony (H), and
polyphony (P). For convenience, we also add results for the total dataset (T), which we already showed
in Table 7.3. Let us consider the first row that reports on results for the first fold. This fold contains 40
monophonic, 418 homophonic, and 101 polyphonic themes. In total (T), 559 themes are in this fold.
For 37 out of 40 monophonic themes, the relevant document was on the first rank (top-1: 0.93). 367
of the 418 homophonic queries had a relevant top match (top-1: 0.88). For the 101 polyphonic themes,
this is the case for 85 themes (top-1: 0.84). For all 559 themes of this fold, the top-1 rate is 0.87. The
evaluation rates negatively correlate with the complexity of the musical texture of the themes. This trend
also holds for the average results (�), where the monophonic themes have a higher top-1 rate (0.93) than
the homophonic themes (0.88) and the polyphonic themes (0.84). We can observe the same correlation for
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7.8 Musical Evaluation

Queries Top-1 Top-10 MRR
Fold M H P T M H P T M H P T M H P T

CCTC

1 40 418 101 559 0.93 0.88 0.84 0.87 0.97 0.97 0.90 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.87 0.90
2 11 308 58 377 0.82 0.84 0.74 0.83 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.79 0.86
3 42 162 173 377 0.98 0.87 0.82 0.86 1.00 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.98 0.89 0.85 0.88
4 16 236 125 377 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.92
5 6 269 102 377 1.00 0.88 0.85 0.87 1.00 0.94 0.96 0.95 1.00 0.90 0.89 0.90
� 0.93 0.88 0.84 0.87 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.90 0.87 0.89

CBG1 115 1393 559 2067 0.95 0.83 0.79 0.82 0.97 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.96 0.86 0.83 0.86

Table 7.6: Evaluation on dataset parts with different musical characteristics: monophony (M), homophony (H), polyphony (P),
total (T).

evaluation measures that take more than only the top rank into account. For example, the MRR is 0.94,
0.90, and 0.87 for the monophonic, homophonic, and polyphonic themes, respectively.

Similar trends can also be observed for CBG1 (last row). For example, the top-1 rates are 0.95, 0.83, and
0.79 for the monophonic, homophonic, and polyphonic themes, respectively. The CTC approach does not
improves over CBG1 for monophonic themes (top-1: 0.93 and 0.95), but for the homophonic (top-1: 0.88
and 0.83) and polyphonic (top-1: 0.84 and 0.79) themes.

At first sight, it may be surprising that the difference between homophonic and polyphonic texture does
not lead to greater differences in retrieval results. Though the difference in both categories is essential
from a musical point of view, it may not be as important from a signal-processing perspective. In both
texture categories, the theme appears with additional voices that make an audio occurrence dissimilar to
its corresponding monophonic query. If these voices constitute an accompaniment (homophonic theme)
or musically independent melodies (polyphonic theme) may only have a limited impact on our retrieval
results. It is much more critical if the additional voices (independent or not) contribute a lot of energy to
the theme occurrence in the audio recording.

7.8.3 Examples

To better understand the influence of the musical texture on our audio features, we discuss in the following
several musical examples, which we order by increasing complexity. In Figure 7.5, we already showed
a monophonic theme from a Bach fugue. There is no monophony–polyphony discrepancy between the
query and corresponding audio occurrence for this theme. As a consequence, the query yielded a relevant
top match in both CCTC and CBG1 approaches. Figures 7.8 to 7.11 show four more musical themes in a
sheet music representation of a piano reduction. The sheet music displays the theme’s notes colored in red
and all other voices in black. Along with the score, we show a symbolic representation (CMID), which is
manually aligned to the respective audio occurrence and, therefore, temporally corresponds to the audio
features. Furthermore, we show the audio feature representations CCTC and CBG1.
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Figure 7.8: F. Schubert: Violin Sonata
in A major, D. 574, sec-
ond movement, beginning.
(a) Sheet music of pi-
ano reduction. (b) CMID.
(c) CCTC. (d) CBG1.
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Figure 7.9: J. Brahms: Hungarian
Dance No. 5 in F] mi-
nor, WoO 1, first theme.
(We cyclically shifted the
feature representations to
match transposition of the
sheet music.) (a) Sheet
music of piano reduction.
(b) CMID. (c) CCTC.
(d) CBG1.

The first example (Figure 7.8) is the beginning of a violin sonata by Schubert, where the theme is doubled
by octaves. We still consider this monophonic. The feature representations capture the theme’s pitch
classes well, but we can still observe two problems. First, the rest (just before the second 1.5) is not well
captured in both feature representations. In CCTC, some unrelated pitch classes seem to be active, and
in CBG1, two previously active pitch classes (E and G]) seem to be extended. The second problem is
that the theme occurrence is short (2 seconds) and only contains three distinct pitch classes since the
theme consists of a broken E major triad. As a consequence, the query is not very discriminative. Still, it
achieved a rank of one and two in the approaches CCTC and CBG1, respectively.

The second example (Figure 7.9), which is homophonic, is the beginning of the famous Hungarian dance
in F] minor by Brahms. Though the theme is accompanied, the theme’s pitch classes are dominant in the
feature representations. There seems to be a slight tuning issue in this example because many chroma
bands share energy with their upper neighbor. The feature representations are still discriminative, and for
this query, the relevant document was ranked at the top in both approaches.
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7.8 Musical Evaluation

Figure 7.10: J. S. Bach: Flute Sonata
in B minor, BWV 1030,
beginning. (We cyclically
shifted the feature repre-
sentations to match trans-
position of the sheet mu-
sic.) (a) Sheet music of pi-
ano reduction. (b) CMID.
(c) CCTC. (d) CBG1.
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Figure 7.11: J. Haydn: Quartet in F
minor, Hob. III:35, Fi-
nale, second fugue sub-
ject. (a) Sheet music of pi-
ano reduction. (b) CMID.
(c) CCTC. (d) CBG1.
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The third example (Figure 7.10) is polyphonic and comes from a flute sonata by Bach. Though some
energy from the other voices is present in the features (especially in the B band), the theme is well
preserved in the feature representations. The theme yielded a relevant top match in both approaches.

The fourth example (Figure 7.11) is a subject from a string quartet fugue by Haydn. This is a complex
case because two fugue subjects are overlapping. In this example, we consider the second subject played
by the cello while the second violin presents the first subject (the second violin starts two measures before
the beginning of this example). The feature representations contain both subjects to a certain degree, but
the first subject is more strongly represented. The theme achieved the ranks of 42 and 6 in the approaches
CCTC and CBG1, respectively.

Note that the retrieval results are generally good. To provide instructive examples, we over-emphasized
problematic queries in the figure. On our accompanying website34, we provide visualizations of all themes
in all feature representations, which give a more complete picture. In summary, the examples show that
our feature representations are well-suited for our application in many cases. However, we face problems
in some cases due to many different reasons, such as few pitch classes, tuning issues, additional voices
with high energy, or musical ambiguities.
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7 CTC-Based Learning of Deep Chroma Features for Cross-Modal Music Retrieval

7.9 Future Work and Conclusions

7.9.1 Future Work

Our study offers several aspects for further development. For example, in our retrieval experiments,
we excluded the challenges due to differences in transposition between the queries and corresponding
audio documents, which could be taken into account by circularly shifting the chroma features [10] or
using a learning procedure for computing transposition-invariant features [6]. Furthermore, our oracle
experiment (Section 7.5.4) suggests a possible next step of combining our strategy with traditional salience
approaches [26].

Another possible extension of our work is to modify the CTC learning algorithm. In our system, the blank
symbol ε is dominant in the network’s output. To reduce its dominance, we remove the ε-probabilities and
then normalize the features. As an alternative solution, one may modify the CTC algorithm such that it
does not use the ε symbol. The symbol’s first role (indicating a rest) could be taken over by an explicit
rest symbol in the label sequence. The second role (indicating repetitions) is not needed in our scenario
because we are not interested in transcription (i.e., finding the most probable label sequence given the
output probabilities) but learning powerful features for retrieval.

7.9.2 Conclusions

In this chapter, we showed how to apply the CTC loss to train deep chroma models with weakly aligned
training data. In our theme retrieval scenario, we improved the state of the art by using features learned by
such a model.

As a main contribution, we compared the CTC strategy with weakly and strongly aligned classification
approaches. We found that the CTC strategy is superior to standard DNN training procedures for weakly
aligned training data. The CTC results are only slightly worse than the results obtained by training
approaches using strongly aligned data, which can be considered the ideal case in our scenario. This finding
is of major importance because it is highly labor-intensive to create strong alignments. A CTC-based
strategy allows for saving a lot of annotation work and only leads to a slight drop in retrieval quality. This
potential of CTC is also relevant for other MIR tasks, where annotations are hardly available, such as
melody estimation [167] or chord recognition [141].

As a further contribution, our analyses revealed that temporal granularity is an important property of the
features and that smooth features do not capture short note events well. Furthermore, we also showed that
the retrieval results correlate with the themes’ musical complexity, though even for complex polyphonic
themes, we generally achieve good retrieval results. In various examples, we showed that our task-specific
chroma features implicitly reduce the degree of polyphony of the audio content, which makes them
well-suited for our retrieval task.
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7.9 Future Work and Conclusions

We make our contributions reproducible and accessible in three different ways.34 First, we provide an
interactive web interface that shows detailed retrieval results for each theme and includes visualizations
of the various feature representations. A tabular view allows ordering the themes according to the
corresponding retrieval ranks, making it easy to find well-behaved and problematic queries. Second,
we make pre-trained models and code to apply them available, which allows computing the CTC-based
chroma features for arbitrary audio files. Third, our training data is publicly accessible, including an
overview website with score visualizations and sonifications (see Chapter 5).

We think that the findings of this chapter are relevant beyond our retrieval scenario. The trend towards
using ever-increasing annotated datasets is considered critical among researchers. Data efficiency is still
an important topic in the age of deep learning [79]. The MIR community is also critically aware of the
fact that large annotated datasets are not equally accessible by industry and academia [44]. A step towards
solving this problem could be to use weakly annotated datasets, which are much easier to obtain. Our work
shows that procedures for weakly aligned annotations can achieve results nearly as good as approaches
using strongly aligned annotations, encouraging further adaptations and developments of such procedures.
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8 Summary and Future Work

In this thesis, we addressed two different cross-version retrieval scenarios of Western classical music,
where the respective scenarios led to different retrieval strategies and different approaches for learning
task-specific audio representations. In our first scenario (Part I), we used short audio snippets as queries to
find all recordings in a database that are based on the same musical work as the respective queries. Building
upon a shingle-based approach, we focused on the efficiency of the retrieval procedure. We showed how to
learn low-dimensional embeddings of audio shingles by using PCA- or DNN-based techniques to enable
retrieval strategies based on standard index structures for nearest neighbor search (Chapter 3). In addition,
we applied a recent graph-based indexing approach to substantially increase the retrieval speed, even for
shingle embeddings with higher dimensionalities (Chapter 4). In our second scenario (Part II), we used
monophonic symbolic musical themes as queries to find recordings in a database, where the respective
themes are being played. For this challenging task, where query (monophonic symbolic theme) and
database recordings (audio recordings of polyphonic music) are fundamentally different from each other, we
focused on improving the retrieval results. We first introduced the MTD, a novel dataset for musical themes
that is essential for evaluation and training procedures in the theme-based retrieval scenario (Chapter 5).
Then, we proposed a retrieval strategy based on melody-enhanced pitch salience representations that
improved the results for the theme-based retrieval task compared to previous approaches (Chapter 6).
Finally, we further improved the results by learning a task-specific audio representation for musical themes
that was computed by a DNN trained with the CTC loss, using weakly aligned score–audio pairs from the
MTD (Chapter 7).

In the scenarios considered, we have gained various insights on how to increase the efficiency and quality
of the retrieval. As for future work, the insights obtained in one scenario could be applied to the other
scenario. A central result in the shingle-based scenario was the increase in search efficiency through
graph-based index structures. The application of index-based nearest neighbor search was possible
by using embedding approaches to compute fixed-size vectors representing local sections of an audio
recording. One possible research direction is to improve the efficiency of the theme-based retrieval
application in a similar way. In our approach for this scenario, the CTC-based DNN processed and
enhanced variable-length input representations without modifying the temporal dimension. This process
resulted in queries and database items of variable lengths. For dealing with this variability, we used a
computationally expensive retrieval strategy based on sequence alignment to compensate for temporal
differences between the query and the database recordings. One may extend the CTC-based training for
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8 Summary and Future Work

computing fixed-size vectors representing entire themes. For example, one option would be to employ an
encoder-decoder architecture [187], where an encoder embeds the input sequence (audio occurrence of a
theme) into a fixed-size vector. A decoder then transforms this embedding into an output sequence (which
may be aligned to a symbolic theme during training as in the CTC loss). The intermediate embedding,
which should represent the entire musical theme, could be used for retrieval, which may open up the
possibility of applying fast nearest neighbor search strategies for theme-based retrieval.

Another direction for future work concerns the representations used as input for the DNNs. In the
shingle-based scenario, we used specialized chroma features (CENS), having a low feature rate and a strong
temporal smoothing. Due to these characteristics, there was no need to deal with temporal differences
between corresponding training items (i.e., anchor and positive examples) during the training procedure.
On the contrary, we used input representations having a higher temporal resolution in the theme-based
retrieval scenario. To compensate for temporal differences between the corresponding training items (i.e.,
symbolic theme and audio occurrence), we performed an implicit alignment during the training procedure
(using the CTC loss). Similarly, one may also perform an alignment during training in the first scenario.
Using such an approach, the DNN may perform a data-adaptive smoothing that could alleviate the need
for specialized pre-processing of the network input.

In conclusion, this thesis presented various strategies to increase the efficiency and improve the results
in two cross-version music retrieval scenarios, employing methods from information retrieval, signal
processing, and machine learning. We want to emphasize that the findings of this thesis are relevant
beyond the specific retrieval scenarios considered. In many multimedia domains, increasing amounts of
data pose various challenges, especially when dealing with time-dependent data streams. In particular,
the questions of how to improve the search efficiency and how to employ weakly annotated training data
are important in many multimedia applications. In this thesis, we provided possible solutions to these
questions using two music retrieval tasks as example scenarios.
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Appendix

A Frequency Responses Used in the STFT-Based Log-Frequency
Spectrogram Computation

We introduced various time–frequency transforms with a logarithmic frequency grid in Chapter 2. In
particular, we described an approach to rescale the frequency axis of the STFT (Section 2.3), a transform
based on IIR filters (Section 2.4), and the CQT, which is based on time–frequency atoms (Section 2.5).
For the IIR-based spectrogram and the CQT, we visualized and discussed the frequency responses of the
filters used in the respective transforms (Figure 2.6 on p. 17 and Figure 2.8 on p. 19). In this appendix
section, we provide similar visualizations for the STFT-based log-frequency spectrogram.

In Chapter 2, we used suitable interpolation techniques to rescale the STFT’s linear frequency axis. In the
following, we use an alternative approach for computing the log-frequency spectrogram from the STFT. In
this approach, we add up the amplitude values of all frequency bins that correspond to the same pitch in
each frame. There may be pitch bins that do not have any corresponding frequency bin in the STFT, which
leads to empty bins in the resulting log-frequency spectrogram. To fill these empty bins, one may increase
the STFT’s frequency resolution. For a detailed account of the pooling procedure, we refer to the textbook
by Müller [128].

We can consider the windowed complex exponentials used in the STFT as FIR filters (see Eq. 2.2 on p. 12).
Using an STFT with a Hann window of about 23.2ms length (N = 512, Fs = 22 050), we visualize in
Figure A.1a the frequency response of the windowed complex exponential for k = 20, having a center
frequency of k · Fs/N ≈ 861.3Hz. This frequency is close to the pitch p = 81, having a center frequency
of f (81) = 880Hz. For computing the pitch bin p = 81 in our pooling procedure, we aggregate the
amplitude values of all STFT bins corresponding to a center frequency between f (80.5) ≈ 854.9Hz and
f (81.5) ≈ 905.8Hz. In our setting, these are the bins for k = 20 and k = 21 (having center frequencies of
861.3Hz and 904.3Hz, respectively). The frequency responses of these bins are visualized in Figure A.1b.
We can derive an aggregated frequency response for p = 81 by adding up the responses for k = 20 and
k = 21. This sum is visualized in Figure A.1c.

Figure A.2a shows the aggregated frequency response for the pitch bin p = 69 used in the pooling
procedure for computing an STFT-based log-frequency spectrogram, where we used a Hann window of
about 23.2ms length (N = 512, Fs = 22 050). Due to its wide bandwidth, the response covers more than a
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Figure A.1: Frequency responses for an STFT using N = 512 and Fs = 22 050. (a) Frequency response of windowed complex
exponential for k = 20. (b) Frequency response of windowed complex exponentials for k = 20 and k = 21.
(c) Aggregated frequency response.
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Figure A.2: Aggregated frequency responses used in the pooling approach to compute an STFT-based log-frequency spectrogram.
(a) Frequency response for p = 69 (N = 512). (b) Frequency responses for p ∈ [24 : 108] (N = 512). (c) Frequency
response for p = 69 (N = 2048). (d) Frequency responses for p ∈ [24 : 108] (N = 2048).

single semitone. When we increase the window length to 92.9ms (N = 2048), the bandwidth becomes
smaller (Figure A.2c). Here, the frequency response is similar to the corresponding response used in the
CQT (displayed in Figure 2.8a on p. 19 in Chapter 2). Figure A.2b visualizes the aggregated frequency
responses for the pitch bins p ∈ [24 : 108] using N = 512. We see that lower pitches are not represented
well, which is due to the linear frequency resolution of the STFT. The responses in the lower-pitch regions
do not overlap visually as strong as we might expect because of the empty pitch bins discussed above. The
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frequency responses with a passband peaking at around -6 dB only have a single associated frequency
bin in the STFT. When more frequency bins are associated with a pitch, the passband of the respective
frequency response has a higher peak. Figure A.2d visualizes the frequency responses using N = 2048.
As expected, a higher window size, leading to a higher frequency resolution of the STFT, improves the
characteristics of the bandpass filters. For example, the transition bands become shorter and lower pitches
are resolved better.

B Connectionist Temporal Classification

B.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7, we described how we use the CTC loss [71] to train a CNN for computing chroma features.
We outlined the general idea of the CTC loss computation in Section 7.4 without going into detail regarding
the efficient dynamic-programming-based algorithm, which is used in practice to compute the loss. In
this section, we describe this algorithm, following Graves et al. [71]. Before that, we also elaborate
on the reduction of an alignment to a label sequence and the computation of the probability of a label
sequence. Beyond the original article [71], we also recommend the review on the CTC loss in the thesis by
Hannun [76]. In summary, we carefully adapted the mathematical notation style to highlight the relation
to similar algorithms, such as dynamic time warping as described in the textbook by Müller [128].

B.2 CTC Loss Computation

We expect the reader to be familiar with the application and notation described in Chapter 7. For
convenience, we shortly repeat our notation. Furthermore, we expand it to lay the foundations for the
description of the dynamic-programming algorithm. We describe the CTC loss computation for a single
training pair consisting of an audio feature sequence

X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) (B.1)

of length N ∈ N (consisting of feature vectors xn ∈ RD for n ∈ [1 : N] of dimensionality D ∈ N) and a
label sequence

Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yM ) (B.2)

of length M ∈ N (consisting of elements ym ∈ A for m ∈ [1 : M]). The alphabet A is the set of symbols
that can occur in the label sequence (such as the set of twelve different chroma labels). Typically M � N .
The feature sequence X is transformed by a DNN fθ with parameters θ to a sequence of probability
distributions

fθ(X) = (p1, p2, . . . , pN ) (B.3)
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having the same length N as the feature sequence. Each element of the sequence pn : A′ → R maps a
symbol from the modified alphabet A′ to a probability value. The modified alphabet

A′ B A ∪ {ε}. (B.4)

contains an additional blank symbol ε . Since the elements pn are probability elements, their sum over the
modified alphabet is one: ∑

α∈A′
pn(α) = 1, (B.5)

for n ∈ [1 : N]. When we assign a suitable symbol to each time frame, we align the label sequence to the
feature sequence. We can also think of such an alignment as an “unfolded” label sequence Y . We denote
an alignment by

A = (a1, a2, . . . , aN ), (B.6)

having the same length N as the feature sequence and consisting of symbols an ∈ A′. More formally, a
valid alignment A can be converted to a label sequence Y using two simple rules. The first rule is that
consecutive duplicate symbols are merged into a single symbol. We denote a function that realizes this
rule by κ′. As an example, let us consider a sequence A = (α, α, β, β, β). When converting this sequence
to a label sequence, it is reduced to κ′(A) = Y = (α, β). Having only this rule, we cannot express a
repeated symbol in the label sequence Y by an alignment A. To indicate repeated symbols in Y , we need
to separate the corresponding symbols in A by a blank symbol ε . A repetition is then realized by the
second rule to convert A to Y , which consists of removing all blank symbols from the sequence. We
denote a function that implements the second rule by κ′′. Applying both rules yields κ = κ′′ ◦ κ′. As
an example, let us consider an alignment sequence A = (α, ε, α, α, β). After applying the first rule, the
sequence is reduced to κ′(A) = (α, ε, α, β). Then, after applying the second rule, the sequence is further
reduced to κ′′

(
κ′(A)) = κ(A) = Y = (α, α, β).

To further clarify the two-rule conversion, let us consider a more general example, where we have the
alphabet A B {α, β}. The left column in Table B.1 shows all possible label sequences for M ≤ 2. All
possible corresponding alignments of length N = 4 are shown in the right columns of Table B.1.

Given an alignment A and the sequence of probability distributions, we can compute the probability

P(A|X) =
N∏
n=1

pn(an) (B.7)

of the alignment. When computing the CTC loss, we do not explicitly know the alignment, but we know
the label sequence. Because a label sequence Y can correspond to multiple alignments (see Table B.1), we
have to consider all alignments that satisfy κ(A) = Y . Let us denote KX,Y = {A ∈ (A′)N : κ(A) = Y } the
set of all possible alignments of length N that can be reduced to a given label sequence Y . The probability
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Table B.1: Possible label sequences Y and corre-
sponding alignments A forA = {α, β},
M ≤ 2, and N = 4.

Y A

(α)

(α, α, α, α) (α, α, α, ε) (α, α, ε, ε)
(α, ε, ε, ε) (ε, α, α, α) (ε, α, α, ε)
(ε, α, ε, ε) (ε, ε, α, α) (ε, ε, α, ε)
(ε, ε, ε, α)

(β)

(β, β, β, β) (β, β, β, ε) (β, β, ε, ε)
(β, ε, ε, ε) (ε, β, β, β) (ε, β, β, ε)
(ε, β, ε, ε) (ε, ε, β, β) (ε, ε, β, ε)
(ε, ε, ε, β)

(α, α) (α, α, ε, α) (α, ε, α, α) (α, ε, α, ε)
(α, ε, ε, α) (ε, α, ε, α)

(α, β)

(α, α, α, β) (α, α, β, β) (α, α, β, ε)
(α, α, ε, β) (α, β, β, β) (α, β, β, ε)
(α, β, ε, ε) (α, ε, β, β) (α, ε, β, ε)
(α, ε, ε, β) (ε, α, α, β) (ε, α, β, β)
(ε, α, β, ε) (ε, α, ε, β) (ε, ε, α, β)

(β, α)

(β, α, α, α) (β, α, α, ε) (β, α, ε, ε)
(β, β, α, α) (β, β, α, ε) (β, β, β, α)
(β, β, ε, α) (β, ε, α, α) (β, ε, α, ε)
(β, ε, ε, α) (ε, β, α, α) (ε, β, α, ε)
(ε, β, β, α) (ε, β, ε, α) (ε, ε, β, α)

(β, β) (β, β, ε, β) (β, ε, β, β) (β, ε, β, ε)
(β, ε, ε, β) (ε, β, ε, β)

of the label sequence can be computed by summing the probabilities of all corresponding alignments.

P(Y |X) =
∑

A∈KX,Y

P(A|X). (B.8)

The final CTC loss for a single training pair is

Lθ(X,Y ) = − log P(Y |X). (B.9)

This loss function is used in mini-batch gradient descent to update the parameters θ by averaging the
loss value over all training pairs in a mini batch. By this procedure, the network’s parameters improve
to produce probability sequences that make the ground-truth label sequences of the training set more
probable. The algorithm in Table B.2 summarizes the computation of the CTC loss.

B.3 Dynamic Programming

Depending on N , we have a combinatorial explosion in the cardinality of the set KX,Y . Therefore, the
naive approach to compute the CTC loss is infeasible for larger N . Graves et al. [71] described how to
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1: function NaiveCtc(X,Y, fθ)

2: compute KX,Y . Variables
3: (p1, p2, . . . , pN ) ← fθ(X)

4: P(Y |X) ← 0 . Computation
5: for A ∈ KX,Y do
6: P(A|X) ← 1
7: for n ∈ [1 : N] do
8: P(A|X) ← P(A|X) · pn(an)
9: end for
10: P(Y |X) ← P(Y |X) + P(A|X)
11: end for

12: return − log P(Y |X) . Return

13: end function

Table B.2: Naive approach to compute the CTC loss.

compute P(Y |X) in a differentiable and efficient way using dynamic programming similar to the forward
algorithm for HMMs [76, 150].

We first define a modified label sequence

Z = (z1, z2, . . . , z2M+1), (B.10)

which corresponds to the label sequence Y , but with the blank symbol ε added at the beginning, the end,
and between each two consecutive elements of Y . Thus, the length of Z is 2M + 1. For example, if
Y = (α, α, β), then Z = (ε, α, ε, α, ε, β, ε).

Let us now introduce a prefix notation. Z(1 : m) denotes a prefix of Z consisting of the first m elements.
A(1 : n) denotes a prefix of A with the first n elements. Furthermore, K′X,Z = {A ∈ (A′)N : κ′(A) = Z}
denotes the set of all alignments of length N that map to the modified label sequence. Then, we define a
forward matrix

D(m, n) B
∑

A∈K′X,Z

κ′(A(1:n))=Z(1:m)

n∏
i=1

pi(ai) (B.11)

for m ∈ [1 : 2M + 1] and n ∈ [1 : N]. In other words, D(m, n) is the probability that the first n elements
in the alignment A correspond to the first m symbols in the modified label sequence Z . Consequently,
D(2M, N) is the probability that the alignment fully corresponds to the modified label sequence and ends
with the last symbol of the label sequence. Similarly, D(2M + 1, N) is the probability that the modified
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1: function DynamicCtc(X,Y, fθ)

2: initialize D . (Variables)
3: compute Z
4: (p1, p2, . . . , pN ) ← fθ(X)

5: D(1, 1) ← p1(ε) . (Initialization)
6: D(2, 1) ← p1(y1)
7: for m ∈ [3 : 2M + 1] do
8: D(m, 1) ← 0
9: end for

10: for n ∈ [2 : N] do . (Recursion)
11: for m ∈ [1 : 2M + 1] do
12: if zm = ε or zm−2 = zm then
13: D(m, n) ← pn(zm)

(
D(m, n − 1) + D(m − 1, n − 1))

14: else
15: D(m, n) ← pn(zm)

(
D(m, n − 1) + D(m − 1, n − 1) + D(m − 2, n − 1))

16: end if
17: end for
18: end for

19: return − log
(
D(2M + 1, N) + D(2M, N)) . (Return)

20: end function

Table B.3: Dynamic-programming approach to compute the CTC loss.

label sequence ends with the blank symbol ε . Therefore, the final probability needed for the CTC loss is

P(Y |X) = D(2M + 1, N) + D(2M, N). (B.12)

We can recursively compute the matrix D. First, we initialize the first row of the matrix.

D(1, 1) = p1(z1) = p1(ε) (B.13)

D(2, 1) = p1(z2) = p1(y1) (B.14)

D(m, 1) = 0, ∀m > 2. (B.15)

In other words, the alignment either starts with the blank symbol ε or with the first symbol from the label
sequence.
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Then, we fill the matrix recursively for n > 1.

D(m, n) = pn(zm) ·

(
D(m, n − 1) + D(m − 1, n − 1)), if zm = ε or zm−2 = zm,(
D(m, n − 1) + D(m − 1, n − 1) + D(m − 2, n − 1)), otherwise.

(B.16)
This recursion has a differentiation of three different cases for finding out at each time step which symbols
are possible at the previous time step. As the first case (zm = ε), we have the blank symbol ε at the current
time step n. The symbol of the last time step n − 1 can be either a blank symbol zm = ε (no symbol
change) or the previous symbol zm−1 of the modified label sequence. As the second case (zm−2 = zm),
at the current time step n, we cover a symbol zm from the modified label sequence, which is identical
to its pre-predecessor zm−2. The in-between symbol zm−1 is a blank ε (as always in the modified label
sequence). As a consequence, the symbol of the last time step n − 1 can be either zm (no symbol change)
or zm−1 = ε . It is not allowed to have zm−2 as a previous symbol because the blank symbol ε has to be
used to indicate consecutive duplicate symbols in the label sequence. As the third case (“otherwise”), the
previous symbol can be either zm (no symbol change), or zm−1 (blank symbol ε), or zm−2 (symbol change
without using an intermediate ε).

The algorithm in Table B.3 summarizes the dynamic-programming approach to compute the CTC loss.

B.4 Toy Example

We further illustrate the naive and the dynamic-programming approach to compute the CTC loss with a
toy example. Let our modified alphabet be A′ = {α, β, ε}. We have a short label sequence of Y = (α, β).
Thus, the modified label sequence is Z = (ε, α, ε, β, ε). Furthermore, we fix N = 3. Interpreting the
sequence of probability distributions fθ(X) = (p1, p2, p3) as a matrix, we set it to

1 2 3©«
ª®®¬

0.4 0.0 0.0 α

0.2 0.5 0.5 β

0.4 0.5 0.5 ε

. (B.17)

Let us first take the naive approach. For this short example, we can write down all alignments and compute
their probabilities.

A = (α, α, β) P(A|X) = 0.4 · 0.0 · 0.5 = 0.0 (B.18)

A = (α, β, β) P(A|X) = 0.4 · 0.5 · 0.5 = 0.1 (B.19)

A = (α, β, ε) P(A|X) = 0.4 · 0.5 · 0.5 = 0.1 (B.20)

A = (α, ε, β) P(A|X) = 0.4 · 0.5 · 0.5 = 0.1 (B.21)
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A = (ε, α, β) P(A|X) = 0.4 · 0.0 · 0.5 = 0.0 (B.22)

If we sum the probabilities for the alignments, we get our final probability for the label sequence:
P(Y |X) = 0.3. We can also compute this value with the help of the forward matrix D.

Dᵀ =

1 2 3©«

ª®®®®®®®¬

0.4 0.2 0.1 z1=ε

0.4 0.0 0.0 z2=α

0.0 0.2 0.1 z3=ε

0.0 0.2 0.2 z4=β

0.0 0.0 0.1 z5=ε

(B.23)

In this matrix, we see that P(Y |X) = D(2M + 1, N)+D(2M, N) = 0.1+ 0.2 = 0.3. We achieved the same
result by both the naive as well as the dynamic-programming approach. For this example, the CTC loss is
Lθ(X,Y ) = − log 0.3.

B.5 Musical Example

In Chapter 7, we applied the CTC loss in a musical scenario. We conclude this section by illustrating
the explained concepts using a musical example. Let us consider X to be a sequence of spectral vectors
computed from a music recording and Y to be a sequence of chroma labels. Figure B.1 shows such a
pair using the beginning of a central theme from Beethoven’s Great Fugue Op. 133. In this figure, we
also display the graphical sheet music corresponding to that music excerpt. We have a sequence of five
notes, each interrupted by rests. The figure also shows the chroma label sequence Y and the modified
label sequence Z . Note that Beethoven’s unusual notation (tied eighth notes) is not important for our
discussion. The figure shows the network’s input representation X of length N = 11 on the upper left and
output fθ(X) of the network on the upper right (using logarithmic compression for graphical reasons).
Even though the ε symbol has the highest probability for all time frames, we can clearly follow the theme’s
chroma sequence in the network’s output. The set KX,Y contains all possible alignments of length N

that map to the label sequence Y . In our specific example, there are more than three thousand valid
alignments (satisfying κ(A) = Y ). The figure only illustrates three elements from this set. For a given
alignment, red rectangles indicate the selected symbol for a given time step. The first note B[ of the theme
is repeated. In any valid alignment, two B[ symbols need to be interrupted by at least one ε symbol. The
middle alignment of Figure B.1 goes especially well with the network output. Computing the probability
for an alignment consists of multiplying the probabilities for the activate symbol of each time step (red
rectangles). Computing the CTC loss then involves adding the probabilities for all three thousand valid
alignments.
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Graphical sheet music

<latexit sha1_base64="PDl1We9SEX/j9dJQOEmOABnIDqw=">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</latexit>

Set of all valid alignments K^ ,_

<latexit sha1_base64="DHGKRUYJDorFbEU0tCva9o/5L2o=">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</latexit>

Probability distribution sequence 5\ (^)

<latexit sha1_base64="l3I/XPvwHY4q/4CqhimbMvrkyPo=">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</latexit>

Feature sequence ^

<latexit sha1_base64="/MoVDGswZO0v2PCV8EYzc6a23xE=">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</latexit>

Neural

network 5\

<latexit sha1_base64="hf7RdlN2JrTHYR+UTsue8zh/ZsI=">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</latexit>

(B£
,B

£
,B,A

£
,G)

<latexit sha1_base64="XF43NtRFvvmFk0K8qXOzK4iH8TI=">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</latexit>

(n ,B£
, n ,B

£
, n ,B, n ,A

£
, n ,G, n)

<latexit sha1_base64="22lAhYMsESrBQQ55KuTkBSy3120=">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</latexit>

Label sequence _

<latexit sha1_base64="RZqFTtxqPF/patMZEQC12dZxFJo=">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</latexit>

Modified label sequence `

<latexit sha1_base64="HEvjIKlW2GVjiG3a9UIaXz61nHI=">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</latexit>

Figure B.1: Illustration for an example using the beginning of a central theme from Beethoven’s Great Fugue Op. 133.
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Abbreviations

AMT automatic music transcription

BM Barlow & Morgenstern [12]

CENS chroma energy distribution
normalized statistics

CNN convolutional neural network

CQT constant-Q transform

CTC connectionist temporal classification

DFT discrete Fourier transform

DNN deep neural network

EDM electronic dictionary of musical
themes

FFT fast Fourier transform

FIR finite impulse response

HCQT harmonic constant-Q transform

HMM hidden Markov model

HNSW hierarchical navigable small world

IIR infinite impulse response

LSH locality-sensitive hashing

MAP mean average precision

MIDI musical instrument digital interface

MIR music information retrieval

MRR mean reciprocal rank

MTD musical theme dataset

OCR optical character recognition

OMR optical music recognition

PCA principal component analysis

SDTW subsequence dynamic time warping

STFT short-time Fourier fransform
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